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I have spent the last year working to document this. It is a lot to take in but it needs to be said.
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Janet Mar 5, 2022

Wow. This is tragic. My 71 yr old sister under cancer treatment for small cell carcinoma was stable in tumor

growth last April. She got the first shot (Pfizer I think) snd within 2 weeks a raging CHF overtook her. She

was fine snd laughing on a Monday. Unresponsive on Tuesday and died by my side on Saturday. I feel sure

it was the shot. I am grateful I had that Monday and Saturday. My grandson was most certainly damaged

by the Gardisil thing. Neurological. Also my 73 yo friend got autoimmune hepatitis with cirrhosis after the

shots. It isn’t looking good for her. Others I talk to my age (73) have things going on snd tired all the time. I

am the ONLY one in my age set unvaxxed. I am a health science geek so turned everything off and listened

to health places. They tipped me off to the data that wasn’t matching up from the beginning. Heard about

the mRNA shots snd decided not for me that first summer. I beefed up my immune system snd D level to

80. January 2021 before shots I got a very mild Covid. 5 day runny nose. I didn’t get tested —it was about-

10 weather so I wasn’t going anywhere. I got an antibody test in October and it was positive for antibodies.

I never got omicron despite being around people who did. I worry for my daughter and family. Also the rest

of my family. Just a few of us are not jabbed snd are mostly ostracized. I don’t care at this point. I crave

painful hammering justice on the monsters who created this snd all who are complicit in any way. ASAP.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

I am truly sorry for your loss.
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Pamela Laine Mar 5, 2022

Me too. Plus I resent my healthy unvaxxed self having to spend the rest of my life caregiving for the

sick vaxxed. Needless suffering on both sides.
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Janet Mar 5, 2022

Yes. That is a fear of mine. A big one. My husband got the JJ.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 13, 2022

Janet, from one unvaxxed woman to another, have you experienced any adverse events

from your husbands shot?
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Kayla Wildman Mar 18, 2022 · edited May 3, 2022

I'm unvaxxed and I'm quite sure that I've had an adverse event from my husband's

Pfizer vaccines, which he got without telling me.

My husband died several weeks after his second vaccination due, I believe, to an

unrelated medical mistake. I found out that he'd been vaccinated only because his

doctor (who had been my doctor, too, for some years though I'd recently transferred to

a different doc) called me a few months later out of concern about my health. The

doctor thought I'd probably been vaxxed also, since my husband was. He called to say

he'd had two vaxxed patients with serious blood clots (one of whom was not

responding to treatment with "the most powerful anticoagulant available"), and after

researching and learning about blood clotting from the vaccines, he was asking all his

vaxxed patients get d-Dimer tests. The results of the testing were alarming. He was

relieved to hear that I was unvaxxed.

It took me "forever" to put two and two together, but I'm quite sure that I have

significant heart damage caused by something transmitted to me during sex with my

husband. Because of busy schedules, we set Sunday mornings aside for intimacy. On

a Monday morning in February a year ago (and this would have been one to three

weeks after his second shot), I woke up with bizarrely irregular heartbeat and a mild

intermittent "not enough blood flow to brain" feeling, but absolutely no pain or

pressure like a heart attack. I had had angina a few times over the years but still had

"no problem" ECGs and then a "beautiful" (cardiologist's opinion) stress echo some

time before COVID came around.

I saw my doc that Monday afternoon and she confirmed my heartbeat was very

irregular. Due to thoroughly dysfunctional medical system, I didn't get an ECG until a

month later and found out only almost 2 months after that, by asking the ECG lab for aExpand full comment
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TMartini67 Mar 23, 2022

My boyfriend (we've been together 20 years) got the moderna jabs in August. He

did not want to at all, but his job mandated it back in July. I left the decision up to

him because he's worked there 17 yrs & there's not a lot of jobs in the rural area

we live in. I refused to get the shot from the beginning because I have severe food

& medicine allergies. I lost my job when my factory closed down so I wasn't

pressured to get the shots. My whole immediate family ran out and got the shots

as soon as they were available. My boyfriend didn't have anything but a sore arm

at first, but after a couple of weeks, we both started having bad headaches

everyday- all day. Brain fog, fatigue for no reason, breathing issues, higher blood

pressure. My 30 yr old son has this too ever since he got the booster. My son

went to his Dr & they checked his bloodwork and blood pressure. It used to all be

normal. Now his white blood cell count is high, his triglycerides are higher, his

blood pressure is higher. My parents pressured my son into getting these jabs. I

was so upset they did this. They told him he couldn't be around them if he didn't

so he went along with it. My daughter listened to me and has refused to get them.

Luckily her job hasn't mandated it. She has had abnormal menstrual bleeding

when she was around large groups of vaccinated people. I haven't had that

happen yet. I am not around large groups of people though. I do believe there is

shedding from people that are vaxxed. The only thing that does help us is

ivermectin once- sometimes twice a week. Plus we take magnesium, cod liver oil,

D3, high dose vitamin C, B-complex, B12, zinc. Ever time we try to stop the

ivermectin for more than a week, the everyday headaches & brain fog come back.

We've been doing the ivermectin since November. I didn't really know anything

about all the side effects or shedding or even early treatments for covid until I

happened to see Dr. McCullough and Pierre Kory online and started researching

stuff back in September 21.The more I saw, the more sickening it was. I am so

sorry about your husband. I can't even imagine how devastating this is. I hope you

are feeling better. I have had heart issues all my life from mitral valve prolapse &

angina plus irregular heartbeats. It went undiagnosed for yrs. Magnesium is the

only thing that has helped me with it.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 23, 2022

Hello TMartini - I have started a new Substack about people who are feeling

the effects of someone elses covid stab because no one else is apparently.

There are no studies on this at all so I am hoping that people might find this

substack and include their own information. If you would want to follow the

info there, Id love for you to join us in discovering how we can protect

ourselves as well as maybe support each other on this journey. Hope to see

you there and PLEASE share my substack, Its free! I just want people to

participate because unlike Pfizer or Moderna, you can not have a random

study with only 10 people. haha

https://vaccinatedbyproxy.substack.com/p/an-un-scientific-study?s=w
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TMartini67 Mar 24, 2022

Ha ha true..very good idea too. I actually found this link back in

September 2021 and my daughter and I joined for free. It is a control

group for unvaccinated people only and you update monthly how you

are doing. I figured it was worth trying so there would be some

comparison of the health between vax & un-vaxxed. Check it out...

https://www.vaxcontrolgroup.com/
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 24, 2022

Thanks this is awesome! I didnt know it existed!
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Sherrihf Sep 26, 2022

Here's how jaded I've become...what a good way for the WEF to

build a registry of resisters...
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Sep 27, 2022

UGH - you're probably right! Gross.
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Sherrihf Sep 27, 2022

I hope I'm not. But this is the harm that has been done

by those who think to rule over us. The loss of social

cohesion is the possibly the biggest loss of all.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy

Sep 27, 2022

Agreed. Never before have I had so much distrust

in my government...and I'm a Veteran! I love my

country but the divisiveness and outright murder

by the US Govt is absolutely astounding a d every

single one of them should be ashamed.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022 ·

edited Mar 19, 2022

Kayla, First of all I am so very sorry about the loss of your husband. I can not

imagine your pain and heart break. Did you have an autopsy done and what was

the cause of death?

Were you able to find his vaccine papers to input the numbers in the

https://howbadismybatch.com/ website? There is a lot of information on that

website.

I do feel like my husband is a ticking time bomb. He is a long distance runner and

is physically very active. He has not had any heart problems since his vaccine

although he has been sick with a cough & runny nose for the last several months

which he says is "Normal" because he runs outside and its it cold and it hurts his

lungs. We have been together for a long time and his normal is to get sick about

November and then he is fine, but basically he has been sick since his shots

which I believe were sometime in June and July.

Our medical industry is definitely broken and Id say terrifying to say the least. I

never got the symptoms of covid and for 2 years some how evaded it. I take a

multi-vitamin, Vit D3 with K2, Calcium, Zinc, Quercetin, NAC and magnesium. I

also make tea with pine needles, elderberries, nettles and dandelion root for daily

detox. Luckily my doctor will allow me to have blood tests with out seeing him so I

have my blood tests to monitor my D levels to make sure they are fine because

throwing your body off isnt good either with high levels of vitamins.

Recently, when the HIV hit the news I was very worried. I told my husband that

whom ever made the covid illness inserted HIV in the disease code and also

again in the Vax. His response was "I dont have time to worry about that!". This is

a man who is very careful about what he puts in his body. I was shocked that he

even put an experimental drug in his body, but then again he our Dr. also talked

him into a shingles vax and a flu vax in the last couple of years. I have since quit

that Dr and moved to an "Off the grid" Dr. who will prescribe meds that the

patient needs and is a very thoughtful and kind guy.

Anyway, Im sorry for the loss of your husband. I will figure out how to do a

substack and also check out the link that you posted above.
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Kayla Wildman Mar 19, 2022

Thank you for your condolences. The anniversary of my husband's death is

approaching (early April) and I'm really hurting again.

There's something I think all unjabbed spouses of jabbed people need to

know, sadly, because some of the people who've gotten the jab will die and

perhaps die suddenly. What folks need to know is that the "heartbreak" of

losing someone you love can be quite literal. There's a strong pattern of

people who lose their spouses to heart attacks having heart attacks

themselves within a day or two after their spouse dies.

The medical establishment "doesn't get it" but many, many heart attacks

happen because sudden severe stress causes a huge surge of sympathetic

nervous system activity that can "train wreck" the heart...especially if the

person doesn't have enough "parasympathetic reserve" to counter the

surge. People need to be prepared for this possibility. If I hadn't been

prepared, I myself would have died within 24 hours of my husband's death.

An autopsy was done, not because I requested one but because all

"unexpected" deaths are investigated in the county where my husband and

I lived. The official cause of death was heart attack but that's the default

when no other cause is found. A doctor/friend of my husband had a different

theory and I think she was correct...but it was unrelated to the jabs so I won't

go into detail here.

I think my husband destroyed his vaccine card so I would never find it...I

might be able to get his lot number somehow but I think it would be a big

hassle and I haven't thought it worthwhile.

My understanding is that transmission can occur skin to skin, by exchange
Expand full comment
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I reposted my post about my "proxy jab injury" on your new substack, just

made minor changes in the wording like changing "vaccines" to "jabs." Also

wrote you a message there, pls check as soon as convenient...
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Janet Mar 13, 2022

Not that I’m aware of. I’m 73. He’s 75. Being married 55 years we don’t have to be that

close all the time. 

😘

. He doesn’t seem to have had any side effects. Yet. He was upset

I wouldn’t get jabbed but I think he is aware of some of what’s going on and doesn’t

bug me anymore. I talk about some of it. Have you?
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 13, 2022

First of all congrats on being married for 55 years! That's awesome! We are both

53. We have been together for 20 years. He hid the fact that he got the jab

because he knew I was absolutely against it. I had my first panic attack when he

told me he was thinking about getting it because I had heard enough to know

that it wouldn't be just affecting only him. He kept it from me for 6 months until I

figured it out on my own. My ears started ringing about 7 months ago which is

right about the time he got his first shot. Then I started having random heart

palpitations with minor barn chores (we have horses) and occasional nose bleeds

at night when I lay next to him at night and now I also get a lip twitch after

intimacy for a few days...then it goes away and comes back after intimacy. I am

super tuned into my body and none of this was around before 7 months ago and

all things that have never been a part of my life until recently. Id be interested to

know if other women specifically are having these problems if they are unvaxxed

and their male partner is vaxxed ...for obvious reasons. I am glad you chose your

self and health over the vax.
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ceecee Mar 15, 2022

I'm wondering the same thing...if any female has suffered any weirdness

after their spouse took the shots. My hubby did the same as yours. He got

the shot and didn't tell me until after it was done. He knew exactly how I felt

about it since I begged him not to knowing the state of the medical system

here in Sweden. He thought he knew better though since he's a Chemist

who works for Pharma.

I told him I wouldn't be intimate with him for at least a month afterwards and

wouldn't even kiss him during that time. My mom died shortly after his first

shot and I went to the States to be with her b4 she died (massive

stroke/heart attack that I think was caused by the shots as well since she

was in assisted living at that time).

I spent 3 weeks there and then came home. I have no clue if he got any more

shots but I think he did b/c a few weeks after I got back he was exhausted

and falling asleep all the time, which still persists but not to the same extent

as before. I can't talk with him about it b/c he won't listen. He tried playing

the martyr card on me and asking if he should move to a hotel after the first

shot since I wouldn't speak to him. I don't know if he has told our kids or not.

I told him that was his choice but it has created a division in the family. My

kids know my stance on these shots and I hope I have provided them with

enough info to keep them from taking them. As for my husband, my heart

breaks knowing what he has done to himself and what he has thrown away.

As to intimacy, Just recently I've been experiencing a burning sensation in

my abdomen a day or two after intercourse so I'm not sure if it is related or

not. No other weirdness yet but I will certainly watch for anything and hope

for any other female who may be experiencing something to say something

so we know if we're crazy or not...
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Kayla Wildman Mar 18, 2022

I'm an unvaxxed woman whose husband was vaxxed. I wrote a long

response about my experience, responding to AmericanVeteran. There

are emerging treatments for the vax injuries and I recommend looking

into treatment for you and your husband...see what I wrote...Good luck

to you!
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022

Here is my NEW

substack about Vaccinated by Proxy -

https://vaccinatedbyproxy.substack.com/p/an-un-scientific-study
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022

I have read your message and answered below.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 15, 2022

Sounds like we are in the same boat. My kids also know how I feel

about these shots. My oldest daughter had to get the shot to graduate

from nursing school...probably robbing her of her fertility. My other kids

have refused it. Thank God.

Did your government coerce people in your country? I thought Sweden

didn't lock down or cause much of a disruption with the shots? What

was your experience like there? Social media and the news in the US is

relentless with their lies, persuasion and misinformation of safe &

effective BS.

I wished I had known my husband was going to get that shot. I would

have done the same as you except it would have been 3-4 months! Did

you talk to him about WHY he did it? Oddly enough mine said he

wanted to do it for 'Himself and for his body". He had already had covid

last November and had strong antibodies. I told him he just ruined his

natural immunity and now will be immune deficient. I listened to Dr.

Malone yesterday on Glenn Becks podcast and he said the spike

proteins are indeed transferable but that no studies are being done.

There is another lady on one of these threads who said she has ovarian

cancer after being with her vaxxed husband. Of course she cant prove

it but perhaps you make sure that doesn't happen to you. I hate to think

that no kissing or intimacy for the rest of my life would be horrible but I

think that the amount of unvaxxed people that have never been near a

vaxxed person is a very small circle. Lets keep in contact~ <3

and for anyone else male or female, lets do our own unofficial study. If

you notice bodily changes in yourself after close contact with a vaxxed

person please post. This is not to be rude, but to learn about what may

be happening to others.
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ceecee Mar 16, 2022

I'm actually an American living in Sweden so it's not my

government here! My family all have citizenship but I stayed with

the permanent residency option :)

But as to how Sweden handled things, in the beginning they were

just like New York and Pennsylvania and didn't protect the most

vulnerable so that is where most of the deaths occurred here.

Schools up to year 9 (first year of High School) had in class, in

person, learning thru the whole thing. No masks anywhere and I

still see very few masks being used. They did finally shut down

any mass gatherings just b4 Easter 2020 and only recently have

they allowed them to continue. So, my church was shut down just

b4 Easter in 2020 and then we were allowed back again just b4

Christmas and were able to celebrate Christmas in the church but

then was shut down again 2 days b4 Easter 2021 with the threat

of massive fines if you didn't comply (unless you were a

mosque...they were allowed to remain open, go figure).

The second year, all kids were back in school again until January

2021 when they sent the older kids home and kept the younger

kids in school. We were doing very well as a country then and our

case numbers were dropping and deaths had been dropping and

we had attained herd immunity and then they began the

vaccinations and all heck broke lose again...the only saving grace

in this is that they will not approve the shots for kids under 12

years old. But they know something is not right b/c my daughter's

soccer teams have made it mandatory for anyone receiving the
Expand full comment
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Do you think that Sweden is part of Davos and this is for the

new world order and regime change? Our president here is a

feckless joke.

My husband told me that he had an IQ of 140 (insinuating

that I am not as intelligent as he is) and who was I to question

his decision about HIS body. I told him that HIS decision will

infect my body and who is he to drive a wedge between us by

sneaking around. How do I trust him again after this blatant

disregard for my feelings.

My IQ has never been tested, but I am well read about what

the jab does and doesn't do and it doesn't provide any

protection and now his immunity is gone. I did go to nursing

school and I know how immunity and illness works and it isn't

the way Tony Fouci says it does. It is astounding to me that all

of the doctors and nurses who are blindly following Fauci's

misguided and murderous lead. What happened to the "Do

No Harm Oath"? Why does the entire world wait for Tonys

bated murderous breath? I think that man should be stoned

to death for the chaos and murders he has committed.

I think that very intelligent people have been mislead,

misguided and brain washed. My husband is refusing to look

at any new data and tells me covid is over. I tell him covid is

long from being over because people around the world will

be paying for their horrific mistake of taking an untested shot.Expand full comment
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ceecee Mar 16, 2022

I'd love a penpal to talk about this with! Here's my

throwaway ceceinsweden-at-yahoo.com

I don't follow politics closely here since I can't vote and

wouldn't know who to vote for even if I did. I'm still

attuned to US Politics and vote in every federal election

as do all of my kids of voting age. They are very well

informed. Will talk more on email though :)
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Kayla Wildman Mar 18, 2022

AmericanVeteran, How about starting a substack specifically for

unvaxxed people to report adverse effects, or suspected adverse

effects, due to contact with vaxxed people?
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022

Here is my NEW

substack about Vaccinated by Proxy -

https://vaccinatedbyproxy.substack.com/p/an-un-scientific-

study
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 19, 2022 Author

I have a long list of people this happened to, but since it

was a lot more speculative, I didn't include it in my post.
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Kayla Wildman Mar 19, 2022

THANK YOU
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022

Hi Kayla! That sounds like a great idea! Ill have to figure it out

and see what it takes to start a substack! I am not sure about

how to get followers if I am just a nobody....
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Grasshopper Kaplan Writes Grasshoppper’s KGRaS Grasshopp…

Mar 15, 2022

I am male

My housemate got boosted w his 3rd modeRNA

That seems to have been when I started noticing my ears ring now with no

good reason I can see, low level ring hum

Other adverse effects to me from his shot I can't pinpoint nor mention but I

strongly suspect

He lied about it but I saw the

Bandaid on his arm

Heartbroken
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 15, 2022

I am sorry. Deception is very hard to get over. My heart was/is broken

too. I have had to make the decision to forgive him because I love my

life with him in every other aspect of our lives together. Perhaps you can

weigh the pros and cons and see what you come up with.
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ceecee Mar 17, 2022

My heart goes out to you Grasshopper...it hurts to be in this situation

but we stay b/c of love, even if the love feels like it has betrayed us. Will

keep you in my prayers...
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022

Here is my NEW

substack about Vaccinated by Proxy -

https://vaccinatedbyproxy.substack.com/p/an-un-scientific-study
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 15, 2022

FYI - I just saw this article. Thought you might like to read it.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccine-researcher-

gregory-poland-tinnitus-covid-shot/?

utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=3e8d1bc3-0c8c-

4cf7-a17a-34207a85089a
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Swanlzs May 15, 2022

I didn’t get the shot but my husband did because he wanted to visit our son who

wouldn’t let us come unless we’ve been vaccinated. I told him I would die on this

hill. He has since relented. Anyway my husband got two shots of the Moderna

and had absolutely zero symptoms. He’s the only one I know who hasn’t at least

had some muscle aches and a slight fever after that second shot. He’s thinking he

got saline. But we both take vitamin D3 and a few other supplements.
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Sharon Wood Mar 10, 2022

Im unvaxed & lost a few friends & man I was involved with over my not wanting the jab. One friend

apologized to me recently for treating me like I had leprosy but still refuses to hear the truth. I think

she at least realizes something is way-off with vaccines and all.

I didn’t know that the antibody test would still show past covid infection after 9 months????

So Sorry about your sister! My sister, twice jabbed, came down with a so-called “blood infection” last

summer and nearly died due to being erroneously told twice by the PA at her Dr. Office-she had covid

and to stay at home. Her spleen was removed in the nick of time to save her. I read that the spleen in

particular will attract the spike proteins. I’m guessing they were the real culprit!!!
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Janet Mar 10, 2022

She had a close call. Can’t even get decent care because docs are ignorant and in the tight

Covid bag. My job 1 is to stay out of conventional docs offices and hospitals. I shudder to think

what they would do to me as unvaxxed. The fact jabs don’t seem to make any difference is truly

scary and creepy. We are in a dangerous fact free world now.
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

Read Fauci’s history of experimental vaccines on 3rd world children using AIDS drugs and

Chemotherapeutic drugs on foster children who were healthy… who all died after his 8 week

trial.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

A lot of medical experiments like that have been conducted, but give or take all of

them have been swept under the rug and forgotten.
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Letsrock Jun 3

Chemo drugs are mustard gas, used in WW 1, poison. Just saw a video about it.
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Sharon Wood Mar 10, 2022

She had a high fever and became worse over several days until finally, after more tests, told

her to go to the ER immediately!! Once there they immediately took her into surgery.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 19, 2022

Here is my NEW

substack about Vaccinated by Proxy - https://vaccinatedbyproxy.substack.com/p/an-

un-scientific-study
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Sharon Wood Mar 14, 2022

To add to my sister’s story in case it is somehow helpful to others. She had breast

cancer at only 41 years old (doesn’t run in our family). She is 67 years old now. She

received radiation, chemotherapy and a partial removal of her breast.
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A Andersen Mar 13, 2022

OMG! My 58 year old sister had a benign blood condition. After her third shot (booster), her

spleen was full of clots. They removed her spleen, but her blood platelets continued out of

control. She went home and her headaches and high platelet counts continued. A week later, her

boyfriend left her alone for 45 minutes to run errands. She was fine when he left and dead when

he returned. The docs say they don't know what happened. They say she died from a collision of

clotting and bleeding. I am the only one in the family who questions whether the vaccine did this

to her. They are all vaxxed and don't want to know. I am ignored. They are doing research and

wondering how this could have happened. Blaming the doctors.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

I deeply am sorry for your loss. It makes sense to me how that could have happened, but

I've never seen the pieces come together like that before. What blood condition did she

have? Thank you for sharing.

I suspect they will come up with an explanation that has nothing to do with the vaccine...
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A Andersen Mar 13, 2022

She had polycythemia. She had had it for years. It was well controlled and she was told

she had a normal life expectancy. This held true for years until out of nowhere, in about

December, 2021, she started to cough up blood. She was a vaccine fanatic, so I'm

certain she got three shots in 2021 and then, all of a sudden, at the end of 2021, she is

coughing up blood and her spleen was full of clots. It was so enlarged, the surgery

took much longer than normal. So if this was a natural progression of polycythemia,

why did it explode in late 2021. Why not in any other year? Only the year in which she

took three of the shots.
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Kayla Wildman Mar 18, 2022 · edited Mar 19, 2022

Hello Midwestern Doctor, Thank you for your long report of adverse effects and

suspected adverse effects. So many sad stories! It's heartbreaking, isn't it?

Here's an article I think you'll find interesting, if you haven't seen it already...

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210520/Early-treatment-may-prevent-

clotting-in-COVID-19-vaccine-related-thrombocytopenia.aspx

There are quite a few doctors working on ways to prevent and treat the COVID-19

vaccine injuries. Some are getting good results. Here's one source of information:

https://realcovidresearch.blogspot.com/2021/12/can-you-detox-from-covid-

vaccine.html
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Kayla Wildman Mar 18, 2022

I'm very sorry about your loss...my condolences. It's so hard to lose someone you love. I lost

my husband almost a year ago now, so I'm speaking from my own experience. My heart

goes out to you.

Your sister's vaccine injury sounds like thrombocytopenia. If you go to OpenVAERS.com

and look up thrombocytopenia, you'll see that many cases have been reported. From what

I've heard, the platelets are eventually "used up" by all the clots and then the person dies of

hemorrhage. Here's an article I think you'll find helpful:

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210520/Early-treatment-may-prevent-clotting-in-

COVID-19-vaccine-related-thrombocytopenia.aspx
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Nostradamus Mar 18, 2022

It Takes a Village of Bureaucrats to Implement Despotism:

AMA = American Monopoly Association

CDC = Center for Death and Corruption

FDA = Fraud and Death Association

MD = Moral Deficiency

NIH = Nihilism In Healthcare
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KW NORTON Writes KW Norton Borders Jul 2, 2022

Add in the WEF, BILDERBERG, DARPA, GOOGLE AND AWS.
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A Andersen Mar 19, 2022

Thank you Kayla. And my condolences for your husband's loss. And thank you for the

link to the thrombocytopenia article. I will probably send it to my other grieving family

members who are still researching why our sister's polycythemia would suddenly

explode out of nowhere (other than the vax proximity). And it's interesting that her

doctor said it was a collision of clotting and bleeding. That seems to align with the

article.
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Kayla Wildman Mar 19, 2022

Thank you for your condolences! So many people are losing loved ones these

days…we are living in tragic times.

Here are two other articles, less technical than the one I suggested to you before,

that might be helpful to you and your relatives. There are many cases where there

is that “collision of clotting and bleeding” that your sister’s doctor mentioned.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/monica-melkonianare-died-blood-

disorder-jj-vaccine/

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-johnson-pfizer-moderna-

blood-clot-risk/
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Nostradamus Mar 14, 2022

The reason people don't question the "vaccine" link is the mass formation psychosis

military grade operation they went through in 2020-2021 . Biden spent $1billion to buy all

possible media channels, Castrudeau spent $600 million to do the same, Bill Gates spent

$319million and Israel $250million shekels for mass formation Psychosis. Those are the

official numbers I've seen so far.

I have a co-worker who knows a family that lost 8 people in 2021 - that cannot be a

coincidence. They were all vaxxed!
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Kayla Wildman Mar 18, 2022

Here's an article that helped me understand some of the specific techniques being

used in the psy-op. If you haven't read about this already, I think you'll find it very

interesting.

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/14/are-governments-across-the-five-eyes-using-

hypnosis-against-citizens/
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022 · edited Jul 2, 2022

The spike protein is a bio-weapon patented back in 2002. The project started in 1999 and the

first patent was filed in 2002. It was subsequently used to turn bat corona viruses deadly to

humans - Gain-of-function research financed by Fauci.

This means that in order to fight a bio-weapon (SARS-Cov-2 which uses the spike protein to

attack the cell), transgenic injections genetically modify you to produce spike proteins (antigen)

that force your immune system to produce spike protein specific IgG antibodies in the blood

stream. So, you are now a bio-weapons factory because you fear that a bio-weapon (SARS-

Cov-2) will infect you at some point... What a non-sense!!!

If you follow the patents and the money trails, you'll discover the people behind this plandemic.

Have you noticed that Fauci has not been in the media for almost 1 month now?

Your friend may have noticed that too. The Covidian cultists are running for the hills!!

They want to calm down the situation until the midterm elections and they'll be back in January

2023..
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Ronald D. Milam Mar 12, 2022

They are like zombies. End time condition that is catching, LOL.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Did you ever see Mike Adam's Vaccine Zombie Video he made way before COVID ever

happened?
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

No what is name of his video?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author
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Jennifer Apr 5, 2022

OMG, that is freaking amazing. Thank you for posting!
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A Midwestern Doctor Apr 5, 2022 Author

Yeah I need to make a post about it at some point
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ShoahKahn May 7, 2022

1. Going by your description, those people were never your friends -- if a #Scamdemic, this

Vaudevillian in its ham-fisted orchestration, gave them license to treat you like a pariah; and for

nothing more than USING YOUR BRAIN.

2. If you do consider them your friends, irrespective of what they have revealed themselves to be,

you need to reconsider your prerequisite threshold for friendship.

3. If they repent, and then take to fighting against those who bamboozled them, forgiveness

should be a consideration.

4. What happens from here on in, never forget that these 'friends' could, given the appropriate

motivations (i.e., irrational fear fuelled by ignorance), turn on a dime and become your enemies.

5. Fair weather friends offer only the simulacra of friendship.
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

I understand your tragic situation but hold the line. Do not fall for the psycho ops run by the

government.

The fact that you got Covid early last year means that you now have natural immunity that protects

you against any SARS-Cov-2 variant. Don't let them scare you when a new variant is created by their

'vaccination" campaigns. I've been writing about this topic since 2020 before the "vaccines" EUA

was approved in December. These are transgenic injections, they're not vaccines that you were used

to before 2019!.

1. The definition of vaccine was changed by the WHO

2. The definition of herd immunity was changed by the WHO

3. The definition of pandemic was changed by the WHO

All of this to fool the world and inject billions of people with an experimental gene therapy in violation

of the Nuremberg code and even the FDA Act regarding EUA products.

There are two elephants in the room:

1 - The spike protein that your body produce after you are genetically modified by their injections is

by itself a patented bio-weapon since 2002. This is the part of SARS-Cov-2 that kills Covid patients.

2. These injections contain magnetic graphene oxides use to create self-assembled nano-networks

in human cells (Charles Lieber has 50 patents used for that) and they have been independently

detected in Spain, Italy, Argentina, New Zealand - the German doctor who was working on it was

found death!!!. These ingredients are NOT listed by Pfizer et al. but all mRNA jabs contain them.

~86% of those injected have a MAC Address that you can detect using a Bluetooth scanner app and I

have personally verified that it's true. So, watch out. You're already on the right side of history.

Avoid flu vaccines - since 2019 graphene oxides are being used and I don't know why!!!

Do not trust the medical establishment for anything. Use your common sense.

You also have a lot of resources online here (World Council for Health) - these are the medical

doctors from around the world who have been censored for telling the truth:

https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/
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Laura Kasner Mar 5, 2022

I am so very sorry for your loss
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Michael Kramer May 2, 2022

The agenda is depopulation-70% of US by 2025. MRNA is not a vaxcine by any definition. It was first

used by Moderna as a cancer cell treatment. Sloan Kettering tested in 2014 and found the opposite

effects-the technology turned off the Dentrite protein which was suppose to suppress tumor growth,

hence why those with cancer die quickly. Without going into detail, there five known proteins in Kill

shot !) GP 120 protein (HIV),2) prions 3) Chinese Krait (Coagulant) 4) Chinese Cobra venom blood

thinning 5) Spike 19 protein Chimera (SARS/HIV/tb), not to mention hydragel/dynabeads. There are

other secret toxins, but the body is producing these sequences in cellular replication.
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Janet May 2, 2022

I have no reason to doubt you. Evil forces are running this show.
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ShoahKahn May 7, 2022 · edited May 7, 2022

A work associate of ~25 years, whose sister (early 60s) developed cervical cancer -- Ashkenazi

Jews with confirmed "BRCA gene" presence: She went into full remission post-chemotherapy, and

was travelling the country (AU) as such. Patently (albeit, unconfirmed), she would have taken the

gene therapeutics -- based on the requirements for travel at the time (mid-2021, with the pseudo

"mandate" deadlines hitting at around late Nov.~early Dec., 2021). Early this year, her cancer

suddenly came back, without warning, and with a vengeance -- endemic infections prevented further

treatments, and she passed away a few weeks later.

Now, I cannot confirm, through her siblings, either her "vaccination status", nor the timeline of when

she was "inoculated", compared to when her illness resurfaced... However, I think even a mildly

functioning pattern-finding computer (a.k.a., brain) can discern that there is an obvious correlation

here; indeed, a correlation that is all but rendered causal by the myriad other, similar reports--of

extant or past illnesses being, "allegedly", evoked by the gene modification agents in question.

As a prominent case that buttresses the hereinbefore point: If one looks up the various interviews with

that [erstwhile] professional mountain bike rider, "Kyle" -- can be found on the "Dr. Campbell"

channel on YouTube -- they can hear it from the horse's mouth -- how past injuries were inflamed

after the maladministration (i.e., no syringe aspiration prior injection => possibly resulting in incorrect

intravenous administration) of the experimental genomic manipulator drugs...

#NoRefundsForIgnorantMudbloods
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A Midwestern Doctor May 7, 2022 Author

Its very disturbing seeing these cancers come online, which makes suspect a lot of damage of

the vaccines will come out later on when it's too late to do anything about it.
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Nostradamus May 7, 2022

� Suppression of Cancer Fighting CD8 T Cells - 100% of People Tested pre and post

Covid-injections.

https://drtrozzi.org/2022/04/06/global-cancer-rates-exploding-post-vaccines-being-

covered-up/
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Janet May 7, 2022 · edited May 7, 2022

Several of my friends and acquaintances have problems and funny blood reports now. Another

said her daughter in law had a stillborn baby—no problems they could have detected. But she

was jabbed. Every day I fear hearing something about my daughter and her family. My grand kid

was certainly injured by the gardisil jab. I can’t say anything. A slow motion disaster is occurring.

Right in front of our eyes.
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A Midwestern Doctor May 7, 2022 Author

It's very sad :/
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Janet May 7, 2022

Jabbed. Autocorrect—the bane of modern writing.
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Stacy Mar 5, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you sharing. I am also in healthcare and unvaccinated. I fear for my colleagues who are experiencing

health declines since their vaccines. Yet they still feel the vaccines are “safe and effective “.
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jacquelyn sauriol Mar 6, 2022

Even after some of their own employees are vaccine injured, the TNI members incl the NYT and

Guardian have still not, as far as I know, been willing to have a real article on damages from injections.

I hold them RESPONSIBLE for the level of 'mind over reality' we are seeing.
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022

Dear Sauriol,

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

Any further questions please don’t hesitate to take the vaccine first and stop asking impertinent

questions,

Yours, unfaithfully,

CEO Schizer

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1438
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ShoahKahn May 7, 2022

• Albert Bourla, CEO Pfizer -- professional qualification: VETERINARIAN

• Tony Fauci, public health advisor to U. S. gov't --qualification: RHEUMATOLOGY

• Janet Woodcock, head of FDA -- claim to fame: "THE WORST REGULATORY FAILURE IN

U. S. HISTORY, RE. THE OPIOID CRISIS."
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jacquelyn sauriol Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

super adverse for everybody...and yes, effective at new dance, pop-redux, a dance we do at

interums....now especially, those pesky retirements....next time, no thumbs....(says god)
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ShoahKahn May 7, 2022 · edited May 7, 2022

Mass formation psychosis =

Bandwagon effect +

Consensus fallacy +

Confirmation bias +

Sunk cost fallacy +

Pathological denial.

For it is far, far easier to continue in the psychosis -- as long as the majority of those around the

individual are also seen to be under the same effect; thereby, reïnforcing it -- than it is to acknowledge

a truth that, in many cases, will undermine the very foundation of peoples' belief system.

This was the very premise of the #Scamdemic, and why it has succeed to the degree it has. The

psychoanalytical and sociological firms hired by governments to perpetrate the subterfuge

(notwithstanding military psychological operations conducted in parallel), banked on people opting

for the path of least cognitive resistance; and even if it meant pretending to believe blatant, even

absurd lies. So far, their bet has been proven to be a sound one...
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CHAS MAYER Sep 23, 2022

"... Yet they still feel the vaccines are “safe and effective"

Cognitive Dissonance and Confirmation Bias...human traits that are very difficult to modify.
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Laura Kasner Mar 5, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I am sharing this very informative information with as many people as I can. God bless you for this

painstaking work.
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Quiltlady Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Thank you for sharing this information. It confirms my decision not to take the Jab, even though I am 71,

and in a high risk category. I eat healthy, take a few targeted supplements and have not had a cold in 40

years. I also do not take the annual flu shot. In addition, I stopped watching TV news decades ago, so I

missed all the "programming" to which most people have been exposed.
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Kelliann Mar 5, 2022

You are my hero!!
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

The left is having AT&T owned Direct TV to remove OANN the ONLY UNBIASED TV NEWS TAKEN

OFF THEIR STATIONS FOR REPORTING AND SHOWING PROOF OF VACCINE HARM TO REAL

PEOPLE, ALSO SHOWED VIDEOS OF FAUCI SPONSORED TORTURE OF BEAGLE PUPPIES (44)

WHOSE VOCAL CHORDS WERE REMOVED SO HIS “ SCIENTISTS “ DIDN’T HAVE TO HEAR THEIR

CRIES AS THEIR HEADS WERE EATEN BY SANDFLIES. THE VIDEO SHOWED THE POOR PUPPIED

LYING ON A TABLE WITH THEIR HEADS TIED INTO A SCREENED CAGE SO THEY COULD

OBSERVE THEIR TORTURE. WHEN ASKEF THE PURPOSE, THEY SAID THERE WAS NOT ONE. This

is only one of many cruel unnecessary experiments done or condoned by Fauci who used our tax

dollars to not only fund the bio-chemical weapons lab in Wuhan but to break international law to

continue through Ecolab lab from the University of NC to get it done.
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Letsrock Jun 3

Hallmarks of a serial killer.
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Dr Mike Yeadon Mar 9, 2022

Thank you for your careful work. This is just awful.

I co-authored the first formal written warnings about these gene based agents, prior to EUA, in Dec 2020.

All we got was abuse and censorship.

The authors were a public health medical doctor of 40y experience & a former senior R&D scientist from

industry.

https://dryburgh.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/Wodarg_Yeadon_EMA_Petition_Pfizer_Trial_FINAL_01DEC2020_signed_with

_Exhibits_geschwarzt.pdf
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 9, 2022 Author

Hello Dr. Yeadon! I did not spell it out explicitly in the above post, but from the start there were 2

primary reasons I was worried these vaccines would have fertility issues.

#1 Was your letter which I discussed with numerous colleagues (including female physicians who did

not listen to me, got the vaccine and now have serious regrets).

#2 That there is a past precedent in using vaccines as a form of birth control without the consent or

knowledge of the recipients.

I really appreciate the work you put into writing that and the degree you had to stick your neck out to

do it, so I always wanted to say hi to you and thank you and I appreciate you giving me a way to do

that :)
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Dr Mike Yeadon Mar 12, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you & also everyone.

Let’s succeed in waking up more people!

Best wishes

Mike
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

A lot of times in the past when people have tried to change the world, it was like they spent

their whole lives screaming in the winds. Yet every now and then, the times are right and it

like you can light a match that ignites into a blaze. I feel we are at that time and I'm frankly

astonished at the response I've gotten to this. That's why I'm trying to take on doing this as

a 3rd job and hopefully contribute to catalyzing something really positive.
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

It was extremely TELLING that Two days before Joe biden’s state of the Union speech,

that Blue States began dropping the mask and vaccine mandates when a week earlier

they were screaming warnings about the fast spreading Omicron “ variant “ ( mutation)

and warning of another new variant on the way. That PROVED this whole pony show

was political.
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022

Disclaimer of Liability™

Whilst we endeavor to make our products toxic, we make no representations or

warranties of any kind, express or implied about their efficacy and safety.

We cannot guarantee that your gene 144 won’t be deleted, your X / Y

Chromosome won’t be inverted, your gene 69-70 won’t be deleted or mutated,

that you may experience loss-of-function due to protein folding, that your gene

E1, E3, E4 won’t be deleted, that you won’t receive shots full of magnetic

graphene oxides and nano-biosensors (motherboards, transistors, routers,

antennas).

We do not guarantee that you won’t be MAC Addressed as per Lord Schwab’s

instructions (COVID -19 is a rare but narrow window of opportunity to rethink,

reinvent, reset our world).

By using our products you agree that you automatically become legally a trans-

human and therefore our property since you are GM-modified using our patented

mRNAs (CERTIORARI 12–398).

Trans-humans do not enjoy any human or other rights of a state and this applies

worldwide. Our patents are under US jurisdiction and law, where they were

registered.

Any reliance you place on our products is therefore strictly at your own risk.

.

Fact Check: We make sh$t

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1438
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A Midwestern Doctor Apr 6, 2022 Author

Hello! I just wrote a post citing what you'd said in a comment. I wanted you to be able to

review it when you had the chance:

https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/the-complete-history-of-depopulation?s=w

(this was part 1 preceding it: https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/the-history-of-

population-control?s=w)
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Sharon Wood Mar 10, 2022

So grateful another Dr./medical professional has come forward with the TRUTH despite the

risks!!! Thank you!
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Eliza Writes Eliza’s Substack Mar 11, 2022

Dear Dr. Yeadon, you are the best.
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Hari Seldon Mar 12, 2022

Hi Dr Yeadon, it was your presentation on You Tube (before it was taken down) that gave me

something solid to present to a loved one as a reason to not take the booster. After viewing it she said,

ok, no booster for me.
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

I’ve read your work Dr. Yeadon, thank you for bucking the system. The truth will come out!
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Kelliann Mar 5, 2022

I was a Midwestern nurse last year after the gene therapy roll out. Was a case mgr did discharge planning.

Saw 10-12 side effects Daily. Everything you shared and more. 2 cases of amnesia ( one was a healthy

anesthesiologist). 1 girl in her twenties with blood in her tears. Had to leave that job
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

That is interesting. Thank you for sharing. I will add your comment to the article.
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MizzBlackSwan Mar 10, 2022

My 19 year old son has two friends who were forced to get the booster for college. One

developed a large lump in his lymph node which made him look like he had a breast, the other

one gushed out large amounts of blood from his nose the day after his booster. The college

booster mandates are terrifying!
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MizzBlackSwan Mar 10, 2022

Also, I work with a woman who was very pro jab and had her three young girls jabbed as soon as

she could. Her 15 year old was sick with something where she took antibiotics and currently has

a hard to treat case of C Diff.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

I had read scattered reports of people "bleeding from their eyes" but dismissed it as conspiracy

theory. This is the first time I have heard of someone in the medical field mentioning it.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

I have seen some odd cases of severe bleeding following vaccination (such as those detailed

above), but I have never heard of or come across this. However, I feel I had a relatively small

number of patients or charts that passed by me and I would not be surprised if it did happen.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

My father was hospitalized with severe rectal bleeding lessd.than 48 hours after the second

Pfizer shot. He did eventually come to admit that he believes it was vax related. I don't think

he got the booster.
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Viva la Libertà Mar 19, 2022 · edited Mar 19, 2022

My brother told me last year that his wife was pressuring him and their other 2

unvaxxed kids (one who is an older teen and the other in her 20's) to get the vax so

that they could all be together with her family for holidays since her family drank the

fear koolaid & were all running out to get vaxxed & were fearful of those who weren't.

She had her first vaccine dose scheduled at the time when I spoke to my brother

about this last May, but since he said he really didn't want to get it, and neither did 2 of

their kids, I encouraged them to stand strong and not give in to her and her family

because I was already seeing so many post-vax injuries at the major teaching hospital

I work for (heart attacks, blood clots, strokes, uncontrolled bleeding issues, etc). Before

her vax appointment, she witnessed when she was dropping off her teen at school an

older man with a medical emergency with the back of his jeans covered in bright red

blood as he started rectally bleeding profusely and he told her he'd just gotten the jab

a few days earlier as she waited with him for the ambulance. That visual and

experience scared her straight and made her cancel her appointment and she quit

pressuring my brother and their unvaxxed kids to get it, thank goodness (unfortunately

2 of their other kids had already gotten it--one so he could play on his college sports

team and the other because his job was pressuring him to). They didn't get to see her

family at Christmas, but oh well--hopefully they'll wake up eventually. The risk simply

isn't worth it.
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Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 19, 2022

Wow

What is up with the anal bleeding , a, and b, that's incredible she witnessed that...

divine intervention.

So many women pressuring their families against everyone's wishes. As a woman

, I truly believe social media is hikacking their brains.
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Kelliann Mar 10, 2022

It sure did.
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

I have heard of bleeding from the eyes following the jab.
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BigT Mar 5, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you for taking the time to document and report this.
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Will B Mar 5, 2022

This must be highly disconcerting for you. Thank you for your work.

It would seem_from my outsider’s vantage point_ even the “pro-vaccine” crowd must notice and

acknowledge the plethora of abnormal events. From paramedics, morticians, ER, radiology, insurance

actuary to administration people are going to have to see the obvious; not all can be blinded by bottom line

or job security. Enough.
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Carolin Mar 5, 2022

I think a lot of people have some quasi religious commitment to this vax because they have been so

scared of covid. There also is a large medical community, who believe, that vaccines are NEVER bad
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Janet Mar 5, 2022

Seems like a cult to me. I was in a religious cult once. I know a cult when I see one. Total

obedience. Ignore reason. Genuflect to authority. Yup. Cult.
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pimaCanyon Mar 10, 2022

I've said that for quite a while now. It IS a cult, the Cult of the Vaccine. It's a cult because it is

based on BELIEF. It's not based on science, or data, or evidence. If you show a cult member

evidence that challenges their BELIEF, they refuse to look at it and instead shout out "fake

news" and then attack the messenger. Many of these cult members I would say are

otherwise intelligent. It's like they've all been hypnotized. It's also scary because this kind of

disconnection from reality and fear of the "other" leads to mob rule and mob violence.

These cult members all vote and that's scary. Thank God we have the Bill of Rights and the

2nd Amendment. I used to be for gun control, but no more. I used to vote Democrat but no

more.
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Janet Mar 10, 2022

Same here. No longer a Democrat. Not s Repug either. I feel refreshingly free. We are

well armed and increasingly preppers
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Sharon Wood Mar 10, 2022

Dr. Robert Malone credits “Mass Formation Psychosis” as the reason.
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pimaCanyon Mar 10, 2022

yes. it's happened before, you can see how witch burnings took place. But this

time it's global, literally hundreds of millions of people are caught up in it.
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Kayla Wildman Mar 20, 2022

Here's a good article explaining the "programming" used re COVID, the vaccines, etc.

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/14/are-governments-across-the-five-eyes-using-

hypnosis-against-citizens/
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

We must not rely on media and on our doctors. Nobody cares about us really. 

We must do our homework, and if we don't, we have nobody else to blame.

Even our shameful CDC has enough info to estimate that the mortality rate for <65yo is less than

0.2% plus we all know that the covid deaths are largely inflated (as high as ~90%). Remember

the new invention by the CDC - death with covid or even with suspected covid (rather than from

covid) are all coded as U07.1 (covid-19 death)?

Good prophylactics and therapeutics can further reduce mortality by ~10 times.

And then VAERS and even Pfizer's reports demonstrate how toxic these injections are.  Enough

for me to run away from a syringe as far as possible.
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022

Dear Jeff,

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

The vaccines are safe and effective

Any further questions please don’t hesitate to take the vaccine first and stop asking

impertinent questions,

Yours, unfaithfully,

CEO Schizer

Fact Check: We make sh$t

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1438
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

I fully agree that it's safe for a majority of people. I'm just not sure if that majority is

50.1% or 90%, or 99.999%. If it would not be safe (at least in a short term) the world

population would be reduced by 60%. Obviously, that is not the case, so it's safe.  The

anti-vaxxers falsely claim that it takes to administer ~2300 injections to kill one

person.  If that is true we may have 10,300,000,000 / 2300 = 4,5 million people killed.

Of course, they are liars. Their goal probably is to mislead public and make people sick

with covid. That is disgusting.
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Will B Mar 5, 2022

I have heard both MD’s and nurses say that in medical or nursing school (think AMA/Rockefeller

lineage) the topic of vaccines was basically: “they are safe and effective, and this is the schedule

for kids and for adults follow agency guidelines.” A day or two.

Of course all US health agencies are compromised by holding patents on jabs, and by the spigot

of MIC/Pharma funding. BioSecurity & weaponry next hot ticket.
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Assuming that your critical Injuries (37) are fatalities and you have, let say, 50,000 1-degree patients,  we

can calculate that the mortality rate is 1 per 1350 patients or 1 per 2700 jabs on average. There are

multiple scientific calculations based on the worldwide data that came up with a conservative number of

around 1 death per 2300-2500 jabs.  So you are close!
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 9, 2022 Author

I was afraid this was going to happen, but I've actually updated the totals since then (to 41).
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LoveOneAnother Mar 9, 2022

Then if you have one VAERS report for 41 events, that matches Steve Kirsch's Under Reporting

Factor of 41 perfectly. While not likely, it's possible, one or two others of the 41 might have been

reported unbeknownst to you.
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JJE Mar 12, 2022

I had severe reactions including myopericarditis, virus reactivation, POTS and more. Three

doctors are involved and not reported to Vaers. I self reported to Moderna and local health

department and filed a claim that will never happen.
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

Conspiracy is a secret plan by a group to do something unlawful or harmful. Now think who

are the conspirators.
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 9, 2022

Then we are getting 1 fatality per 2439 jabs. What is the mean age (50%/50%) of the

deceased?
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smokegetsinyoureyes Mar 5, 2022

Thank you. I have been keeping track of the people I know who have had strange events following

vaccination, and--to the best of my knowledge--no one has reported them. They say things like, "Wow, if I

felt this bad after the vax, who knows how sick I would've gotten with covid!" (and the ones who said this

were in their late 30s and healthy...) or some other such exclamations. Or, they downplay it. Or, they clearly

ONLY share with me because they know my stance, that I am "safe". Compilations like this are very

powerful.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

We got 1 in VAERS!
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Janet Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

And the lie they buy that when you feel like crap after the shot that that “means the shot is working@.

Balderdash.
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smokegetsinyoureyes Mar 5, 2022

The friend of mine whose daughter had an adverse reaction--while she was TELLING ME SHE

HAD AN ADVERSE REACTION--said "It was from the vaccine, but it wasn't caused by the

vaccine"...I'm nodding and listening and in my head just like *does.not.compute*
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Janet Mar 5, 2022

Cult. Cult. Cult. Major mental damage.

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

arthur brogard Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 6, 2022

It is right insofar as it goes. They'd feel like crap because the body has just been hit by a self

inflicted attack of spike proteins. That it is busy manufacturing itself, causing an immune system

alarm. That's precisely what the vaccine is designed to do. Make your body manufacture spike

proteins that will alarm the immune system.

That alarm is then supposed to generate antibodies which will persist in their body and make it

that much more prepared and capable of handling a real covid infection should it come.

So it certainly is 'the shot working'. i.e. doing it's thing. But it certainly is not 'the shot working a

therapeutic miracle' which is what the world is led to believe shots do.

If this attack ploy works and you do get flooded with antibodies prior to a real viral attack the

estimate by Pfizer itself is that you'll gain added protection in the order of 0.1%.

i.e. to use round figures if you're 99% protected against an illness right now then after the shot, if

if works, you'll be 99.1% protected.

They use the words 'protected' and 'unprotected' in the most misleading ways possible, of

course. And it works. They do fool people.

They say the unvaxxed are 'unprotected'. Total lie. Total. The unvaxxed are naturally protected by

their immune systems to about 99%.

They say the vaxed are then 'protected' : meaning 'safe against', meaning 'shielded against',

meaning 'guranteed won't be harmed'. Total lie again. Vaxed is only 0.1% more 'protected' than

before.

And if you subtract the risk of adverse reactions that goes down, of course.

And if you subtract the risk of getting a bad batch of vaccine that goes down more.

And if you subtract the risk of getting a placebo shot it goes down more.Expand full comment
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asher2789 Mar 8, 2022

This sounds like complete and utter misinformation.

Nobody has 99% immunity to COVID with the exception of people who contracted SARS in

2004. The whole reason COVID is so dangerous is because we have NO IMMUNITY as it is

a NOVEL virus. Aka, it’s never been seen before by humans (again, with the exception of the

related 2004 SARS virus).

It’s Russian roulette, and the purpose of the vaccines was to provide some immunity. For the

most part it has worked... but some people have had terrible reactions that the pro-vax

crowd does not want to admit.
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arthur brogard Mar 8, 2022 · edited Mar 8, 2022

Well you are completely wrong. Completely. You are a fine example of what's wrong all

over the world.

The whole world gone mad because they believe stuff like that.

It is NOT 'so dangerous' and it is NOT 'novel'.

And it is NOT Russian roulette: not as far as the virus is concerned, as far as the

vaccine is concerned it looks more and more like it is.

'Immunity' is a general word as used today.

In fact no one is 'immune' to a virus. A virus is like a bad smell. It gets everywhere.

You can mask a bad smell but you still get it. You can mask it with roses but the

molecules of that smell still get up your nose whether you recognise it or not.

That's how it is with viruses.

So everyone 'gets' it. There's no 'immunity' to 'getting it' in that sense.

But having bad experiences and/or dying from it, that's a different 'immunity'.

In that sense it varies with people according to age and health.

There's a thousand fold difference in susceptibility between children and the > 70

aged.

The figure of 99% comes from Pfizer's own documentation and from Prof John

Ioannidis calculations in early 2020 and even before when looking at demonstrative

'test cases' such as Diamond Princess.

What it means is that overall, in a 'general' population 99% are protected against

severe ICU type cases and/or death. They don't die and they don't need ICU.Expand full comment
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asher2789 Mar 8, 2022

Your response that I’m “everything that’s wrong” is completely laughable.

Masks don’t help? Go ahead and have a doctor or dentist perform an operation

on you without one and tell me how it goes.

As for immunity, the reason we rarely die of influenza unless we are elderly or

immune compromised is because humans have had exposure to it - particularly

the strain that caused the 1918 pandemic - for decades. It’s no longer novel.

COVID has NEVER existed before, with the exception of the 2004 SARS outbreak

that was similar but not the same (and luckily, the 2019 version of it is nowhere as

severe or we’d be having Black Death levels of fatalities).

As for your analogy about viruses being like bad odors, I’m hoping that’s merely

an analogy and not medical understanding rooted in 1600s concepts of foul

odors being the cause of disease because... yikes. Let’s completely forget well

established centuries old germ theory!

Vaccines save lives. Without them we’d be dying of childhood diseases, polio,

smallpox, etc.

I know how (traditional) vaccines work: you get a little bit of dead virus and your

body builds a small immune response to it. Back to smallpox... the whole concept

of inoculation came from the realization that milk maids who contracted less

severe cow pox were immune from very severe small pox. This was in George

Washington’s time (who, btw, made inoculation against smallpox mandatory for

American troops!!!)... before misinformation and worse - disinformation - was a

for profit industry convincing tin foil hat wearers who couldn’t pass a high school

science class of some grand conspiracy.

Obviously the for profit health industry leads to a lot of reasonable suspicion and

is much to blame for the current state of things, but to completely throw out

CENTURIES of scientific knowledge out the window to make some “point” and

then call *me* the problem is just... WOW.
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Turbulence Ahead Mar 12, 2022

Sorry dear, you are mistaken. Your immune system is comprised of

innate(born with) and adaptive (trained over time by germs/viruses exposed

to). Your immune system can be strong or weak which mostly depends upon
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life style choices. A robust level of Vitamin D of 60-90 mg/dL is as

protective as the vaxx with none of the side effects. Of course, Big Pharma

won’t make $ off of that recommendation. Answer me this: if the health care

industry is committed to public health, why has every single cheap, effective

drug that is effective in treating COVID been suppressed? Last, if you do not

have bodily autonomy, your body belongs to “the state”.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Tammy Mar 12, 2022

We don’t wear a mask in dentistry to protect ourselves. We wear masks to

protect patients from our droplets.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

 Mar 12, 2022

And bad breath I imagine too (especially if a spicy meal was eaten).

Plus, it's just gross having someone leaning over your wide open mouth

without some kind of protection from the person hovering.
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Tammy Mar 12, 2022

Hahaha! We’re committed to brushing, flossing, and mouthwash.
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BaronD Writes BaronD’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

Actually, he was right. Everything you said is wrong, and your self-righteous

ignorance IS everything that's wrong with the "public "health " and political

response to this somewhat-worse-than-cold virus.

Good job, I'm sure the Stasi is pleased with you.
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BaronD Writes BaronD’s Newsletter Mar 9, 2022

You need to read up, starting with the Diamond Princess cruise ship. Very significant

pre-existing immunity is a well known fact. This virus is not novel to our immune

systems, due to exposure to 4 other commonly circulating coronaviruses.
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

I was just going to say that: "Diamond Princess".. only 10% of the passengers in

that weeks-long petri dish even experienced symptoms of *any kind*.
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Kelliann Mar 5, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

The doctors I worked with said that all the time

😳
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smokegetsinyoureyes Mar 7, 2022

Gahhhhhhh!!!!
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc. Study: Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (ESP:VAERS) 2007

to 2010 :

"Adverse events from drugs and vaccines are common but underreported.... less than 0.3% of all

adverse drug events and 1-13% of serious events are reported to the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA). Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are reported"
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Kat Bro Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

WOW!!!! How in the hell are these still available for "free". Shocking yet not... myself and a family member

are experiencing adverse affects... which will lead where??? Both autoimmune thyroid disease before Vx.

It's terrifying.

Good on you.
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smokegetsinyoureyes Mar 5, 2022

I am very upset about the revelation that Pfizer purposefully didn't test these on people with

autoimmune disorders! (Not surprised, though.). I have a couple of friends with autoimmune disorders

and their major line of reasoning to get the vax was BECAUSE of this--to protect them extra from

covid! One of them now seems to be hiding out, after having been hesitant for awhile and then going

ahead with it, and the other one seems to be preaching for the vaccine, all the while being in denial

about how the vaccine side effect her own daughter experienced was "to be expected". It's like

people making excuses for their addict abusive partner. Delusional.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

This is pretty standard for research trials. You always test on the most fit group least likely to

experience side effects and then market/sell it to the group most likely to experience side

effects.

The #1 place this comes up is with older patients, as they tolerate medications very differently

but are almost never tested for safety before medicare makes everyone receive the medication.
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Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

Sounds so DISHONEST! Not surprised though after this covid debacle.
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Will B Mar 5, 2022

A defense of Pharma and their lackey's: they told a half-truth when they said, "Safe and

effective." The jabs are a universally effective drug; the experiment is still nascent. Waiting

on "long-term" effect. Beyond criminal.
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smokegetsinyoureyes Mar 5, 2022

Yeah I guess it “makes sense” to me now, in the Big Pharma scheme of things. Like I said, I

shouldn’t have been surprised. It’s just, this thing was sooooooo aggressively marketed for

everyone AND targeted especially to people with autoimmune issues! Makes me more mad

everyday.
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Pamela Laine Mar 5, 2022

Right? The very people who shouldn’t get the vaccine are those with autoimmunity or who are

immunocompromised. Mass delusion indeed.
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Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Why are there so many people wth autoimmune disorders?

Other than knowing about AIDS I never knew about this until Covid.

Starting to seem normal to have an autoimmune disorder. I hardly know what the term means.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Read the section labeled introduction in this. I tried to succinctly summarize a very complex

topic in it:

https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/early-clinical-observations-on-the?s=w
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Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Mar 6, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you, I am the better for having now read it.

( Now looking at "Robber Barons".)
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Pamela Laine Mar 6, 2022

Yes! This is a wonderful summary. Thank you for writing it. I have and love the book

Dissolving Illusions. A must have for anyone who wants to make intelligent and

informed decisions about the next vaccines that come our way. And come they will…

by fiat.
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CMCM Mar 7, 2022

Before I saw your post, I also posted about Dissolving Illusions. I wish everyone

would read this book.
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Pamela Laine Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Vaccines > autoimmunity. Not just covid vaccines, but other vaccines. The more you get,

the better your chances of effin' up your immune system and ending up with an irreversible

autoimmune disease. As smokegetsinyoureyes says below, RFK Jr's Fauci book goes into it.

"Under Dr. Fauci's leadership, the allergic, autoimmune, and chronic illnesses which

Congress specifically charged NIAID to investigate and prevent, have mushroomed to

afflict 54 percent of children, up from 12.8 percent when he took over in 1984. Dr. Fauci has

offered no explanation as to why allergic diseases like asthma, eczema, food allergies,

allergic rhinitis, and anaphylaxis suddenly exploded beginning in 1989, five years after he

came to power. On its website, NIAID boasts that autoimmune disease is one of the

agency's top priorities. Some 80 autoimmune diseases, including juvenile diabetes and

rheumatoid arthritis, Graves' disease, and Crohn's disease, which were practically unknown

prior to 1984, suddenly became epidemic under his watch."

And what was his priority when he took over in 1984? Push vaccines. More and more

vaccines for children. Cuz vaccines are a cash cow with liability for injuries foisted onto us

taxpayers, if there is any liability at all. Criminal.
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smokegetsinyoureyes Mar 5, 2022

I think the book on Fauci goes into this. I’m in the middle of it now. RFK posits it’s cause of

vaccines, for one thing.
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Carolin Mar 6, 2022

He had a long interview with Tucker Carlson (his new 1 hour show), where he talked

about vaccines and autoimmunity. RFK states, that some epidemiologist (?) Looked at

the prevalence of these illnesses and their appearance worldwide and narrowed it

down to half a dozen possible environmental factors. Vaccines were one of them,

glyphosate was another and he did not mention the other possible factors. I wish, he

had stated the other suspected environmental influences.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

hillcountry Mar 22, 2022

Ggenereux.blog presents a very strong case that we're also poisoned by excess

Vitamin A, the term for a family of molecules that can easily cause any of the

autoimmune diseases. It includes Retinoic Acid, (a metabolic derivative of

Retinol) that is a teratogen right up there on the list with Thalidomide. Check out

his second book, free at his website.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 23, 2022 Author

One of the topics I hope to cover in the future is Accutane/isotretinoin

toxicity, which is is similar to vitamin A toxicity.
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hillcountry Mar 23, 2022

Great to hear that. I've spent endless hours on Accutane survivor-blogs

- the misery and damage is heart-breaking. I encourage you to give

Grant a call. He may know more about VA-toxicity (acute, chronic, sub-

clinical) than anyone on Earth.
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The Motherlord Mar 5, 2022

Some very common conditions you are likely familiar with are autoimmune disorders.

Celiac, arthritis, diabetes type1, Crohn's disease, psoriasis, hypothyroidism, lupus, plus

many more. Autoimmune disorders are plentiful and very common.
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Pamela Laine Mar 5, 2022

Autism is now considered an autoimmune disease.
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Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Mar 5, 2022

Thank you Motherlord.
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Will B Mar 12, 2022

Read “The Real Anthony…” RFK Jr_takes fortitude and lots of pressure decompression…

goes all the way back to JD Rockefeller: watch “How Big Oil Changed The World” and “Why

Big Oil …” @

corbettreport.com

Then there’s Dr Judy Mankovic 3 books, and Dr. Peter Breggin’s “We Are the Prey.” Re-

imagine health.
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HardeeHo Mar 5, 2022

I was amazed that an 80+ friend with RA (typical treatment) in a nursing home was found to be

infected in an unrelated hospital visit. She was isolated with four other females also infected in

one common room until three went to the hospital (one died) and she went to another nursing

home for covid recovery. She has virtually no symptoms to report with an understanding she has

mild dementia. She has received all three shots now and has had no reactions whatsoever. She

remains in decent health despite being now confined to a wheelchair because of a spontaneous

femur fracture from untreated osteoporosis. Sadly there are no studies of her remarkable

resistance to the virus and the vaccines. She does get regular Vitamin D along with B

supplements.
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LoveOneAnother Mar 9, 2022

Some of the RA drugs are being used to treat Covid.
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HardeeHo Mar 9, 2022

This person was taking the synthetic, expensive stuff. HCQ is typical.
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Janet Mar 5, 2022

I found out I had hashimotos thyroid disease after jab season began but I had already decided NOT to

get jabbed.
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Kat Bro Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 6, 2022

Excellent choice on your part Janet! I also have hashimotos and was very hesitant but b/c of job

requirements i went through with it. My ob/gyn even recommended w/ knowledge of my thyroid

dx.
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Bob Feldtman Writes Dr. Bob’s Newsletter Mar 10, 2022

I am a doctor- unvaccinated for Covid. I have not had the covid personally. Have my family got the vax - all

subsequently have had covid. One case of myocarditis in a middle aged male. Resolved now but EF

dropped to 27%!! Keep up your efforts. 1. It clearly doesn’t work 2. It clearly can cause side effects which

are serious 3. It was more of a psy ops program for indoctrination than a medical effort- the bad guys in DC

are winning
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Elle Teale Writes How we can end this pandemic on… Mar 9, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Very grateful to Steve Kirsch for sharing this post with his followers. Thank you for taking the time to write

this very detailed accounting of your observations, I wish more doctors like you could come forward -

perhaps your post will encourage them to do so. I know you want your identity concealed, but I just want to

point out that, to make things easier, Steve stated he was making the assumption that you are a man (he's

a numbers guy, so I can understand this since male physicians still appear to outnumber females).

However, if you happen to be a woman, I am sure Steve would be happy to add that to his post.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/this-doctors-alarming-observations?s=r Thank you again for writing

this. So glad Steve shared it.
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Amking Mar 5, 2022

I was struck by the "highly intelligent" and "strong belief in vaccines" medical friend, who went for the third

shot after already having problems. Why are some of the most "intelligent" people so dead set on killing

themselves and many others?

No offense to you or your friend. I know people like this too and I don't understand it.

Are they that afraid of the virus that they will take and retake the shots no matter the cost?

Also, I believe Thomas Renz, atty stated that the military data from DOD had been significantly tampered

with.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

I have a lot of sympathy for people who got the first 2 vaccines, because unless you had a lot of

context to understand these shenanigans, and we had such an aggressive propaganda campaign to

get the jabs, it's fair that you could expect most people to fall for and it's not (one of the people in my

list actually worked for one of the PR firm that was paid to promote the vaccines from the very

start...so she had a lot of cognitive dissonance over the whole thing). However, it's really hard for me

to sympathize with people who got the boosters because it just should be plainly obvious at this point

they aren't working as expected.
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Carolin Mar 6, 2022

I work as an engineer in product development. My work experience has made me deeply

suspicious from the start, since the biggest problems always arose from shortened development

cycles OR the first application of a new method. Having both AND no liability on top for me was

GUARANTEED to end in disaster. In spite of this most of my colleagues went and got the jab.

The two exceptions were one young sporty male, who was into alternative medicine and one

colleague, who had had a critical jab reaction in his family by the time he was able to get the jab.

(I live in Germany where there were severe jab shortages and young people with no

comorbidities could not get the jab until late spring and it only got easy to fet them in early July,

so there was a lot of time to get information about side effects etc.)
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Genevieve Mar 6, 2022

My daughter and her husband live in Germany, and according to her, if you don't get the jab

you're unable to ride any public transit or enter most establishments. (The other options are

to get a negative test result or show recovery from Covid that's not older than 3 months.)

She also said that if you attempt to use negative testing, it becomes nearly impossible to do

so when you can't get on public transport to get to the testing sites, AND you present

yourself as an anti-vaxxer which is unthinkable for her age group (she's 30). Does this

concur with your experience? I don't want her to get the booster! Yet this is the situation

they find themselves in.
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Sharon Wood Mar 10, 2022

A group of friends are going to Ireland in April. I wanted to go also but cant since I am

unvaxed. However, just a few days ago, Ireland relinquished all covid vax requirements

etc. However, now the problem is to get back in the good ole USA, my home since

birth, I would have to be VAXED!
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Jimmy Slim Mar 12, 2022

As a US permanent resident, I had no trouble re-entering the US last month. I

wasn't even asked about vaccine status on arrival at the airport.
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Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

Double check that. On the travel site , the vax requirement is for non citizens !

More smoke and mirrors.
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Con Sider May 18, 2022

My US citizen family members who live and work in Africa are not vaxxed. Travel

to and fro requires timely testing.
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ceecee Mar 15, 2022

You don'thave to be vaxxed to get back into the States if you are a citizen. My son

has been travelling back and forth between Sweden and the States as have I

since this whole craziness began and neither of us are vaxxed. You may need to

get a negative test result b4 flying back to the States but I'm not sure even about

that anymore...
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Florian Geyer Mar 21, 2022 · edited Mar 21, 2022

That is basically the situation in Germany, maybe that is why in over 2000 cities

people are demonstrating every monday against the measures.
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

How are the others doing, by and large?
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Jonm Mar 7, 2022

I am so curious to know what part of the midwest you are from Doctor. In Minnesota sometimes I

think many people were given placebos because I never am able to identify people who've been

affected by the vaccines. The sheer number of people you've come in contact with who have

had severe reactions and death is staggering. Do you have an opinion on this? Thank you JM

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 7, 2022 Author

One of the interesting things I came across was that there were numerous cases of

husband and wives (or other close relatives) having severe and fairly similar injuries which

made me wonder if they got vaccinated at the same time and got the same lots, and those

lots were "hot", and this seems in my own network to have happened the most number of

times in Ohio (but I don't have enough examples of this happening to feel hot lots are

concentrated in certain areas although some people made a case that was happening in

red states).

I have a pretty wide network of people I know well (tend to stay friends with people I've

known in the past etc) and the cases I listed here were hence from all over the country.
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Craig Mar 11, 2022

I’m sure you’ve seen the howbad.info website that has aggregated the data on VAERS

incidents by lot and found some startling trends…
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

True, but I saw a video linked with that site that indicated the jabs were less

potent than "they" would have liked ("Broken Bioweapon is Safer"):

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8tbOPuO0jyuV/

Quite a range of "efficacy".
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Sharon Wood Mar 10, 2022

With husband & wife, if its true about shedding, perhaps it plays a role?
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Carolyn Gibb Writes Carolyn’s Substack Oct 17, 2022

My vaxxed neighbor dropped dead in her back yard from a brain blood clot. Her

unvaxxed husband landed in the hospital for two months. Fighting doctors

against resmediver. So I wonder about shedding!?
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LoveOneAnother Mar 9, 2022 · edited Mar 9, 2022

The first link states that it's possible if a lot does not have an expiration date, it could be a

placebo. The second link indicates that a newer lot will be more toxic than an older lot. The

idea is that the RNA is degrading over time and becoming less toxic. Many healthcare

workers took the shots as soon as they became available.

https://www.howbadismybatch.com/expiry.html

https://www.howbadismybatch.com/sweden.html
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

"Broken Bioweapon is Safer":

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8tbOPuO0jyuV/

Quite a range of "efficacy".
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The Motherlord Mar 5, 2022

In my own family, 2 of my sons, one just completing his PhD in physics and the other in the midst of

his PhD in physics, are the only ones in our family to drink the Kool aid. Their dad and his partner are

both nurses (unvaccinated) our 2 other sons and myself, unvaccinated. All doctors that know our

medical circumstances advised against it. They not only insisted, my oldest tried to convince us to roll

up our sleeves. I think partly it has to do with the surrounding academic community which tends to be

liberal and spares no room for independent thought, partly to do with a culture of fear that disease is

rampant on university campuses and partly a strong social pressure.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Oftentimes the more educated people are, the more unbalanced their intelligence becomes, so

they become smarter in certain areas and less intelligent in others.
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Genevieve Mar 6, 2022

Dr. Matthias Desmet speculated that individuals who seek higher education often do so to

gain social approval and are therefore more vulnerable to Mass Formation which has as one

of its preexisting conditions a lack of social bond. This lack switches to a newly formed

solidarity through the mass hypnosis. I'm not doing the explanation justice, but I found his

research very telling in regards to the current situation.
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Letsrock Jun 3

Makes sense.
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Sanjoy Mahajan Writes Sanjoy’s Newsletter Mar 10, 2022

My friend Jeff Schmidt wrote a never-equaled classic on this topic: _Disciplined Minds: A

Critical Look at Salaried Professionals and the Soul-battering System That Shapes Their

Lives_ (Rowman & Littlefield, 2001)

Publisher's site:

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780742516854/Disciplined-Minds-A-Critical-Look-at-

Salaried-Professionals-and-the-Soul-battering-System-That-Shapes-Their-Lives

Archive.org:

https://archive.org/details/jeff_schmidt_disciplined_minds/page/n7/mode/2up

Aftermath of writing the book (getting fired and winning settlement):

https://disciplinedminds.tripod.com/
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Bob Feldtman Writes Dr. Bob’s Newsletter Mar 10, 2022

Exactly.
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022

I call PhD Permanent Head Damage. You'll be amazed to heard a PhD in Physics tell you

that microwaves at home are not a problem because the energy they generate is no

different that the one from the stove... You see, they have no clue that there are undesirable

chemical reactions taking place in your food due to microwaves that do not occur when

heated by the stove.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

I've been really surprised by how much microwave radiation microwave ovens leak out

as I had always been told they are designed to be shielded so nothing comes out. At

some point I noticed the room felt different when they were on, so I went and got one

of the fancy meters that can measure this, and was surprised to find they made a large

spike (much larger than cell phones) that you could detect 40 feet away
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Nostradamus Mar 13, 2022

And the biggest issue with your food is that you have double bonds and triple

bonds that are a lot weaker than the normal bond between atoms that are broken

my microwaves to generate free radicals. You can easily generate toxic

compounds in your food without knowing it since you can't even tell which

reactants and enzymes are already in your food and which undesirable products

will be created by these microwaves interactions... I never use microwave at

home... Maybe my problem is that I know too much about food and chemical

reaction engineering but I prefer to be cautious with equipment designed without

my safety in mind.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

Yeah not a fan of microwaves
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

I could always tell the difference in microwaved foods, and also beverages

(even water for tea is not at all "normal"), and now completely avoid them.
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Letsrock Jun 3

Never owned a microwave never will. They are so bad...
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Sanjoy Mahajan Writes Sanjoy’s Newsletter Mar 14, 2022

And undesirable ion-channel changes in your cells, leading to problems in ion

concentrations inside and outside cells (in particularly in calcium) and in cells'

membrane potentials. It's not a good recipe for healthy neurons.
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Carolyn Gibb Writes Carolyn’s Substack Oct 17, 2022

Yes! Funny but true.
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Patrick Mar 16, 2022

I am Midwestern Dentist. I have my own practice and also work in a large mostly Medicaid Clinic. Let me

tell you of the vaccine injuries I have seen. 2 patients permanently blinded in one eye from a clot to the

affected eye after the Pfizer Jab, one also developed afib. 2 patients with Bell's Palsy after the Pfizer jab, 1

Guillain-Barre syndrome after the Pfizer booster, 2 myocarditis in teenage boys, 1 foot/ankle amputation

after the second Pfizer jab. I have never been against vaccinations, I personally received the shingles

vaccine 3 years ago as I do not want to develop post herpetic neuralgia. Now, my wife and several of her

friends have developed breast cancer after the jabs. I personally want Big Pharma bankrupted, dissolved

and reorganized with NO product liability protections. Additionally, I want Fauci, et al, to also be bankrupted

and sent to prison.
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ScalpelSharp Mar 16, 2022

I concur.
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Dawg Mar 11, 2022

My husband was adamant that I not get the vaccine. Because of my extreme fear & a young relative with

debilitating injuries from Covid, I was about to go through with it. I prayed for help in my decision & that

night I dreamed I got the vaccine & my throat closed up along with swelling in my tongue. Some might

think it’s not very scientific to pray about a health decision but I’m so glad I do not only rely on the physical

world. When Covid did hit our home I didn’t even get it. I had all the natural supplements I had read 100s of

articles about, & guess what, they worked!
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SeeingTruth Mar 11, 2022

Never discount your body informing you what is best for you. I know many, including myself, who let

our bodies inform us of what was right. Personally, my body went into convulsions when exploring

whether or not to get it.

As a scientist, I applaud you listening to your body.
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Marza Mar 9, 2022

I was actually nauseous after reading your article. This is criminal.

My currently 65 year old husband agreed to accept the following vaccinations following significant

pressure by the VA hospital.

12/13/2019 Influenza Quadravalent

12/13/2019 Pneumococcal conjugate-PCV

12/13/2019 Zoster-recombinant

6 weeks following the vaccinations, he developed seizures for the first time this his life. (I mention this

because it is my understanding that included in the 2019 influenza vaccine were some ingredients that are

currently in the Coronavirus vaccinations.) He has had a total of 25 grand mal seizures, which I have taken

videos of, between January 25, 2020 and March 4, 2022. He was 62 years of age when he received the 3

vaccinations and had no significant medical history aside from primary hypertension controlled with

Losartan. He has subsequently had 3 neurological consultations, 2 MRI’s and an EEG, all of which were

normal. He is currently on Depakote 2,000 mg which isn’t helping. They also tried Vimpat and Topamax

which didn’t control them either.

I am a retired family nurse practitioner and without a doubt convinced that he is vaccine injured. Neither he

nor I have received any COVID vaccinations. I am including his story because I feel it is pertinent regarding

the dangers of unnecessary vaccinations.
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hillcountry Mar 22, 2022

Anthony Mawson has authored a few papers on the multiple-vaccination subject (available at

PubMed). His focus has been on liver-damage causing unbound retinoid-spillage causing a host of

deleterious effects. His tracking of Vitamin A toxicity goes back to the 1980's, shortly after our foods

were 'fortified'.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=anthony+mawson&size=200

On a side-note; it has been documented that undue stress, both physical and emotional, can cause a

10x-20x spillage of unbound retinoids into the bloodstream. This potentially explains the sudden-

onset of autoimmune conditions after trauma. I've only encountered one paper on this via Frontiers in

Endocrinology circa 2018.
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Just FYI for everybody. In the WHO adverse effect database, there are now 3.3 M records of adverse

effects with an estimated underreporting factor (URF) of ~20x to 30x. Calculate yourself. And even without

URF the number of fatalities linked to vaccines in US, EU, and UK databases is close to 70,000 total, with

additional ~80,000 permanent disabilities.
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The BarefootHealer Mar 5, 2022

Thank you for being so diligent in your documentation of these events. Most of all thank you for being

brave enough to take on the depressingly momentous responsibility of witnessing this global atrocity

occurring.

You said that there were really strange and bizarre side effects/adverse reactions, but that they were not

included in this list. Are you able to do a separate post or give more details about them?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Basically I feel if I put them in, people will think I'm a bit off the deep end and use that to discount

everything else. I try to always focus on doing the maximum good and not overshooting that target.
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The BarefootHealer Mar 5, 2022

I do respect, understand and admire your benevolent logic. The ad hominem attacks have never

been used this broadly and fervently, as they have in the last 3 years. It's essentially becoming a

witch hunt.

However, my instincts tell me that these strange/unusual syptoms maybe vitally important for

the future. Given the blatent global cancellation/suppression on even the potential known ADR,

which Pfizer outlined in their OWN documents, myocarditis, thrombosis, etc. I feel that these

more unusual symptoms could be red flags for potentially heavy longer term outlooks OR even

indications of helpful avenues for therapeutics to help those suffering. The sooner information

can get out, the sooner problem solving can begin. At the rate that Pfizer is scheduled to release

the documents (and you know they would be releasing the least offensive/shocking results first),

it will be end of 2022/early 2023. The injuries are increasing across the board. Thankfully, like

yourself, there are more Drs, health professionals, systems and data analysts, engineers and big

picture thinkers, joining in Substack communities, like this, creating a massive, global brainstrust.

That's lots of neurons tackling the problems together.

I would not ask if i genuinely did not believe it to be important.

If you'd prefer to privately share the info then you can email me at

Thebarefoothealer2u@gmail.com
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Let me know if you received it
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Oh Susanna Writes The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 5, 2022

I'd also really love to read them, if you ever decide to put them out there.
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Carolin Mar 5, 2022

I heard from one GP, that several dozen of his patients had some weird recurring pains, sometimes in

one place, sometimes all over the body, that he could not attribute to any illness he knew. At first he

thought it was psychosomatic, but he noticed a marked improvement after he gave them cortisone.
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Tracy T. Mar 13, 2022

Thank you for speaking LOUDLY for ALL to hear. I am a one shot pfizer victim. 03/04/21. Neurological

chronic, tachycardia, chronic lung, chronic fatigue, and miscellaneous weird symptoms. I can get NO help

from main stream medicine, they seem fearful and some doubt the truth. I have spent (at date) $28,000

trying to find help. Not that money matters if you are to ill to live, but seriously that "free shot" is sooo very

expensive. Front line doctors are the only true assistance I have found. There are times I wish I were dead

and times I want to live. I pray the day comes that this nightmare ends. Please keep speaking for those who

are silenced.
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Picguy Mar 9, 2022

I left my practice of 32 years when the mandates hit in WA last fall. Sad to see my colleagues and partners

completely abandon informed consent, bodily autonomy, avoiding stat-forced medical experimentation,

etc. But they have huge debts, large families, and contracts to defend.

It was obvious that in the months that followed the rollout the patients seen in hospital had afflictions

younger people just don’t get.

From day one, it was a bio weapon until proven otherwise and hard to believe
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

I've always felt acknowledging it was lab engineered was the single most important thing to be done,

because unless that was done and an effective treaty was made (ie. making this research only

allowed on internationally monitored isolated islands) this same problem was just going to repeat and

repeat (there have been a lot of problematic bio-lab leaks, COVID was not the first). It's ultimately

hard to know what's truth and fiction, but these labs also being placed in Ukraine appears to have

played a significant role in the current conflict we are experiencing.
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Picguy Mar 11, 2022

If your starting premise is that the lab-generated sequence for making the resultant dangerous

spike protein that is not found in nature is in fact a bio weapon, then you must presume that we

are in an unconventional war.

And there may be more deployment mechanisms or synergistic weapons at work.

All the nonsensical mitigation strategies, denied treatments, forced genetic modification

treatments, etc., are part of that war.

It is not about money, science, or conventional politics, truth or morality. You can see those are

already subverted and controlled. As is the language and media to describe the war.

It’s about weakening, killing, wealth stealing, and subjugation.

The adversary is sly and legion.
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hillcountry Mar 22, 2022

see Gail Tverberg's analysis at OurFiniteWorld.com for more on that line of thought.
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Vinu Arumugham #Kennedy24 Writes Vinu’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022

"COVID largely an allergic disease"

Absolutely. That's why histamine blockers, ivermectin, HCQ work. Same part of the immune system is

involved with allergies and defending against parasites.

http://europepmc.org/article/PPR/PPR241819

Further, allergy to SARS-CoV-2 is induced by traditional vaccines. So COVID-19 severity itself is vaccine-

induced.

https://vinuarumugham.substack.com/p/covid-19-severity-is-a-result-of
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Yeah. It's so ridiculous a very simple hypothesis like this doctors have been trying to sound the alarm

about for years is still known by less than 1% of the medical community.
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Katy Mar 12, 2022

When I had covid it caused the most severe asthma attack of my life.No other symptoms. After

looking at my scans and the treatment that worked many of my docs said "you are having a

severe asthma attack, triggered by a very mild covid infection" it was delta strain. I never had a

covid shot.
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hillcountry Mar 23, 2022

These authors also have a 2015 paper that adds some details. You may find some correlation to your

insights here. Ivermectin as a strong agonist of the Farnesoid X Receptor is not being discussed

anywhere I've read. I would think Tony Mawson or the FLCCC-crew would be all over it. Maybe it's

just too obscure? I've sent e-mails. Crickets.

TITLE: The antiparasitic drug ivermectin is a novel FXR ligand that regulates metabolism

https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms2924

sidenote: this knowledge also fits-in with Grant Genereux's work on Vitamin A toxicity per the Bile-

Acid part of the equation being a major part of clearing retinoids through excretion; which is why I

figured Tony Mawson would be interested, being that multiple-vaccinations damage the liver in a

manner whereby unbound retinoids are dumped into the bloodstream. First thing I'd do (and have

done) is get on a zero-VA diet asap since Serum Retinol testing doesn't tell you what you need to

know regarding your Retinoid Threshold.
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Jeff Writes Jeff’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Doc, you may reconcile your observation with the data available in the WHO adverse effect system. 

Go to http://vigiaccess.org , scroll down, and check "I confirm that I have read and understood the above

statements"; click on Submit button. Then in the Text box enter covid-19 vaccine, click Search, and select

Adverse Drug Reaction".  You will see ~27 different medical groups with hundreds of specific symptoms

under each group. Good luck.
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Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022

Anyone familiar with cellulitis and severe rash on both legs post Pfizer booster? (Asking for a friend.)

Thank you Jeff for the link, I see quite a few ulcers and rashes, so I guess ...
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

My family member saw things similar to this, but I'm not positive they saw the exact thing you

are describing.
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LoveOneAnother Mar 9, 2022

Lots of cellulitis showing up for Pfizer. Maybe not after the booster on this website since it has

not been updated since last August.

https://www.knowyourvaccine.org/vaccine/pfizer/category/skin-and-localized-to-injection-

site/female/40/59/
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Cairn - mutual eye-rolling Mar 9, 2022

Thank you very much Love.
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Kelliann Mar 11, 2022

Saw that in patients after 2nd dose
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Milimelo Mar 6, 2022

Not Pfizer but after JJ my sister had very strange cellulitis show up from her leg to thigh to neck,

arm on several occasions over 2- month period. Treated with various antibiotics and ended up

with allergy to sulfa antibiotics. Told her to to go back to her PCP and tell him it's an allergy and

after some prodding she actually did. Also told her to report to VAERS even if it's not related

(because she's never had cellulitis before) - doubt she did it.
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arthur brogard Mar 5, 2022

totally excellent source. didn't know. thank you. :)
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Adam Randall Jul 12, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Salutations 

I’d like to share a validating warning by ex-UN official, Mz. Rosa Kiore, by many is considered a Reputable

source to prevailing entities, & their linear objectives, her Innately Custodial Shares Conferences, are

throughout social media, for well over a decade now, due to some of this Noble Lady’s official

addresses/shares, have been Despotically deleted 

Be Well 
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Just_Henry Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

Thank you for your work! My mother in law is a victim of the Covid vaccines. She’s an 83 yr old vibrant,

healthy woman who had covid yet got both Moderna shots. Got sick after both shots. She also had covid

and recovered, so the shots were given to a person with natural immunity. Anyway, she went into the

hospital for an intestinal obstruction and they found metastatic breast cancer ‘everywhere’; bones, liver,

lungs...She had a radical mascetomy 8 yrs ago and received a clean scan in 2020. She refused chemo and

radiation and they sent her home to die. This was Nov 2021.

The vaccines must be considered guilty until proven innocent.

Anyway we came across something called fenbendazole, which is a dog dewormer sold in pet stores. The

science supporting trying it on solid tumor cancers is sound. FenBen as we call it, disrupts the microtubule

transport system in parasite as well as cancer cells starving them of glucose import, starving them.

Healthy cells are unaffected and there are no side effects. She took a packet of 222 mg fenbendazole

every day since mixed in a little yogurt. No side effects! It is now March 2022 and she just received a clean

MRI. She had two recalcitrant tumors on her spine that were finished off by targeted radiation. The rate at

which they responded was much quicker than usual...probably because there are reports of fenbendazole

potentiating traditional radiation treatment. She is a success story, maybe she is one of the first to be cured

by fenbendazole. We certainly hope so. She will continue to take fenben as a protective measure as long as

no adverse effects develop. I present this info with no ill agenda, financial or otherwise. Fenbendazole is

over the counter, inexpensive (~$10 for 3 packets), sold in pet stores or amazon. It is safe, no side effects

and appears to work against solid tumors by disrupting the microtubule transport system.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

That is really interesting. Thank you.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

Ivermectin is also an anti-cancer medicine. It is truly a miracle drug.

https://www.nature.com/articles/ja201711
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hillcountry Mar 23, 2022

thanks a bunch for that link! Asthma too!! I especially noted the detail "...in addition to its

impact in improving hepatic lesions". That's right up my alley if you happened to see my

post above about the studies showing Ivermectin being a strong agonist of the Farnesoid X

Receptor and the resolution of induced-NAFLD and more in animals.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

Yes this is so interesting..i have been researching ivermectin and learned that it too is an anti-cancer

med. It also works with chemo if the patient decides to take chemo.

https://www.nature.com/articles/ja201711
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Larson McCamley May 2, 2022

I have a hard copy in hand:

“Hydroxychloroquine for the Treatment of Recurrent, Oligometastatic Prostate Cancer” (status:

active). Related to your post, last sentence under the Description is:

“Hydroxychloroquine May increase PAR-4 levels which helps kill more cancer cells.”.

Currently(?) Phase II, Treatment.

Univ. of Kentucky / Markey Cancer Center

Further:

Primary ID MCC-19-GU-72

Secondary NCI-2019-08359

ClinicalTrials.gov ID NCT04011410

Post study & treatment, subject follow ups:

30, 60, and 90 days, 6 months, then 1, 2, and 3 years.

-

it’s not iver, but, it is relevant.

Hope this helps someone!
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Carolyn Gibb Writes Carolyn’s Substack Oct 17, 2022

But they are too cheap! No one cares.
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No More Coercion Mar 11, 2022 · edited Mar 11, 2022

Thank You for posting this. I work for a large health system and was coerced into getting the shot last

summer (it was also a point of contention between my wife and I ). For the record I was never anti-vax but I

did not feel threatened by Covid and the thing that worried me were the lack of long term studies on the

different vaccines, the rush to push the vaccines out for a virus that was not as deadly as it was made out

to be, the lack of transparency from Big Pharma, the stupid slogans and marketing campaign to "trust the

science". Reason, caution and rational thought have been thrown out the window. Ultimately I capitulated

and took to the J&J vaccine.

These last 7 months have truly been hell for me. I initially experienced heart palpitations which finally led

me to an ED visit. Chest x-ray, blood, ekgs all came back with no issues. However, I have not been able to

trust my body. I am a 39 yo male who was active/in shape. I used to workout 4-5 times a week and now I

am a shell of myself. I have had several appointments with my PCP, been put on anxiety meds, have had a

holter monitor, cardiologist visit with another ekg and an echo done. I have also paid for d-dimer and other

blood tests out of my pocket. I also got my covid-19 antibody test done and the levels are high - my guess

that is from the omciron infection and not the shot I took last summer. I'm hopeful that those antibodies

cleared the spike proteins out of my body (if that is how antibodies are supposed to work).

Currently my employer is mandating the booster and I will not be getting it. I am hopeful that my issues

were due more so to my fear of uncertainty over the long term effects of these damn shots rather than any

physical harm. I am so mad for everyone that was coerced into getting these shots due to external

pressure - it's not right or fair. My heart goes out to all who have been vaccinated by choice or coercion

and I will always admire those that outright refused to be part of this experiment. There was no informed

consent or bodily autonomy for what is essentially an experiment. I wish I had been stronger the first time

around and just walked away back then. Peace of mind is a gift and mental illness is real.

Sorry for the long post...I just needed to get this off my chest.
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Craig Mar 11, 2022

What were the results of the d-dimer? Oddly enough, if you have non-classical monocytes (that are

basically zombified monocytes by having absorbed/consumed cleaved S1 spike proteins from

infection and/or mRNA gene therapy) causing damage/long covid because these non-classic

monocytes don’t undergo apoptosis, nicotine has been shown to trigger apoptosis. ie Nicorette gum…

there were studies as to why smokers were generally showing mild covid infections. Also heard NAC

and serrapeptase and/or Nitokinase are potentially helpful.
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hillcountry Mar 22, 2022

Thanks Craig: interesting to me that Nicotine has also been reported as helpful in Vitamin A

detox by some of Grant Genereux's cohort over at ggenereux.blog
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fedupnflfan Mar 12, 2022

Craig, thank you for the reply. Admittedly I am a lay person and can only go by the test results

and the ranges provided. My D-Dimer was <.20 Mg/L feu and the provided reference interval

was 0.00-.49 so my result is within that interval.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

At this point in time, I don't believe the D-Dimer test catches a lot of the coagulation that

occurs in people's bodies after vaccination.
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Florian Geyer Mar 21, 2022

Four months after two pfizer shots i got my blood tested in a dark field microscope. It

showed clotting, more clotting then a typical rouleaux pattern.

That seems to be a fairly common occurrence and one way to treat it is the enzyme

Nattokinase. The nasty thing about that is that the mRNA from the shot does not break

down and will require a separate detox.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

My heart goes out to you.. My boyfriend got the jab because of his job. He did not want to either. After

the 2nd moderna jab he had headaches, brainfog, & shortness of breath. I am NOT jabbed & I started

getting the same symptoms. We started taking ivermectin & loratadine (claritin) once or twice a week.

Also high dose vitamin C plus other vitamins. It has helped tremendously. I hope you feel better now.

These bioweapons need to be stopped.

http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n24.shtml

https://www.mynaturaltreatment.com/remedies-for-vaccine-side-effects/
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southern kiwi Oct 21, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Thank you for your work, AMWD, and for your steadfastness. You are a jewel.
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A Midwestern Doctor Oct 21, 2022 Author

Thank you for your kind words
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Dr. GU Jul 2, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

If these concerns were rebutted by science, it would be most helpful to overcome distrust in the

professional community and clarify the narrative. If this has been done, we need wider communication, not

suppression.
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A Midwestern Doctor Jul 2, 2022 Author

My view is that this only occurs when there is no factual way to defend the viewpoint. I have seen this

happen so many times, that unless I can see why it is clearly harmful to dignify and engage in a

debate (which I do sometimes feels the case such as for debating really racist viewpoints), I just

assume anyone doing that is full of it.
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SaHiB Jun 23, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

What a litany! Hey, fatal heart attacks and strokes would have been much much worse if people ended up

getting COVID.
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Carolyn Gibb Writes Carolyn’s Substack Oct 17, 2022

You mean the vaxxed people who got Covid? They exceed the unvaxxed!
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SaHiB Oct 17, 2022

It was satire.
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jacquelyn sauriol Mar 10, 2022

These are my revelations of the past month;

I had severe nosebleeds for a period of my childhood. (born 1964) . For about 3 months I was having

horrible clots, and it was really gross for me and embarrassing. Had all my childhood vaxxes, and would

have been say 10 in 1974; there are a few vaxxines I could have received around then that are shown to be

causal. I thought I was just a weak person to have caused trouble, my Dad was really grossed out by this

and so it affected my longer term relationship with him as well as my self image wrt my health. They

decreased to what I would call just a tendency for them...and never now that I actually eat whole foods.

The one kidney complication in pregnancy caught my eye, because I have what my doc merrily called

'unikidney' where my kidneys did not separate fully in the womb, (this was 12 years ago). I know my Moms

body was tired. I was her 6th pregnancy after all and she was also main breadwinner for the family. 2 didn't

survive being born.

My mom got shingles when I was about 12, (1976) and she regularly got recommended shots bec. she

believed in whitecoats then. By the time she passed after living with lung cancer and a lung removal, she

did not believe in doctors anymore. She did smoke, was otherwise healthy. She saw the scam that is

generally apparent. Her illnesses led her to Cantron, and heavy metal detox methods which she credited

with restoring some of her health.

My partners son was vaccinated for HPV (2017) and then developed HPV (elsewhere on the body) within

4-5 months. This was when he was 16. He still lives with this now at 20.

When my 2 family members got vaxxinated (x2) they both had neurological symptoms after the second.

One a headband type headache and visual disturbances that required rest and were scary to them. Full

eye exam nothing noted. $1200 on new glasses, but by the time they were received the symptoms had

decreased.

The other young adult in my family had his an episode of dizzyness and mental disorientation that wasExpand full comment
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Runemasque Mar 6, 2022

Central MN

My uncle. Mid sixties. Had Crohns, overweight, and had back surgery and difficulty getting around. After

starting the shots, he couldn't sleep well. Diagnosed with A Fib. He called my mother one evening with a

sharp pain and wanted to sleep it off. Died overnight.

Neighbor told me. Guessing sixties. She had actually been really healthy prior. Remarkably. She got the

shots. Her foot stopped working. She'd be trying to walk, and just fall, because the foot wouldn't do its job.

She was told she had sciatica. She did all kinds of testing and treatments. Maybe acupuncture helped a

little. She would have pain and could not sleep. She would spend the night in a chair trying to sleep in the

least provocative position. She was told no more heavy lifting, which is hard on the farm. She was surprised

when I brought up the shot and briefly mentioned hearing of neurological problems in other people. I

backed off of the topic because I felt so bad to see her situation, and also their surprise because they just

hadn't considered the shots as having anything to do with it. Apparently their doctors did not say anything.

A woman I used to work with a great deal was pregnant. She got the shot at 8 months and was very proud.

At nine months her baby was dead. She mourned her baby, but did not make any connection. She was a

model and very healthy.

My father in law's wife's son. His wife was pregnant. Got the shot. Lost the baby. Would not want to talk

about the shot. Nonsense!

My mother is a true believer. Thank goodness no big problems. I hope it stays that way.
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Runemasque Mar 6, 2022

Also. My son suddenly developed juvenile arthritis at almost 2 years old. I didn't know to question the

shots and was dutiful. Looking back. The schedule was busy. I don't know. We spent a lot of time in

the hospital. This was my wakeup that medicine is not always miraculous and is not always very

considerate. My son was paraded for many doctors in training. Many procedures were invasive, scary,

and painful. When I started to ask more questions, I would find out that they were wanting to do

painful tests, but that the tests would not tell us significant information nor have potential to affect the

direction of treatment. I was shocked. Why would a toddler be so extensively poked and invaded if it

wouldn't help him anyways?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 Author

#1 It's quite common for pediatric vaccinations to cause autoimmune diseases. Whenever it's

actually studied there are dramatically lower rates of autoimmunity in unvaccinated children, but

they make it extremely difficult to do this. A double blind trial has never been done (because

vaccines are "so effective" it's unethical to do a trial where they are witheld) and recently a

doctor in OR who had vaccinated and unvaccinated patients in his practice (as some parents

refused to vaccinate their kids) put together a massive retrospective study showing the health

differences they had...and then the medical board went after his license. Similarly, increasing

pediatric vaccinations has directly correlated with an explosion of autoimmune diseases in

children (that persist to adulthood).

#2 There are 2 ways of answering your question. First one is that people in the medical field like

to feel like they are doing something even if theres not much they can actually do...therefore they

order lots of tests. Second one (which I think is more true but happens at a systemic level largely

above the people directly involved in your sons care) is that the tests make money so they are

done for revenue.
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Runemasque Mar 6, 2022 · edited Mar 6, 2022

I did hear about that doctor who compared vaxed to unvaxed children in his practice.

I had a big research document to keep track of those things, and I saved all of the

information. Then, last year Google said I violated their terms of service, and now I can no

longer access Docs, where I had put all of that together. That is a side story, but strange and

without clear explanation.

I personally think it likely my son's arthritis could have been caused by a shot. After that, my

common sense wouldn't let me give him any more because I just can't see why I'd risk

messing around with my child's immune system after seeing just how damaging of an

autoimmune experience the arthritis was.

After 3.5 months his flare ups which were happening every few weeks just stopped. He has

not had flare ups, but, now at 17 he seems to get joint pain more easily, especially his knees.

He used to love to swim and has slowly stopped. His knees hurt when even kicking. That,

and his ears are sensitive. We tried to go to an orthopedic doctor, but he looked at him and

didn't have any insight. He didn't have any ideas of what we could do to help. He didn't

have any ideas of any next step we could take, other than buying one of those soft knee

braces. This was frustrating, a dead end for understanding, finding out more, or doing

anything. Now I don't know what to do next.

When he had arthritis, we needed a referral every single time to see a specialist, so, he

would have a flare up. Then we'd spend hours in the emergency room. They'd send us to

children's hospital, where he would get frequent blood draws and whatever else they would

think of, until the flare up would become bearable and we'd be released.

We were allowed to consult with a specialist in a smaller practice one who was very nice

and advised that the longer we stay away from arthritis drugs the better. She was nice, but

we couldn't just go see her. We had to do the whole runaround every time.

I spent many years in education of young children, and I am sorry to say that I see many

parallels. I witnessed how teachers prescribe discipline (punishment) for children who are

social or active or bored or emotional. This is like medicine and diagnosing where it is not

needed. The curriculum is also a prescription that is not needed, and so children drill

academics and don't play. Parents are not there and believe teachers who say their child

won't listen or was misbehaving. So, many times parents at least initially believe that their

child is in the wrong as described and needs the treatment (punishment) prescribed by the

teacher.

As a parent, I did not at first imagine that I would need to settle my own independent inquiry

when dealing with a professional. Now I see it as crucial.

I am in a real dilemma with my son now, as he now believes the messaging (through school,

peers, and media) and wants the Covid shot. He thinks I have crazy ideas and should trust

the experts, etc. The topic is such a trigger for him that we cannot talk about it. I hope that it

becomes acceptable in the mainstream to choose not to have that shot asap. That is the

only way I can imagine that he won't get it, unless he witnesses a clear tragedy and willingly

recognizes it. I know in a year at 18 years old he will run off to get all of the shots he can get,

and, I am at a complete loss of how to even mitigate any harm, as we cannot talk about it.

The arthritis was so hard, and I do not want any more suffering for him or us.
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Milimelo Mar 6, 2022

Are you/your child open to alternative treatments? Turmeric and curcumin. You can

either buy turmeric powder and use it heavily in cooking/teas and similar or go the pills

route. You can also find recipes for turmeric golden milk. My early 60s mom had

problems with creaky joints (grandma had rheumatoid arthritis especially bad in her

knees for years but wouldn't take anything more than an aspirin) and this combo

worked for her.
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LoveOneAnother Mar 9, 2022

You can also dramatically increase the turmeric absorption by combining with

black pepper.

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/turmeric-and-black-pepper
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JC Sep 30, 2022

Mikhaila Petersen had such horrible JRA that she had 2 hip replacements and an

ankle replacement before she was a teenager. She cleared her troubles up completely

with carnivore diet! I'm not advocating it, but it's worth listening to what she has to say.

Her esteemed father also adopted the diet and claims great success, as well. Mikhaila

has several related YT and other vids, easy to find.
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Runemasque Sep 30, 2022

I did think of her. She actually interviewed Mercola, who apparently consulted

with her, which made me happy that they're not buying into the cancel campaign.

My son had JRA, but it apparently ended while still young. He now has back and

knee pain, as a teenager, which doesn't fit the pattern of his prior JRA, but it

always sits in my mind as a question. The carnivore diet does sound extreme, and

I'm personally vegetarian, so it takes more for me to keep thinking about it.
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Carolyn Gibb Writes Carolyn’s Substack Oct 17, 2022

I love her story. And her father! I am mostly carnivore because of them.
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hillcountry Mar 23, 2022

maybe your son would be open to read this book which comes at it from a completely

different angle, and get to the same place as your hope for him.

Chapters 3-5 are dynamite revelations. I spent two years on PubMed verifying every

last bit. The truth is out there on this subject.

https://ggenereux.blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/PoisoningForProfits.pdf
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Runemasque Mar 23, 2022

I am excited to look at this myself.

I think my strategies have to be indirect. One is a kind of Socratic process of

curiously following questions. I've gotten him really engaged before just asking

him about what he thinks and why and how does he know and put things

together. That way I can get him to at least reflect and question, without

triggering him by offering an idea, perspective, or information that would flip the

"my mom is one of THOSE people and that is WRONG" switch. He still

sometimes has to catch himself and affirm, for himself, that nothing can deny the

fact that vaccines save lives...

He gets close sometimes. He is open to the concept of big pharma not caring

about people and doing things detrimental. He just can't handle connecting it to

the Covid situation. He thinks there are people in politics and business who don't

think of people in a humane and considerate way and are happy to take

advantage of them, regardless of the harm. He even had a wake up about

education when he realized that his educational ideas and goals do not coincide

with those of the school, and that the teacher functions as a one way authority

and gatekeeper. That was a big deal. There are so many opportunities to see

where the shiny public story is not the reality, and to start to question each story

is actually validated on all kinds of levels, or whether another story might be more

accurate and useful. I'll try to start collecting stories of the kind that will not

trigger him into plugging his ears, but will give him practice at discerning and

becoming more aware. I just can't connect the dots for him about the big

propaganda of today because he is really convinced that everybody knows and

agrees with the official story.

I'll try to be conscientious and purposeful as you said and look for good angles.

Thank you!
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Curt Mar 5, 2022

Thank you for sharing with us. The whole COVID affair is so sad. The world community has/is suffering

needlessly. God help us.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

My view is different. I've seen a lot of things like COVID happen before, but they happened to smaller

more vulnerable groups everyone could ignore.

For example, presently we do a lot of pharmaceutical phase 1 safety trials in africa that maim people

and are never heard about.

Similarly, when the recent ebola epidemic happened in Africa, they suppressed treatments that

worked so they could test really toxic drugs.

The best example (which RFK did a good summary of in his book, and Peter Deusberg did years

back) was that during the AIDS epidemic, what they did to the gay community was really messed up

and served as a template for what was done to everyone with COVID now.

SImilarly, there are tons of drugs that have large communities of people who were seriously injured by

them, yet very few people are aware these drugs exist or cause problems (random example being

Lupron if you want something to look up).
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Oh Susanna Writes The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 5, 2022

Yeah that's nuts. I am not too surprised though because I had my own run in with medical

malpractice with a device that was sold to me straight faced by a lying doctor as being safe and

the reports of harm only came from the US and that was because the US was "such a litigious

society". Lo and behold after suffering issues I looked it up and there were whole online

communities of people who had been harmed by this device and it was removed from the

market the following year. I lost my naive, total trust in doctors after that and that may have been

one factor in my skepticism about the covid vaccine.
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Phyllis B Mar 6, 2022

agree. After a year of antibiotics (and no probiotics prescribed) for UTIs, I was given Levsin

in '93 by a urologist who asked if I was pregnant. I said I didn't know. She prescribed

anyway (should've insisted on a test). I kept all paperwork from my pregnancy. At 5 months,

my daughter was diagnosed with gastroschisis (intestines on the outside). She had 6

brushes with death (3 were sepsis) and as an adult, now has scar tissue that has sent her to

the ER 3 times in recent years. Levsin is known for causing neural tube defects; in her case,

it presented on the ventral side. I didn't put two & two together until some years had

passed. SMH
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Oh Susanna Writes The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 6, 2022

Yikes. It does seem the correct conclusion is to avoid doctors and hospitals when at all

possible and stick to natural remedies whenever possible. Sorry to hear of the

hardships your daughter has had to endure.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 · edited Mar 6, 2022 Author

So in some fairness here.

1) For the majority of medical conditions people go to hospitals for, there is a well

composed algorithm in place that lets them get good outcomes for most people

who aren't chronically ill to begin with. I think it could be majorly improved, and

some bad things happen I don't agree with, but in the majority of cases, hospitals

do a good job and save lives.

2) I have known 2 well known natural medicine people who had conditions I felt

were very easy to treat who refused to go to a hospital because they had a fear of

them and then subsequently died.

3) Any time you go to a hospital, it take a large toll on your body. If you can treat

the condition at home, it typically gives a much better long term outcome for

health etc, but most people don't have access to effective options for doing it

outside of the hospital.

4) I occasionally heard of terrible things happening in hospitals, but it's only been

since COVID that they've been a regular occurrence for me to hear about. It's for

this reason, specifically with COVID, I think there is a lot of value in having a team

that can help you get better at home before you are ill enough that you have to be

hospitalized.

5) Unless you have a pretty extensive medical background, it's quite difficult to

know what specific symptoms clearly indicate you need to be hospitalized.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Western medicine for triage. Holistic/functional medicine for preventing you

from needing triage!
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Phyllis B Mar 6, 2022

I've gotten good care much of the time but wish I'd asked more questions

and gotten more answers. Jewish Hospital in STL was great; I had a great

primary care doctor in Austin, TX, before I started Medicare -- he actually

told me to up my D3 considerably, back in 2009. Not all are bad, of course.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Phyllis B Mar 6, 2022 · edited Mar 6, 2022

yes! The first urologist I had was definitely no good. I googled him recently & he

had taken out the wrong kidney on a patient :O I go with functional medicine MDs

now. Earlier, I went to endocrinologist, which was an exercise in futility. The nurse

practitioner had my TSH on screen, as if that was all that mattered. Never

mentioned gluten. Thankfully I didn't have thyroid issues. When I walked out of

there, I felt he hadn't answered my questions. Canceled appointment, never

looked back. Also -- a primary care physician I used to go to -- his office was

dirty. I reported him, lol. I could go on.....
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Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

Too often We are all PREY nowadays to the medical establishments! What a sad

state in the world!
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Oh what the device?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

I have bone on bone on lower thumb. Went to get first exam by hand Dr. He gave me a

cortisone shot. Before I left he offered a brace to wear at night. I thought, well ok, and

took it. It was horribly uncomfortable so didn't even use it one night. Then I get a bill for

$250. Couldn’t believe it. I went to complain and even the lady at the desk said I could

have gotten it online for $30.

I felt scammed. They did take it back but it was a bit of a hassle. They had already

gotten payment from my insurance. Should’ve not happened at all. The markup was

highway robbery and at my Drs. Office. They have a license to steal apparently!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

A lot of times you can fix those sorts of things with topical DMSO. I do not like

cortisone because some people react badly to it, and in deeper injections it often

damages the tissue and doesn't leave the injection site (I've talked to orthos who

have told me they see them in the joints ages later during joint scopes).
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Larson McCamley May 2, 2022

DMSO is a wonderful thing. Good to hear an a M.D. mention it!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor May 2, 2022 Author

You can do a lot of great things with DMSO, but this is my all time

favorite application of it:

https://scienceforthemasses.org/2015/03/25/a-review-on-night-

enhancement-eyedrops-using-chlorin-

e6/#:~:text=The%20patent%20claims%20that%20a%20mixture%20

can%20be,can%20be%20used%20in%20place%20of%20the%20ins

ulin.
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

You would think that would be obvious: injections creating possible damage.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 21, 2022 Author

On a lot of different levels, the invention of the hypodermic needle has

defined the practice of western medicine

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 21, 2022 · edited Mar 21, 2022

My dad was a surgeon, and whenever we got sick his advice was,

"put a cold cloth on it".

P.S. thanks so much for the time you have put into "documenting

the atrocities".
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Oh Susanna Writes The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 6, 2022

Essure
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 Author

You've probably seen it but theres a documentary on that and a few other ones.

After I had watched it with my spouse, they saw someone a while back at the

emergency department who showed up with an essure related problem and

neither of us are Obgyns, she was really surprised we knew and got what was

going on with her despite all the Obgyn's she'd seen being completely dismissive

and unaware of the problem (essure and the cobalt hips are the two problematic

medical devices I run into but I'm sure there are way more).
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Oh Susanna Writes The Walrus and the Carpenter Mar 6, 2022

Yes one issue I ran into while seeking help from doctors was they didn't even

know what essure was and I had to explain it to them. The other was

disinterest and outright hostility. Doctors apparently don't like it when you

blame one of their own for harming you.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Could you share a good website to learn more about Lupron?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

There are a facebook support groups for Lupron victims. I looked into Lupron initially

because it was given to block puberty (was curious about the toxicity) and then discovered

it has ruined a lot of women's lives who used it for the traditional applications.
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Julieann Mar 13, 2022

I worked in medical device manufacturing, so I was privy to the FDA approval process for both devices and

pharma. I chose not to get vaccinated as I won't take any treatment that doesn't have data available, has

skipped animal trials nor deems the manufacturer not liable for damages. I simply don't understand how

anyone in the medical field can deem these vaccines as 'safe and effective' without any data to support it

- at least until recently now that Pfizer's data is just lately being slowly released (and the reports are

horrendous - 1,291 adverse events that the FDA originally wanted to keep secret until 2076!).
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

As far as medical devices go, I'm mostly familiar with the issues Essure and Cobalt chromium hip

protheses have caused people, although I'm sure there are other problematic medical devices on the

market.
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FDNY 9/11 Mar 12, 2022

Doc, excellent article. I’m fighting my own vaccine reaction battle at the moment. I’m a 53 y o male, retired

New York City Fireman, was in full remission for 10 years from Leukemia which was linked to my service at

9/11/2001 rescue and recovery operations. It took ten years for my platelet count to normalize after heavy

chemotherapy. I received two doses of Moderna vaccine and within two months, my platelets were

crashing. My liver and spleen are quite enlarged. My Oncologist was convinced that I was in full relapse.

After taking a bone marrow biopsy, no leukemia indicating, he is now digging deeper to find out what is

wrong. Fatigue and severe body aches had me convinced that my Hairy Cell Leukemia had returned with a

vengeance. Now waiting on a radiological isotope scan of organs. My Oncologist won’t say it on the record

but stated many patients are presenting with odd symptoms since vaccines started.

The very same government who told us that the air at the World Trade Center during 9/11/01 was safe

pushed these dangerous vaccines upon us. Very troubling times. Thank you for your deep dive on this

controversial subject.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

That's terrible. One school of thought I've looked into with cancer's like yours that often yields

promise is that they are triggered by some type of undiagnoses chronic infection that needs to be

resolved (often with a non antibiotic route).

That all said, sometimes the enlargements/swellings you are experiencing can be directly from the

vaccine, and some of the blood cell changes can be from bone marrow suppression.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

So sorry for your health matters returning. I hope you can get some relief soon!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

Here are some articles that are interesting

http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n24.shtml

https://www.mynaturaltreatment.com/remedies-for-vaccine-side-effects/
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91Veteran Mar 12, 2022

I'm always amazed when reading about adverse events from the COVID vaccines. And deeply saddened

that so many have now been affected.

I am a Gulf War veteran who received 2 anthrax vaccines which I believe were experimental because they

were likely not the originally approved formulation.

I am amazed because many of the symptoms you (or others) report as a reaction to the vaccine are the

same symptoms that were widely reported among Gulf War veterans....and ignored for many years.

While still in the Persian Gulf, and after receiving the second anthrax vaccine, I was experiencing severe

joint pain, severe fatigue and foggy thinking. Now, 30+ years later, the fatigue is not as severe, but the joint

pain is still as bad or worse (doctors like to chalk it up to arthritis) and the foggy thinking/forgetfulness is

still present.

The day I got off the plane after coming home, (and every day since) I started having severe allergic

reactions to many things that never bothered me before. I was tested by the VA twice for allergies, and was

found to be allergic to 37 of the 40 substances they tested for. I am also severely allergic to NSAIDS and

aspirin with severe hives, itching, swelling and pain where I have been physically injured in the past.

I have not taken a vaccine since coming home over 30 years ago.

During my last VA appointment, I fully expected severe pressure to get the COVID shot since the VA

pushes flu shots every year among other medical fads. My primary care provider asked if I wanted it, and I

explained I had taken 2 anthrax vaccines, and endured 30+ years of excuses from the government on

health effects.

He never said another word about vaccines, and even said I could take off the mask during the

appointment if I wanted. We both did.

I am saddened because although we fought hard against mandatory experimental vaccines or vaccines

causing adverse events, it took several years before the military dropped their anthrax vaccine mandate.

I thought we were done with forced or coerced medicine after that.

Never again.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 · edited Mar 12, 2022 Author

I wish I had seen this before I posted my other article (the freedom fries one went into some of what

you are talking about). There are a lot of parallels with the anthrax vaccine, and along with COVID and

Smallpox, I believe it is one of the 3 most deadly vaccines that was mass distributed. Did you know

J&J contracted the Anthrax vaccine's manufacturer to make their COVID vaccine?

Thank you for sharing this. This is really useful for me.
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91Veteran Mar 12, 2022 · edited Mar 12, 2022

No Doc, I did not know J&J contracted with them.

If you recall the history of the anthrax vaccine, less than 1,000 shots (going from memory) were

given per year from a small company in Michigan. How did they ramp up production enough to

produce almost 1.5 million doses in such a short period of time for those of use deploying?

Also, if you recall the history of it, several DOD cronies were involved in the production of those

vaccines when they decided to force the military to receive them. All of that was a precursor to

what we see today.

Many in the military were getting sick from being forced to take it, including those suffering heart

attacks at a young age. I knew of three personally. All under 50.

Some members of Congress, back when they investigated things, were digging into the vaccine.

They found the production was so sloppy with foreign material found in doses, and no quality

control of how potent one dose was from the next. Ultimately the FDA was forced to act and

threatened to pull the license to manufacture. In the end, DOD and FDA agreed to shut down the

production for a couple weeks and clean up the line. SecDef Cohen admitted publicly they would

still keep the contaminated doses in case of emergency.

Since the anthrax vaccine was intended for cutaneous anthrax, the vaccine was considered

experimental for inhalation anthrax, and DOD was required under the law to provide Informed

Consent. Informed Consent was never provided to anyone.

My wife and I lost our first born child in 1992 which never survived to term, and I believe the

vaccines were a strong contributor.

Rather than be forced to take the shot to continue working, I retired at the end of December.

There are many more symptoms that are similar between the anthrax vaccine and COVID

vaccine groups.

Keep up the hard work of exposing this Doc. I sincerely appreciate what you are doing for

humanity.

Edited to add: I meant to comment that before I retired, I tried calling 11 different doctors in 9

different states asking if they would review my medical record given my history with the anthrax

vaccine. Several refused to speak about it, and 2 different doctors told me the state was

threatening their licenses for writing medical exemptions for others.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Oh that is very interesting. I did not know the anthrax vaccine caused heart attacks.

One question you might know. I read numerous reports of people with gulf war syndrome

who stated their semen burned the skin of their wives when it contacted them.

I was always really curious about this, as there isn't really a mechanism to explain it (it was

suggested that depleted uranium got into their semen, but for a few reasons I don't know

see how this explanation makes sense). Did you ever hear of this phenomena or an

explanation for it? I know this is an odd question, but this is something I wondered about for

a long time after I read about it.
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91Veteran Mar 13, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I wrote a lengthy response to your comment Doc, but it was lost when I posted

because substack thought I was not signed in.

Yes, my wife and I experienced that for several months after I got home. No

explanation was ever provided or pursued that I know of.

Less than 40 veterans were acknowledged by VA/DOD as exposed to DU in their

"Friendly Fire" program in Boston.

I forced the VA to provide the test, and they acknowledge my results were higher than

some of those enrolled in their program. The VA never followed up and never

mentioned my results again, although I still have the documentation.

Whether DU, oil smoke, chemical weapons, PB pills or a different experimental vaccine

or something else caused this, I don't know.

A munitions bunker at Khamisiyah was blown up in March 91 by US forces. The UN

later found rockets filled with Sarin nerve agent there.

According to CIA modeling of the fallout, my unit was only on the edge of it. That

modeling never accounted for troops moving, and was a one day snapshot of what

they claimed happened.
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hillcountry Mar 23, 2022

Anthony Mawson's done the best epidemiological work on this that I've seen. This paper is from

2019. Wish you the best after all you've been through.

Gulf War Illness: Unifying Hypothesis for a Continuing Health Problem

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6339135/
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CAtstheBoss Mar 12, 2022

I am in health care and refuse to take the clot shot. I was able to get religious exemption. But what I want to

bring to the forefront of this conversation is “Blood Transfusion”. There is no screening done by Red Cross

that I am aware of. No one that I have asked about this has any knowledge of blood screening for

Vaccination donors. If the donor has spikes in their blood, will those spikes get into your blood if you have a

transfusion?? This screening for vaccinated donors should be done .. why isn’t it being done?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

I had a Jehovah's witness a while back who had a legitimate need for a blood transfusion and I had a

long discussion with her congregation about it in the hospital. They actually have some very

interesting perspectives on this whole topic that existed prior to the vaccines.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

My mother & my aunt have been Jehovah's Witnesses for 54 yrs. I was raised up around this

religion so I know their beliefs & that they ask to use alternatives instead of taking blood

transfusions. Sadly they have taken the jabs and believe they are safe. They do not know anyone

suffering from these jabs, as they seem to be ok--for now. It has caused a rift between my mom

& I because I refuse to get the jab.
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Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022 · edited Mar 12, 2022

Things I've noticed

1. Vaccinated friend had two miscarriages in 2021. The first required two (!) D&C's to completely remove

the pregnancy. The second ended in a termination because the fetus was not viable with all the organs on

the outside of the body.

2. Friend of mine had stage 4 lung cancer. But she was receiving gene therapy that was very promising

and was in remission by the end of 2020. I don't know if she got the vax but by June of 2021 she was dead

and was  living in a small country that forced vaccines leaving two small children behind.

3. My father ended up in the hospital for rectal bleeding nearly 48 hours after his second Pfizer shot. He

reluctantly admits he believes it was the vax.

4. My mother in law had chronic cysts both in her eye and her vulva that would continue to grow even after

being drained.  She said she wouldn't take the booster but by Dec she took it and lied to my father in law

that he would have to take it in order to fly which brings me to...

5. My father in law who has COPD and lives in a dense popular area, never quarantined, never got Covid.

But got both shots plus the booster at the insistence of my MIL. Three weeks later he was in the hospital

because he nearly died in the the middle of a conversation with my MIL. He passed out , blood oxygen

level way below 90. But his COPD had never been a fatal issue until now.

Family blames it on his smoking. Fine.

6. Local  well known pastor closed his church down immediately in 2020 and refused to reopen his church 

even as of Feb 2021. Was he vaxxed? His irrational handling of Covid would suggest he would have been

first in line to get the shot. He was dead by May 2021, from Krutzfeld Jacobs disease , a prion disease.

They gave him 3 months , he was dead in 7 weeks.

7. My sister in laws brother died suddenly in his sleep in Oct 2021. Official cause of death , heart attack. 

No foul play , early 30s with no previous medical issues except he was a heavy smoker. Medical family

though. They all got vaxxed and triple boosted shortly after his death. They think it's because he smoked

and drank a lot of soda (I'm not kidding!)  They almost don't even acknowledge him at all. So bizarre.

8.  Close friend forced to get the jab to keep her job. She took it. She passed out in Costco a day after her

2nd shot and about two months later was home in bed with unexplained 2 day period of non stop vomiting.

No one else in her house was sick. But this was obviously a mild reaction in comparison to what I've seen.

9. Another friend took the jab and has had unexplained bouts of vertigo, fatigue and nausea for two

months and counting. It got so bad she passed out in front of her family with her eyes wide open and they

all thought she was dead. Went to the hospital, they couldn't find anything wrong. She believes it's

because she didn't eat enough the day she passed out.

10. Husbands coworker had to keep shutting off his camera on work calls because of extreme nausea.

He's double boosted.

11. Another coworker out on leave indefinitely..her doctor is telling her it's "likely long Covid." She is vaxxed

but we are not sure if boosted.

I could go on but these are the stories that are first and second degrees of separation for me.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

1) Double D&C needed for a miscarriage is brutal. I have not actually heard of that happening to

anyone.

2) Do you have any more documentation for #6, the Krustzfelf Jacobs disease? I read one case study

of this, but I was expecting this to be a rare enough thing (at least for a few years) that I would not

hear of anyone it happened to (including through comments).
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Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

Also an enormous thank you for documenting these reactions. You are an actual Health Care

Hero...
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

I honestly just feel really bad at how little I can do
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Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

It was may not march but here's the link https://wrnjradio.com/trinity-united-methodist-church-

senior-pastor-frank-fowler-dies-from-rare-brain-disease/
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Overachievers Guide Writes Dizdub’s Newsletter Mar 18, 2022

Want to add another anecdote. Just got a long text from a friend who was extremely Covid panicked

who is currently in the hospital due to a ruptured appendix. She will need surgery in a few weeks.

Vaxxed and boosted. This one could be just coincidental unless there are other stories of

appendicitis? I'm not sure.
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Marza Mar 10, 2022

The real way you can gain control and stop participating in this Kabuki theater is to pretend it’s 2019 and

stop submitting to PCR testing. It is based upon faulty science, gives erroneous results and prolongs this

madness. Ask yourself, “ how did I treat a cold or flu in 2019” and do that. Take fever reducers, cold

medicine, drink tea with lemon, take vitamin C, D, zinc and Quercetin. If you don’t participate, the case

numbers will automatically go down.
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leanne hirsh Writes leanne’s Newsletter Mar 10, 2022

my partners son had open heart surgery last yr at age 27 due to a damaged valve. He has since been

double vacxed and boosted and 2 weeks ago at age 28 suffered a massive cardiac arrest not responsive

for over 40 minutes. He was put into ICU in a medically induced coma and intubated and he came to on

day 8 with full consciousness then had to be re intubated and is now diagnosed with Covid in the ICU

hospital

He had symptoms of Covid over a week ago but they tested him and said it was negative and I don’t know

what treatment they giving him if anything apart from fentanyl and painkillers and it’s a totally traumatic

situation because I know he needs ivermectin and or any of the other cocktails that could be effective but

the hospitals won’t do it and I cannot find one physician anywhere to help us navigate with the hospital

and we’re on our own at the mercy of the hospital and it is the most shocking painful heartbreaking

situation
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 · edited Mar 10, 2022 Author

Yeah I wish I had better language for this but it's fucked up and bothers me and my spouse on a very

deep level. That's why I've been doing all of this.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

The fentanyl may be making it worse (this often suppresses breathing). Also where are you? I

might...know someone in the area to help you navigate.
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Craig Mar 11, 2022 · edited Mar 11, 2022

Ivermectin & other multi-purpose anti-parasitic antivirals (HCQ & a couple other verboten drugs) are

most effective early on, prior to and during viral replication peak (which has been on average around 2

days after symptoms first present)…after that, the virus replication drops precipitously and the

endothelial dysfunction begins in earnest - this is where antioxidants (NAC, even high dose vitamin

C) & antihistamines become EXTREMELY important in lieu of antivirals, because the cleaved off spike

proteins of the virus end up causing damage wherever they go throughout the bloodstream, and non-

classic monocytes that have been hijacked by them along with your own immune system cause all

sorts of damage that presents effectively like severe sepsis. Read the “I am Spartacus” letter.

The reason for the ventilation/intubation coupled with serious painkillers/fentanyl protocol is, I am

very sad to say, to effectively euthanize (murder, really) these folks. Although the vast majority of the

covid “deaths” thus far have been WITH covid not FROM covid, the bulk of the remaining dead were

for all intents and purposes murdered by this protocol.
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FREDDY MURILLO Mar 10, 2022

This information must be published in Spanish and other languages so that it can be attended by the

public in the world.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

Si puedes hacer esto, muchas gracias
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Virginia Walcott Mar 13, 2022

Please be aware that physicians are prescribing Paxlovid for their vaxed patients who come down with the

"virus." This is commonly prescribed for HIV patients. Connect the dots.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022 · edited Mar 15, 2022

Yes and some were calling it Pfizermectin but it is nowhere near as safe as ivermectin. I think Paxlovid

is taken with lopinivir to "work." But I wouldn't touch these AIDS drugs with a ten foot pole, & they're

handing it out like Skittles in my state. Young adults & middle age adults shouldn't be taking them as

their side effects are scary. Ivermectin is safer than Tylenol

https://rclutz.com/2021/11/27/ivm-beats-pfizer-and-merck-one-trick-pony-pills/
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Peggy Mar 13, 2022

Thank you for this info. I decided long ago before the shots were released that I was not going to get one. I

didn’t trust that there was insufficient testing & it was being released so quickly. I’ve never regretted my

decision. At this point only one close friend is now seeing a cardiologist since his booster but will never

admit it could be from the shot. The ER dr told him it was a result of getting CoVid. I also have a niece in her

early 40s with a rare aggressive ovarian cancer which grew into a large tumor in a month. They are trying

to buy her a few yrs so she can see her youngest graduate high school. Too many medical issues are being

reported that one can’t help but believe it’s shot related. Many got the shot out of fear or trusting their dr’s

advice. “It’s safe & effective” irritates me to no end. It’s always been a lie. But I’m grateful that God will judge

those responsible & He will be just. I’m saddened by the disrupted lives, the deaths & the unvaxxed loved

ones who were helpless in stopping anyone from receiving it. May God help us!
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 13, 2022

What happened to "Do No Harm" why are these doctors on purpose murdering people? Hospitals are not

safe. My own Dr that I had fir several years would try to coerse me into getting the shot. I complained about

him. I no longer trust him. Does Big Pharma or medical facilities pay extra for each shot they can trick

someone into getting?
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ScalpelSharp Mar 16, 2022

Yes they do.
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Jacquie Mar 13, 2022

I know of many people who live near me who have suffered adverse reactions and a death following (

mostly) the second injection. The middle aged son of a friend developed Shingles within a week of either

his first or second injection. His pharmacist said they had 90 reports of that happening, but had a “ gag “

order not to report it. My OWN doctor said he had ordered both Ivermectin and Hydroxychloraquine for

patients but the pharmacist told him they were not allowed to fill the prescription. This had never occurred

in the past.

A substitute teacher who was very pro- vaccine developed Paralysis from the waist down within 2-3 hours

after 2nd vaccine, she remained unable to walk and care for herself and moved to assisted living and died

11 months later. Another young woman in her early 20s had an anaphylactic reaction after first injection,

lungs swelled, sent to ER, tests showed she also had inflammation of her heart ( pericarditis) which

persists now, at least 6 months later, another friend took first shot because of nagging from family and

immediately after injection developed Uncontrollable Tachycardia. He had to give up his cycling hobby and

his position with a Fortune 500 company. That’s only a partial list of people who live near me. Doctors have

come forward and said they were threatened of losing their license for reporting adverse reactions,
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including deaths from the vaccine. I’ve lost friends and angered my close relatives for not wanting to take

this experimental vaccine. I had a bad “ gut “ feeling the moment I saw Tony Fauci.. and his suggestion of a

business and school shutdown.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

A lot of people I know (including non-physicians) in more liberal areas have also been ostracized by

their entire peer group or social circle for trying to speak up on this.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Lidia Mar 13, 2022

I was diagnosed with polymyalgia rheumatica in Aug 2021. I'm not vaccinated, had Covid twice in Feb

2020 and again in Oct 2020. Had T-detect test, I have a t-cell covid signature. Both times I recovered after

10-14 days, with no lingering symptoms with the exeption of anosmia after my first Covid. I'm slowly

getting my smell back, after 2 years maybe 30% returned. I had a rapid and severe onset of "polymyalgia"

in the summer of 2021. I was a genetic laboratory manager at the university (I had to retire early in Oct, I

didn't comply with vax mandate) and during the summer, specifically - July and early Aug, that is time of

summer research semester, I was working in close proximity with a large groups of students that just got

vaccinated, as mandated by the school. In mid Aug I ended up in ER as I was practically paralized (arms

and shoulders) with the severe pain. From there I went to rheumatologist who gave me Rx for 20mg

prednisone. I'm molecular biologist and so since my unexpected early retirement I spent a lot of time doing

online research. I concluded that I was exposed to the spike protein via passive transfer from recently

vaccinated students. After 4 months I weaned myself out of prednisone. Now I have regular sessions of

PEMF therapy, therapeutic massage every two weeks and I'm on a host of naturopathic supplements, I

also use Vielight twice a day. I'm almost symptoms free. In Sept 2021 I asked the rheumatologist how

many new polymyalgia cases he usually sees each year. He said - 2 or 3 new cases, up till 2021. By Sept of

2021 he had 24 new cases. I asked how many were vaccinated. All of them! I was the first one unvaxxed.

He got very apprehensive and asked me to find another doctor. I have more pertinent details re. this, in

case anyone is interested. My email is lidiaepp@gmail.com

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

PMR seems to be one of the most common autoimmune diseases people develop after the vaccine.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 13, 2022

But I was NOT vaccinated! I was exposed daily, for 5-6hrs, to young helathy, recently vaxxed

students. After 2 months - I was diagnosed with PMR. I came across an article proposing spike

protein transfer mechanism similar to that of pheromones.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

Yeah, your situation is quite interesting if shedding caused that to happen. The question I

have not been able to figure out is how shedding could happen, and I've thought about and

researched this for a while.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 13, 2022

I had an immuno panel done at Dr Bruce Patterson lab:

https://www.covidlonghaulers.com/blog

The diagnosis was - long haul Covid. Except for a year I didn't have ANY symptoms of

PASC. The antibody panel they run basically measures immunological responses to S1

subunit of spike protein that persists post Covid. Or post vaxx, but they are not

admitting that part.

My problem with this interpretation is that I had no symptoms for a year and half (my

second Covid diagosis was a PCR test done for international travel and I was

symptoms free). So if the S1 subunit was there to wreck havock on my immune system

all the time since Feb 2020, why is that I developed PMR only after the exposure to a

large group of vaxed students? Passive transfer is the only logical explanation. The

fact that we don't have a good grasp on the mechanism of this phenomenon doesn't

make the argument invalid. It only makes it unproven. Yet.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

My daughter had unusual menstrual problems/ & heavy bleeding after attending a large

family wedding where everyone was vxd except my daughter & her boyfriend. My daughter

said it happened the day after. Then 4 days later, she came down with Delta. She was very

sick. I had to get a hold of some ivermectin or she would've been in the hospital. It worked

within a few hrs. Her boyfriend came down with it too. He has a bad heart plus has an

artificial valve, a history of stroke. He took ivermectin as soon as his throat got sore and he

never got very sick. Just mild symptoms. They took D3 & zinc too. Fatigue was their only

complaint for a week. They neither one have had any lingering problems since. I believe in

the shedding...especially if you're around someone that's just been jabbed
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Lidia Mar 15, 2022

Actually, that's different. Sounds like your daughter and her boyfriend got infected with

Covid from vaxxed people at the wedding. That's not shedding, that's a contageous

virus that was passed on from one person to another. What I experienced was not

getting infected with Covid (by that time I already had Covid twice and had natural

immunity) but an adverse reaction to the vaccine. But - I was not vaccinated. People

near me were vaccinated and their bodies were producing a lot of spike protein as a

result of the vaccination and somehow part of that spike protein known as S1 subunit

was passed on to me and I had adverse reaction to that.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

Well that is true. My daughter having the menstrual irregularities is unusual. She

said that's never happened before. When my boyfriend 1st got vxd, I started

having headaches brain fog and shortness of breath. I never got "sick" though.

But no, I haven't had what you are experiencing. If I don't take ivermectin & claritin

once a week, those symptoms come back. I don't know what that means

because it's never happened before

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Another RN Mar 12, 2022 · edited Mar 12, 2022

I am an RN in a western state on a med-surg floor. When the vaccine first rolled out, I saw new onset-

seizures, increased dementia, difficulty swallowing, clotting issues (from heart attacks to kidney and

spleen infarcts), sudden onset liver failure after a history of long term, stable elevated LFTs.

One patient had a moderna shot on a Friday, stomach pain on Saturday which lead to an admit on Sunday.

Monday..to surgery, dx bowel torque. Pt had a remote history of bowel surgery (20+ years ago).

A couple of months later - after the second dose - we had patients with reactivated latent infections,

elderly with increased dementia and difficulty swallowing. I took care of one patient who had what looked

like covid pneumonia but was covid negative (and subsequently died.)

A co-workers husband, in his late 30s, had an MI less than 12 hours after receiving his second dose.

Now, I am taking care of triple shot patients. Because no one is actually looking, it is hard to say that this is

from the vaccine but I've taken care of 2 elderly patients in the last week who had rapid decline following

AKI. One with Parkinsons that had a sudden rapid mental decline (from functional, working to what looked

like end stage Parkinsons) and new onset seizures. Mds did not know why. The patient passed away.

I find concerning that most of the nurses on my floor started working during covid. They do not know what

a pre-covid population is like and are very unlikely to see vaccine injuries a)because they don't question

the narrative and b)most are vaccinated themselves.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Thank you for sharing. You raise a lot of good points, especially the lack of people to perceive and

grasp what is occurring. I will probably reference your comment in something I write later. Thank you.
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Laura Wesselmann Writes Laura’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

I’m a 63 year-old ICU nurse. Received the Pfizer vaccines in 12/20 and 1/21. Minimal reaction. Caught

COVID in 9/21 while fly-fishing in Colorado. Am refusing the “booster”. Feel betrayed by our government

and the medical establishment. Will never get another vaccine for the rest of my life.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

One of the things I'm really puzzled on with all of this is that they had to have known a lot of vaccine

consumers would never take a vaccine again after this, which means the short term profit of selling

everyone the COVID vaccines is outweighed by the long term loss of people not vaccinating, yet it is

still being done.
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Michael Capuzzo Writes RESCUE with Michael Capuzzo Mar 12, 2022

Dear Midwestern Doctor: I'm a nyt bestselling author/Pulitzer-nominated journalist. My wife and I I publish

rescue.substack.com, the first group of "mainstream" journalists telling the truth, with as many as 600,000

views for stories. I spent a year documenting the FLCCC work on protocols/IVM and its suppression in the

story below that was translated by doctors around the world and praised by Satoshi Omura in Japan, and

am writing a book on the FLCCC. We'd love publish your remarkable story as a guest post. You can reach

me at substackrescue@protonmail.com or let me know how to contact you. Thanks, Mike

https://rescue.substack.com/p/how-dr-paul-marik-saved-a-grandmother?s=w

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Hey! You are more than welcome to publish it (but feel free to link back here). This really isn't my story.

I want to give a voice to all these people because they had no one else who would.
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Ronald D. Milam Mar 12, 2022

I didn't take it, they knew that Invermectin cured70 percent of the people last year, but they needed take

money of a drug and Invermectin is cheap. Dr. Hill of Liverpool basically allowed Bill Gates charity fund to

author his papers for him.
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Nibor Mar 12, 2022

My sister got the J&J March of 2021 and said she could feel it as if it traveled straight down to her toes.

When she mentioned it, her doctor told her it would pass. She has chronic pain and weakness on that side

to this day. Doctor blew her off just saying it was arthritis. She is 68 but works out like a demon and is

healthier than most if not all twenty year olds. Or was, she sincerely regrets getting the vaccine.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 · edited Mar 12, 2022 Author

Every now and then I run into someone who had a pharmaceutical injury where they are able to feel it

travel in some type of pathway through their body once/immediately after it was injected and the path

they felt it travel remains damaged or symptomatic for a long time. However, there's no real

mechanism in conventional medicine to explain this so it's normally written off.
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Johnny V Mar 12, 2022

Thank you so much for sharing. I too have numerous confirmed adverse reactions from friends and

relatives ranging from strokes, blindness, paralysis, cancer and over half a dozen deaths. We have not and

will not be vaxxed. Haven’t even had the sniffles with high vitamin D, Quercitin, zinc etc., thanks to Dr

Zelenko. You have done a great service to us all.
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Linda Mar 12, 2022

I have some friends in their late 70’s who got the Mederna boosters. He developed extreme pain at the site

of several old injuries that night. She woke in in the middle of the night and couldn’t move her arms or legs

until that afternoon. A month later, most of the joints in her body were hurting with some kind of extreme

arthritis and she is very fatigued. Rheumatologist is treating her and told her they are seeing many more

people than normal.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

I forgot to mention this in the write up, but one of the most common sites of inflammation is at the site

of old injuries.
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Linda Mar 16, 2022 · edited Mar 16, 2022

This morning a friend’s daughter called and she mentioned her Dad wasn’t doing well. He

suddenly has developed pain in his shoulders, hips and fingers. Went to a rheumatologist and

the first thing doc asked was if he’d had the vaccines and the booster. He had and this condition

started fairly soon after the booster.

I do have friends who’ve had the boosters and are doing fine, so I’m not saying everyone

shouldn’t get it, but the problem as I see it is that the adverse reactions that some folks are

having are not being reported. Sad!
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Don Midwest Mar 10, 2022

I sent it to Steve Kirsch and he covered it on his substack

"This doctor's alarming observations are sufficient to halt the COVID vaccines in the US

A post by "A Midwestern Doc" isn't getting the attention it deserves. Based on just this one doctor's

observations, the vaccines should be immediately halted worldwide. Here's why"

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/this-doctors-alarming-observations?s=r
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Don Midwest Mar 8, 2022

A German scientist and or, professor writes a substack "eugyppius: a plague chronical" named after an

ancient Greek who chronicled plagues.

He invited readers to send him accounts of vaccine injuries. In addition a couple of hindered comments

added some more cases. He did not do the due diligence to track down the reports like the reports in this

substack by A Midwestern Doctor.

Many of the commenters were appreciative to finally see detailed reports in print.

I subscribe for $5 euros per month so this post might be behind a paywall

"From sore arms to sudden death

Reader reports on adverse vaccine reactions" posted on 3/7/22

https://www.eugyppius.com/p/from-sore-arms-to-sudden-death?s=r

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 8, 2022 Author

Yeah I'd love to get this list to them but I'm not sure how to.
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Don Midwest Mar 8, 2022

I posted your substack on their website. I also tweeted to Dr. Mike Yeadon. He is a former VP of

Pfizer who posts there and he probably knows how to get to the author of that substack. I will

send email to Robert Malone and ask him to link to your substack and see if he can get it to

eugyppius.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 8, 2022 Author

Thank you. I'm actually presently working on something that builds upon what Robert

Malone just posted (I sort of know people in his circle but I don't know Malone directly)

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Don Midwest Mar 8, 2022

I sent the link to Steve Kirsch at his foundation, Covid Early Treatment Fund
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

You got it on Steve's substack! That's how I found this article!! Thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Don Midwest Mar 8, 2022

And you can send email to Robert Malone

info@rwmalonemd.com

+1 (240) 315-4394

That is where I sent the link to your substack
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Ripple Mar 12, 2022

I think he's actually an American living in Germany but I may be wrong. He mentioned previously

being a professor in the US for a good chunk of time.
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CMCM Mar 7, 2022 · edited Mar 7, 2022

I just finished reading "Dissolving Illusions" by Dr. Suzanne Humphries published in 2013. Very eye

opening and shocking, everyone should read it at this point. There are a lot of parallels with early vaccines

and what has gone on with Covid.

https://www.amazon.com/Dissolving-Illusions-Disease-Vaccines-Forgotten/dp/1480216895/ref=sr_1_1?

crid=T5MC05MSOLV&keywords=Dissolving+illusions&qid=1646701996&s=books&sprefix=di%2Cstrip

books%2C1220&sr=1-1
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

This book is fantastic.
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HardeeHo Mar 5, 2022

After having survived two doses of Moderna and reading more about the data, I have rejected the booster.

I'd rather try the preventative gargle and nebs for those times I need to be exposed to people. It's obvious

that the adverse effects do not affect everybody but we have a terrible time understanding who might be

at risk of an adverse effect.

Trials for genetic based medications can't be conducted by typical random double blind studies. Those

lacking suitable genetics obviously can't be helped by the medication. Getting a suitable sample then

becomes near impossible. The methodology is flawed.

In a away these mRNA injections are genetic medications. Giving them to all is certain to result in poor

genetic matches. First, we knew from the Princess Cruise that some were quite immune to infection as

seen by the wife of an infected passenger. We have not bothered to examine that fact or try to understand

why some were never likely to ever become infected. I did read a paper that perhaps mumps antibodies

were protective but that went nowhere. Then a very large fraction of people are likely to have a mild

infection many who never knew they were infected. Giving them the vaccine was likely not wise, but we

didn't bother to check in our zeal to vaccinate. We do know that some were likely to have severe illness and

noted that being obese and diabetic were risk factors; they likely would benefit from the vaccine along with

seniors with multiple comorbidity. Rather than launch a public health campaign involving protecting via

vitamin D supplements, use of antiseptic gargles and nasal cleaning along with the usual wash your hands,

the authorities decided that genetic treatment was the answer and told us it was a vaccine.

In our rush to the vaccine, we didn't require animal studies. So enamored of the technology platform

breakthroughs we have ignored the basics of safety. Worse we seem oblivious to the adverse effects as

presented in VAERS and the WHO databases. The investigations seem superficial done by people intent

on ignoring the data. One would think there would be great scientific curiosity about these adverse effects

from a novel genetic drug. But it seems these studies are being suppressed in order to avoid vaccine

hesitancy. As if the vaccine actually worked! It now has been proven not to eliminate infection or eliminate

spread. At best, the vaccine may reduce serious illness except few would ever had a serious illness

anyway. And the data from Israel suggests that the vaccine isn't preventing serious illness either.

Hopefully as Omicron dies away and if no new variant arises, the research establishment will turn its

attention to more of the details of who was at risk and why. Perhaps gain a better understanding of the

human immune system in the process. Whether the NIH can be turned is a mystery that we can hope

future politicians and the public demand.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

It's really hard to describe how frustrating it was to explain to colleagues months before the vaccines

came on the market or the NEJM paper was published why they were not a good idea and then it go

in one ear and out the other regardless of what happened.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

When I tried to convince friends in spring 2021 not to get it, the best I could say is, how do we

know when the mRNA stops replicating? How do we know that it will not trigger autoimmune

issues since the vx is programming our cells to become literal targets of our immune system?

And finally, how do we not know the mRNA won't change our dna? The last one was laughed off

as preposterous by one friend who had "taken science classes in college" and subsequently was

double vxd. Ironically he had had a severe reaction to the shingles vx and has a dangerous

allergy to hazelnuts. I was especially concerned for him. It has been a bitter pill to swallow to see

the recent study about how the mRNA transcribes into DNA in liver cells.

When did common sense and healthy skepticism disappear?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

Going to cover a lot of this in a future post.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

HardeeHo Mar 10, 2022

Thanks. Whether any of this ever gains any traction is of concern. But at least posterity

might benefit. Please allow the Wayback Machine, Internet Archive access

(https://archive.org/web/web.php). Right now they can't get beyond your subscribe

page. And of course, Google, can't index many Substacks either. Don't know if that

relates to SubStack policy or not. Users can capture a URL and load into Wayback via

a browser add-on. I'm not sure how the future will see all that we have done.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Thank you.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

LoveOneAnother Mar 9, 2022

This study of healthcare workers taking the FIRST shot had 2.5% going to a doctor and almost

another 1% going to the ER or hospital. Too late to help some but it confirmed the dangerous

profile of these shots.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/pmc/articles/PMC8049195/
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HardeeHo Mar 5, 2022

At this juncture, looking at excess death numbers in places with high vaccination rates, we must

ask is the vaccine involved? Looking back, the Great Barrington declaration that was so roundly

dismissed, seems the proper response once we understood the 1000x risk based on age. That

would have led to unconstrained spread and there would be some who died who were not

seniors. But herd immunity would have arrived with the potential prospects of fewer variants.

The modelling people ought to really look at that scenario if we could tie down the proportion

really at the greatest risk aside from we seniors.

Those who promoted the GBD certainly, like you were dismissed. And Dr Atlas's book details his

reception as he collected published data to be rejected by those who refused to examine the

data. The Swine Flu Affair (http://nap.edu/12660) details the last time we made major blunders

with vaccines but history like pandemics have a habit of reappearing. Ignoring that history

seems to be routine for too many today.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Did you ever see the 1976 60 minutes special on it? Nothing like this would ever be shown

now.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ydx_ok6gyiY
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HardeeHo Mar 6, 2022

Thanks. Whoever dug his out of the archives and posted it in 2020 did a fine job of

reminding us. Progress has been made, the liability issue is even harder now.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 21, 2022

I sort of wonder why things like this *don't* end up being censored. I remember

an interview of Muhammad Ali and Mike Wallace that disappeared completely.

Are they just so secure in their power that they want to rub our noses in it?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

HardeeHo Mar 21, 2022

YouTube uses rules engines to track things. They know I am a

conservative,for instance. They know other details. They can see what is

attracting interest and often use that to get a human to review the video for

content. They see comments as well and know the people who posted them

by characteristics. Some videos get removed because of all their analyses in

order to shape opinion and, of course, those that are direct offended will

report.
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Phyllis B Mar 6, 2022

you can also swab your nasal passages with betadine (and/or dilute it/put it in saline spray) as well as

the gargling.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 Author

Hydrogen peroxide is my favorite one to use because it's easily available and works

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Pelicanus Mar 9, 2022

If you think you're coming down with something, lie down and pour it in your ears. If it

sounds like there's a pot of boiling water in your skull you've got something and the HP is

killing it. Do it in both ears 2X. Not a miracle cure but sure does jump start your recovery.

LIKE (3) REPLY (4) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 9, 2022 Author

!! This is amazingly effective. I learned it from Dr. Mercola's website decades ago and I

have been amazed at how effective it is.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

How much should be poured in an ear???

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

just enough to get the ear canal partially filled, you don't need that much.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Craig Mar 11, 2022

What concentration of hydrogen peroxide?

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Pelicanus Mar 12, 2022

3% straight outta the bottle. (of course, keep in mind that this is a rare occurrence

with me. Once or twice a year at most)

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

that works for ears. For sinuses it needs to be way more diluted.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Pelicanus Mar 13, 2022

Good to know. For nose I just put a few drops on a q tip and swab. But

will remember for next time. Thanks!
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EO 9066 Mar 12, 2022

WHOA! You have tough sinuses.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Pelicanus Mar 12, 2022

I'm from Louisiana. Have inhaled the worst chemical garbage you can

imagine since birth. HP is nothing!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

EO 9066 Mar 11, 2022

Check Mercola's book (The Truth About Covid 19?) - he has the concentration. It

is surprisingly dilute.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Lidia Mar 21, 2022 · edited Mar 21, 2022

Yowsa! So, like a tablespoonful, a couple of teaspoons? Do you use it diluted or

straight out of the drugstore bottle (mine says "stabilized hydrogen peroxide 3%")?

I don't see an expiration date or other indications of a shelf life.

(Seems to me that the peroxide might just be eating through your earwax, though ... )

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Pelicanus Mar 25, 2022

Just a couple of squirts.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Whoa I'll give this a try!! Thanks. Do you nebulize peroxide?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

Only did it when I had COVID, but I've known numerous people who successfully

used peroxide or a similar chemical for weird chronic lung infections.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 21, 2022

Pro tip: don't say "weird", say "anomalous" or "ideopathic". :-)

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 21, 2022 Author

Complex infections nothing would treat and no one could diagnose (ie.

a ureplasma STD infection that migrated into the lungs)

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 21, 2022

Yikes! Do you ever think that "the system" simply has limits as to

what it can be reasonably expected to treat?

Some people get quite elaborate and expensive and complex

treatments for maddeningly-obscure conditions, while other die of

banal periodontal infections that could probably be taken care of

by antibiotics costing pennies and maybe some timely tooth

extractions.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 21, 2022 Author

I've studied a ton of medical systems. Every one has things

it's good at treating and stuff it's not equipped to treat. The

issue with western medicine is that there's a religious zeal

behind it suggesting it is the end all be all for all medicine,

and as a result it puts people in a hole who have conditions

the system is not suited to treating.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Pelicanus Mar 14, 2022

I got Covid in May 2020 & didn't hear about nebulizing peroxide till later. Altho I

was only sick for a couple of days I was short of breath for months after (World

Trade Center dust contributed I imagine). I do plan to get a nebulizer just in case,

but interestingly I cannot find one at a pharmacy w/o a prescription so will need to

order from Amazon.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Hege Mar 22, 2022

My mother (78) developed PMR after second dose of moderna. No one thought of the connection except

me. Her first dose was 3. Of march her second 3. Of may. In june she fell over and could not get up. She

was dizzy and week in her legs, and was diagnosed with polymyaglia rheumatica in november, and put on

prednisolon. She was so scared to go out of her house. She went from being fit and totally self sufficient to

depending on us for everything.

14. Of December she got her booster, much against my advice. She was coerced into all of the shots.

Christmas morning I found her dead on the floor in her home.

The preliminary autopsy showed a stroke/massive hemorrhage in the brain. She died either instantly or

when the back of her head hit the doorpost behind her.

I am crushed!

I am going to report this in the Norwegian “legemiddelveekets” database… I will try to have her doctor do it.

Don’t know if he will…

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 22, 2022 Author

I'm terribly sorry this happened to you. As you can tell from this log I have seen the identical things

happen to people I know.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Hege Mar 22, 2022

Thank you! It is difficult for me to report this myself, so I will have her GP (who also administered

the shots) to report it. Can you provide me with some numbers or details I can use? I’ve already

been in contact with him and he has been cooperating with me so far , by giving me dates, batch

numbers and type of wax. I really want to have this reported.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 23, 2022 Author

I am not the right person to ask for help with that but I am sure you will be able to find others

who can.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kayla Wildman Mar 22, 2022

I'm very sorry this happened to your mom. Thank you for posting about what happened to her -- your

account may help wake some people up to the dangers of these shots and so save lives.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

ScalpelSharp Mar 16, 2022 · edited Mar 16, 2022

Structure reform will not matter when the people operating that structure are corrupt. Consequences are

the reform necessary. The opioid crisis came to a halt when doctors became accountable for their actions.

Suddenly they grew spines when their paychecks were threatened by arbitrary and unannounced audits of

their prescription records. Now, they think the public will forgive when they say, "I was just following

orders." If they had taken a stand as a group much of this could have been averted. Even now healthcare

workers are still "being forced" in violation of the Nuremberg Code that was born out of the ashes of

victims of Nazis. Now I believe that event is used only when it benefits that group of people rather than a

nation. The sentiment of doctors among the public now is that they are more vile than lawyers considering

how they pocketed the incentives provided by hospitals. People present themselves to lawyers for justice.

People present themselves to doctors for their lives. The lives of their wife, father, son, daughter, grand-

parents. The government gave $25/mRNA editor(my title). Now do the math for a physician that had

someone giving vaccines all day long in their office 6 days a week or overseeing a vaccine clinic. It disgust

me. Cowards. It sickens me. Murderers. You have no idea how difficult it is watching pts in stretchers with

utter fear in their faces having neurovascular convulsions, stroke like sxs, chest pain, difficulty breathing

screaming for relief...that will never come. I used to just hear the bells & alarms of the unit in my dreams.

Now I see their faces.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lidia Mar 21, 2022

I don't think the opioid crisis has "come to a halt", at least not in the US, with tons of fentanyl

intentionally allowed to cross the border.

I'm sorry you ended up engaging in and witnessing the covid mass murder via injection.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

Midwestern Doc, Id like to add something here.

1) I appreciate your detailed comments and knowledgeable articles.

2) I decided a long time ago when Dr. Fauci said that people who show no symptoms are sick. I did go to

nursing school some 30 years ago and even though I am no longer practicing nursing, I knew that was

total and utter BS. A non symptomatic person is called HEALTHY.

3) Humans are germy. They spread viruses from one to another. God gave us an immune system to help

our bodies get over illnesses and then our body remembers those illnesses and protects from future

illness...am I correct?

4) I knew that 1% of death is normal. It will always take out the weak and infirm. Survival of the fittest if you

will. The rule of life is to take care of your body so that you will not be that 1%. Our world is full of fat,

unhealthy people. I hope that this virus would be a wake up call to live a better, less fat and more healthy

life....but I doubt it. People are creatures of habit and they think Big Pharma is the answer. We have been

trained to think this way.

5) In 2007, I had a birth control device implanted in my fallopian tubes. A couple years later, I noticed that

my teeth started cracking. My body felt unwell. My hair was falling out and I went thru menopause by the

time I was 39. Just 2 years after I had those things implanted. I now have an autoimmune disease which I

maintain with whole foods, anti-inflammatory diet. It helps me feel better. When I deviate, I feel sick. I had to

get a full hysterectomy to get those things out of my body. The only thing I regret is allowing my GYN to tell

me that those coils were "Safe and Effective" I feel like I had heard that BS before.

6) So, with the experience above, that let me to under me to KNOW that Big Pharma is NEVER the answer. I

knew Id never cave and get that poison death shot.

7) Sadly, my husband did and here's where my story of more bad health problems begin....again and NOT

ONE PERSON OR DOCTOR IS TALKING ABOUT IT. So PLEASE when you are asking your patients if any ofExpand full comment

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

I have met a lot of people who were concerned about having intimate relations with someone who

was vaccinated (and hence never did), but you are the first person I have come across who stated you

did and it created issues.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

Thank you for responding. We have been together for 20 years. Im not going anywhere. This was

just food for thought. Perhaps we will hear from others in this group that will post if they

experience anything. I am not sure if there is a PM option, but I am more than willing to converse

with others who are experiencing odd things with their bodies since their loved ones received

the shot. My other question is, interestingly enough after 40 years all of a sudden AIDS/HIV is all

in the news. Could it be something that the Vaxxed are spreading due to their lack of immunity?

Is this something UnVaxxed people need to worry about? or VAIDS. This whole thing is horrible.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 13, 2022

Have you tried IVM or Frontline Drs to follow the protocol for vaxed ppl?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 13, 2022

I actually have been sick this weekend and so my friend brought me over her left over IVM. I have

the flu or Omicron...not sure - slight temp, coughing, runny nose and body aches. Interestingly

enough, no lip twitch since I started taking it....coincidence? maybe? Now Ill have to see if I can

take it prophylactically.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 14, 2022 · edited Mar 14, 2022

With 2 friends who had covid they said IVM helped within hours after they had been very

sick for up to 5-7 days…they could tell the difference rather quickly. I think I read the spike

proteins are like parasites to the immune system. Hope it helps!!! Please Keep us informed.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 14, 2022

fever and body aches have left after 12 hours of taking IVM but I still have a cough and

runny nose. I feel 50% better. Ive been sick since Saturday so I have been improving.

=)
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Sharon Wood Mar 14, 2022

It works! To think they withheld this from the public thereby killing and causing

prolonged suffering is just evil!!!! Glad you are feeling better. How many days had

you been sick before starting the IVM?
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 15, 2022

I started feeling yucky Friday evening. Saturday morning I messaged a friend

of mine and told her I was going to have to cancel our horse back ride

together because I was getting sick with the flu or something and a couple

hours later she showed up at my door with 3 weeks worth of IVM. By

Sunday I felt 50% better. By Monday I was much better and this morning

(Tuesday) I am probably at 80%. Tomorrow I am sure I will be back to normal

if I take it easy. IVM is a miracle drug. I need to get it to have on hand. As a

side note, I have a tube of it in my barn for my horses.. lol but havent been

brave enough to try it. My horses hate it and spit it out and I was worried Id

do the same. hahaha

LIKE (1) REPLY (3) SHARE

TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022 · edited Mar 15, 2022

Just make sure it's the pure 1.87% Ivermectin no other meds. Mine has

green apple flavoring. It's easier to get than the human. And cheaper.

We mix it with chocolate/vanilla pudding and can't taste it. It's worth

not feeling bad everyday

LIKE REPLY SHARE

TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022 · edited Mar 15, 2022

That's what we take!! The  kind. Just go by your weight. Duramectin

has saved us but take loratadine (claritin) with it for better benefits. It

sounds nuts but it's true for us. Ivermectin is also an anti-cancer

medicine too. We've been taking it once or twice a wk for 5 months. No

problems. I hope you continue to get better.

https://www.nature.com/articles/ja201711

http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n24.shtml

https://www.mynaturaltreatment.com/remedies-for-vaccine-side-

effects/
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Sharon Wood Mar 15, 2022

Dr McCullough said not take vet brand due to risky quality since it was

made for animals. But know of others who did take it. Im convinced the

type made for humans is very safe. Too many well documented studies

say so plus my own experiences and friends too.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

I have to take ivermectin once a week because my boyfriend of 20 yrs is vxd. He and I both

take it because of the terrible headaches, brain fog, & shortness of breath. It has made a big

difference. My son is vxd. He comes over every week for his ivermectin dose because of the

exact same symptoms. Ivermectin helps us 100%. We also take vitamins too. D3, high

vitamin C, cod liver oil, magnesium CoQ10

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Texas Chris Writes AA (Assholes Anonymous) Mar 12, 2022 · edited Mar 12, 2022

Thank you for posting this. I wish more health care professionals were aware of what's really going on. A

few weeks ago, my 5yo daughter had an appoint with an ENT and they tried to convince us to get her

vaxxed. I laughed in the ladies face and told her that will never happen.

As a side note, I had covid last December and lost my taste and smell for a few weeks. My wife and MIL

also had mild cases. Our 5yo and 7yo slept in our bed with nothing as much as a sniffle. I recently had my

antibodies checked and I still tested positive for them. Why would I need a vaccine for a virus that I easily

shrugged off and still have protection against?

From day one, I've compared covid to the responses from other pandemics whose data I could find online.

I also compared it to the CDC pandemic response documents and nothing about covid made sense in this

regard. I'm not a doctor by any means but I have great instincts and every decision and narrative felt like

complete and utter BS.

I actually quit my job because the large, woke corporation that I worked for had mandated the vaccine.

That was the final straw and I told them to pound sand.

I've known a ton of people who've had covid and only two with very serious cases and thankfully no

deaths. As far as I can tell, the strong majority are back to 100%.

I also know a lot of people who were vaccinated and had or still have adverse side effects. I also know

somebody who died from a heart condition after being vaxxed but can't say 100% if it was the vaccine or

not. Ironically, her husband almost died from blood clots around the same time...

I hope that the truth one day comes to light and the people responsible for perpetuating this are brought to

justice. Even though the Russia/Ukraine conflict "cured" covid, I will never forget what's happened over the

past two years and I hope others will not either.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

One major problem is that a lot of doctors are so busy they don't actually have the time to critically

analyze the available science and instead just rely on what expert groups (that are often bought out)

tell them to make of it..which sadly results in the lay public often having a much better grasp of certain

critical scientific facts for determining medical care.
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Greg Mar 12, 2022

I've heard some Doctors who are against the vaccine because of the number of adverse events who in one

breath says don't take it, in the next breath if you are old or have cormididties take the vaccine. In other

words they want the weakest among us to take a vaccine that will most likely kill them... Ivermectin works,

fear the vaccine, do not fear the covid because there are treatments that work. Be prepared.. My daughters

mail lady took the vax, a week later had foot surgery and died of a blood clot. A friends father took his

second dose, became violently ill within hours and "fell over dead" the next day, he was 90. She doesn't

want to blame it on the vaccine "because I don't want to be political"... I didn't know what say after she

said that..

Thank you for writing this.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

The argument they're trying to make is that there is significant harm with the vaccine, so as a result,

you can only justify giving to people who have a potential benefit from the vaccine. Since younger

people have a very low risk of COVID, you can't justify exposing them to that risk. That all said, you are

right and the elderly appear to be the most likely to die following vaccination.
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Seanb Mar 12, 2022

Kudos for being one of the brave ones. The majority of healthcare workers are not, and willing perpetrstors

of one of the greatest crimes against humanity ever. What a great fall for a once respected profession.
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Chris Bray Writes Tell Me How This Ends Mar 12, 2022

Why aren't doctors speaking out? Why are we only seeing a handful of doctors saying these things? I

regard it as an extraordinarily shameful moment for the medical profession.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

My hope is to try and paint a picture of why this all happened with this substack. I think there's a lot of

good and potential in the medical profession. A lot of people I know who practice are pissed and have

said they are trying to find a way out of the conventional system that forces them to go along with all

of this.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Chris Bray Writes Tell Me How This Ends Mar 12, 2022

I appreciate your decision to do this. A lot of doctors know what you know, and aren't saying

anything.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Gotta do something or I wouldn't be able to sleep at night.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 13, 2022

We thank you so much! Its the only way we get out of this is if more ppl in the medical

field/professionals speak up!!! Especially Drs. like you who are treating patients would

seem most believable!!!
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Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

Its beyond shameful!!! Its criminal, its low-character, its fear driven, it signals a collapse of values and

integrity wide-scale in our cultures. On another note, the SCAMDEMIC ppl who want to take over the

world are EVIL DEVILS who think they are GODS over humanity!!! I hope our creator is frowning on

this big time since they are messing with his awesome creation with these vaccines!!!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Chris Bray Writes Tell Me How This Ends Mar 12, 2022

"... it signals a collapse of values and integrity wide-scale in our cultures."

Very much so, and that may be an even bigger long-term problem than the disaster of the

vaccines.
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Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

I guess when push comes to shove, its inherent to protect ones self first. The propaganda

fear-porn 24-7 did an expert job of manipulating most. The biggest con job ever!!!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

John Murphy Writes Covid-19 Long-haul Illnesses Mar 12, 2022

A recent study indicates that the mRNA jab migrates to the liver where it is incorporated into cellular DNA

through reverse transcription and these changes adversely effect that organ and adrenals, testes and

other organs. The DNA changes are associated with cancers, miscarriages and other genetic damage. In

the UK, the health ministry database indicates that the number of deaths among the vaccinated is far

higher than those with natural immunity. The COV19 Long-haul Foundation maintains a library of studies

concerning Long COV and adverse events at http://wp.cov19longhaulfoundation.org/
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

I have been patiently waiting (since the very start of the vaccine program) for someone to do a study

on DNA changes following vaccination because I was really curious as to what extent this could or

would occur.
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RegretLeft Mar 12, 2022

Wow!- this seems extremely important and hands on in a way that much other similar content is

(necessarily) not. But so much substack/so little time! We are all, even just readers like me, getting pretty

burned out. I will print out and put very near the top of my reading list next week.

I skimmed; found this: "...the vaccine may briefly make you feel awful..." From the very start, I had a rock

bottom conviction: that can't be good;that can't be right. The very first time that this level of adverse

response was EXPECTED! In my circle, it became almost a joke, a badge of honor of belonging. Talk about

cult! I even ran into an MSM piece last May or so about people who were concerned, post vax, that they did

NOT get sick! "Oh not to worry" our helpful MSM author advised. Hmm...? - I thought - saline lots?

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

A lot of people have told me I'm good at explaining things. My goal with this substack has been to be

focused on putting the work in to produce things I feel really benefit people, rather than being focused

on churning out stuff on a daily basis. I built my medical practice the same way (didn't advertise, just

focused on doing a good job and letting whatever was meant to happen happen). Thanks for your

feedback. I do not feel all the vaccines are same.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

I did have an Emergency clinic doc tell me only 20% of the vaxes had bad stuff in them. I asked him

why only 20%. He replied “they didn’t want to kill everyone at once”!!!
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Doggie Dad Mar 12, 2022

Thank you for confirming what only a small handful of other MDs have been willing to report. It highlights

the epic failure of government, medicine and media. I have exactly zero trust in any of those institutions

now, with a couple of exceptions for trusted journalists, and Senator Ron Johnson of WI, who is literally the

only voice for the vaccine injured in the federal government. What an abomination the entire response to

Covid has been. I refuse to believe for one second that any of it was about health or saving lives. Covid was

a Trojan Horse and the experimental gene therapies are the real pandemic, and they are working exactly as

designed.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Bill Posey from FL has also stuck his neck out on the vaccine issue.
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Lisa Mar 12, 2022

thank you for this. Unfortunately I too know of several moderate to severe adverse events. Though my

husband and I withstood all the pressure and did not get the jab, my son was forced to (even after having

had covid) to get it for college. I live in daily fear something will come up in him or the hundreds of people

we know who have had the shot (many regret doing so). I truly hope some of this can come to the

mainstream in the not so distant future. I fear this will be a case of people not wanting to admit anything

was wrong, mostly out of fear. There are none so blind, as the saying goes.
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Mike Jefferson Mar 12, 2022

It’s difficult to know what to make of your collection of anecdotes and would have appreciated even simple

statistics. There is little doubt that both the disease and vaccine wreak havoc on patients and given that

this virus was created to bind to ACE receptors, it is not surprising. Many of us willingly took the “vaccines”

under the guise that it prevented the acquisition of the disease and prevented the transmission of the

virus. That was proven to be false and those who knowingly peddled this poison should be held criminally

responsible along with the PRC.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

What can I say, this was the best I could do.
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Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

The audacity of these crimes is beyond comprehension. I read recently somewhere that the WEF ppl

think they are real smart with their plans but no match for Russia & China. They’re perhaps just “useful

idiots”. Hope that’s not true or we all are in for a much worse scenario possibly???
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Craig Mar 11, 2022

Please read the “I am Spartacus” document as well as the posts by the Spartacus user ID

https://iceni.substack.com/p/covid-19-deep-dive-part-ii-vaccine

https://iceni.substack.com/p/covid-19-a-web-of-corruption?s=r
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Sheila Secrist Writes Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 11, 2022

Thank you for "seeing" and being willing to share. VAERS supports all your findings as well. But as we

know (and your various comments help prove) VAERS is severely under reported, especially by the pro-

vaccine people who don't want to connect the dots.

My daughter's mother in law, about age 59-60, has a federal govt position and got the mRNA shot

because she felt she had to. She is now undergoing testing for vaginal bleeding, years after she's already

gone through menopause. I suspect the mRNA shot.
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SeeingTruth Mar 11, 2022

Midwestern Doctor -

Thank you for your voice of reason.

As a fellow midwesterner who has been following this medical malfeasance nightmare from the very

beginning, I appreciate the diligence and effort put into this reporting, and knowing someone perhaps

close by gets it vs the continuing "whatever" that has gripped the medical system.

My personal opinion is that the western medical monilith system will implode as many have lost trust, and

other medical modalities will begin to gain more attention as people search for different options.

A question for you: do you believe drs will go back to the older model of independent offices vs massive

hospital systems, where they can have more freedom .

Another question if you are able to answer. We have heard that drs are getting pro v info, study info that

leans in narrative direction, directives, etc through daily briefs where they work without looking into the

data themselves. I understand this is a broad stroke question as not every dr is the same. Just curious to

further understanding.

I have nurse friends who work in the wards with rare cancers, undiagnosed "stuff" presenting, and most of

the drs won't entertain any discussion of v injury as the cause.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 11, 2022 Author

All the conventional journals I'm subscribed to keep on putting out articles on the COVID vaccines

that once you read the conclusion always inevitably say:

A) The vaccines are awesome and are saving lives.

B) If side effects happen, they are extraordinarily rare and much more common if someone got

COVID.

C) There are no issues with side effects from the vaccines and people who think there are don't

understand how to interpret data etc.

D) We need boosters

In turn I'm still seeing most of the other doctors I know share these articles and say something along

the lines of why can't people understand science.

The Journal of the American Medical Association is a particularly bad offender in this regard.

I think there has always been a large degree of malfesiance within the medical system, but what's

happened over the last few decades (if I had to pick one time to say this started I'd say with Obama

care but you could also easily argue earlier) there has been a very concerted drive to force physicians

into a corporate model where they are controlled by a central agency that determines what they can

and cannot do, rather than them independently practicing. For example, there are so many regulations

in place now, it is very very challenging for someone to be able to set up their own private practice

which is in compliance with all of that, yet alone be able to do the advertising needed to keep a

practice going. To show one example, a family doctor I knew roughly 10 years ago was well known for

being an extremely good conventional family doctor (he had an immense amount of experience, was

well respected by every other doctor in the area, was affiliated with a medical school, had a lot of

patients who appreciated him, had been in practice for at least 10 years before at the same spot, and

got good results for his patients). He ended up having to close his practice and retire because all the

new patients he needed to make the practice work (he had to do 15 minute visits to make everything

financially sustainable for him etc) ended up being fished up by larger groups that could do a lot more

advertising...even though the actual medical care people received at those places was much much

worse (and frequently complained about by patients).

Now imagine if a family doctor tried to start an independent practice from ground 0. It's pretty much

impossible, and a lot of it comes from a regulatory environment we live in which makes it very difficult

to do anything besides McDonalds in and out corporate medical care.

I found a niche that works for me, and I've also had a huge influx of patients from people who are

really fed up with the conventional paradigm but I'm in a very unique situation and typically you only

find doctors like me through word of mouth from the right friend etc.

I have found through experience the one thing physicians will always listen to is money (same reason

drug reps always have to buy things for doctors to get them to listen to their presentation), so my

hope is that once they start loosing a large number of patients and in turn money, they will begin

looking into what they did that pushed everyone away.

I feel within 100 years, this system will finally change on a deep level and go to a much better system

of medicine, but I have no idea if I will live long enough to see it happen (that's one of the things I

really wish for).
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asher2789 Mar 8, 2022 · edited Mar 8, 2022

I am pro vaccine as I believe the benefits outweigh the risks for most people. That being said I have a

heavy distrust of for profit big pharma and American medicine in general due to the profit motives and my

own experience - my father was killed by medical malpractice a decade ago, and I spent time in a psych

ward where they told me my problem was I smoke too much weed and not that society has become

increasingly cutthroat and unlivable due to neoliberalism and the corporate capture of government (I lost

my house and my job... smoking a couple joints a day was the least of my problems).

Anyways, I got vaccinated with Pfizer April/May 2021 despite my hang ups and distrust (borderline

hatred?) of the industry - seeing 30 year olds dropping dead in India from the delta variant convinced me. I

am now 33 years old, female. Healthy. No medical history except migraines, mental health

(depression/anxiety) and brain injuries from snowboarding - I ride over 100 days a year and teach it for a

living.

Around the time I got the vaccines I also had a rotten tooth that needed to be pulled (couldn’t afford a root

canal, we’ve got plenty of money for bombs and bank bailouts but bones are a luxury one must pay for).

Tooth was pulled, no pain meds prescribed at all because opiate epidemic! So my dumbass took a

standard dose of Advil and a standard dose of aleve - and ended up in the hospital with an ulcer. Was it my

stupidity or was it related to vaccines? I’ve done this before, rarely, with no issues.

Besides that, in the summer of 2020 I was doing utility work that put me in peoples basements - I got bit

on my left leg by a bunch of bugs that I think were fleas. I ended up getting a skin infection that I couldn’t

shake... fall 2020 I ended up with a serious dog bite (long story - right leg) and had emergency surgery

and was put on heavy duty IV antibiotics. Right leg (dog bite) fully healed, left leg (bug bite infection)

initially seemed to heal but then came back with a vengeance. Spring 2021 rolls around and I get the

vaccine and my bug bite infection got way way worse, left foot got very swollen. I got treatment for it again

that summer, but it’s never fully gone away and my leg is scarred, discolored, and more swollen than my

other leg. The only thing that seems to help is medical grade manuka honey ointment during flare ups.Expand full comment
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 8, 2022 Author

So NSAIDS (ie. advil) actually are the most deadly pharmaceutical on the market and in total kill more

people than any other class of drugs (although its possible the COVID vaccines will eventually take

that spot). Peter Gotzche has done a very good expose on it which is detailed in Detailed Medicines

and Organized Crime.
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asher2789 Mar 8, 2022

Yeah I had been taking Advil / aleve (almost never in combo unless the migraine was severe) for

much of my life occasionally when needed (never every day!).

Who knows if my luck of not having an adverse reaction ran out, or if being in between my first

and second shot at the time had something to do with it.

That’s what’s tough about the adverse reactions to vaccines - so many variables (in my case)

that could explain adverse reactions to the things I’ve listed besides the vaccines. But the

nagging feeling of maaaaaybe..... doesn’t go away.
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Don Midwest Mar 8, 2022

Check out the protocols on flccc.net. There is an protocol for prevention and early treatment. There

are doctors listed on that site available for teleconsultation and prescriptions. Good luck
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Riotin Mar 5, 2022

Thank you for your hard work and sharing your personal experience.
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Kelliann Mar 5, 2022

https://www.mynaturaltreatment.com/remedies-for-vaccine-side-effects/
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Kelliann Mar 5, 2022

Thank you for doing this. Wish I would have kept track but they are all on my mind, still
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Charlotte Z Jul 3, 2022

How in the first place did we become so religious about vaccines that we became blind to the idea that

they could and do cause harmful side effects?
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A Midwestern Doctor Jul 3, 2022 Author

This is a comment I left somewhere else:

"There was a doctor named Robert S. Mendelsohn (July 13, 1926 – April 5, 1988) who had a lot of

prestige and then decided to go against the medical system because he felt what was discussed

behind closed doors to be done to the poor to keep then in check with various medical policiev was

not right (one of my readers was mentored by him, so I have learned a lot more about this doctor).

Mendelsohn was one of the first pioneers to really blaze the trail for exposing the issues within

medicine and encouraging better medical practice (a variety of policies we have now were due to him

headbutting against the medical field repeatedly).

One of his arguments was the western medicine has assumed the role that religion used to play

within our society, and if you look at each of the hallmarks of a religion, you can see how it has been

incorporated into modern medicine.

He viewed vaccines as being the holy water of Western medicine that everyone had to be baptized

with apples in order to be adopted into the faith.

For this reason, most doctors have a very strong mental block to questioning anything whatsoever

regarding the safety or efficacy of any vaccine. I believe this is largely due to the fact that the entire

mythology of Western medicine is based around the fact the smallpox vaccine got rid of smallpox and

brought us out of the dark era of infectious diseases (which as you kindly shared* with your readers is

a complete falsehood). The reality was that this vaccine (and subsequent other vaccines) created a

large number of chronic illnesses within the human population and took credit for the innovations of

public health and improved sanitation and living conditions which progressives of the time fought

tooth and nail for against the existing establishment.

Because of all this, if you question western medicine's holy water, you will get the same response as

someone questioning a religious institution to a religious figurehead of that religion (i.e. telling a priestExpand full comment
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Charlotte Z Jul 3, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

I had the fortunate opportunity to go to a CDC conference about vaccines ten years ago. Paul

Offit was one of the main speakers. As soon as he opened his mouth and began talking I thought

he was the Incarnation of Hitler. He was mad as fire about religious exemptions. He held up a

Bible, waving it in the air as he ranted that there was not any mention of not taking vaccines in

the Bible. He wanted religious exemption to be abolished. I had a feeling of dread come over me

that we were going to see some big problems in our country if the CDC had medical

professionals such as him.
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Voltaire May 7, 2022

The german national socialist movement was against vaccines. The management of every vaccine

company is jewish. Jeffrey Epstein was a key person in the development of mRNA technology, as was

Charles Lieber, both of them Jewish. It is the stated goals of talmudic and other forms of Judaism to

dominate and exterminate other races which they see as cattle. These are incontrovertable facts, trusting

'the science' out of Israel, where the birth rate has not been affected, or comparing the mRNA gene

therapy mass experiment and cull to the experience of jewish people in world war 2 is idiotic. I find this

wildly incongruent with the otherwise solid reasoning, methodology and logic of this post. It is perhaps

significant that nearly all of the media you have the opportunity to watch and all of your history books are

written by Jews, giving you and most people a definitive blindness to the actual source of these heinous

problems, and making it impossible for you to consider any actual solution. I never once considered taking

any of these obviously fake medicines, so maybe it is time to reward credibility to those you once

considered beyond the pale, as my way of thinking preserved my life while now millions have thrown theirs

away being played as gullible fools by criminals who claim to be God's chosen people.
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Alexander Petrenko Writes Musical Endurance May 24, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

To find out who rules over you, identify those you aren't allowed to criticize.
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Nick Ross Mar 23, 2022

I work in cardiology and in 25 years i have never seen so many cases exploding in the last year.

Thrombosis, Cardiomyopathy, Myocarditis , Pericarditis and even weirder is we are seeing people who

were in remission of Sarcoidosis have it come back after years of being some what healthy. My question is

what is doing this. Then I saw this last month and it is very concerning. We could have millions die in the

next few years worldwide. Check out this article on the American Heart Association. The PULS test

showed the everyone and i mean every patient that got mRNA had a 25 % increase of a cardiac event in

the next 5 years. The PULS test is a very accurate inflammatory marker. This saddens me so. Learn how to

detox from the shot. you have have to change your diet , go on a cleanse and take specif supplements.

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
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Niki Writes News from my Tibetan life Mar 21, 2022

It’s horrible. One of my friends, a brilliant scientist after the second shot has the body not paralyzed, but it

doesn’t understand the brain orders. She has lost the control on her body. Another one (Pfizer) was clean

from cancer since some time and suddenly now she is full everywhere.

Another one (J&J) 32 yrs old had a severe neurological reaction (muscle shaking uncontrollably) for 24

hours. Since then he had a sudden appendicitis and they found some the surgeon said “strange white

things” inside it. Of course they didn’t check what the strange things were.

Another one 25 yrs old, with J&J became suddenly unable to digest, had shivers, feeling a strange

“needles pain” all over the body. Everything disappeared with a strong detox treatment but if she stops it

for more than one week everything comes back. Now she is terrorized about not having access to the

detox ingredients and medicines.

4 other people I know, more than 60, had strong and persistent flue symptoms for a few days. After that

nothing.

Two around 40 had immediate skin heavy problems, vomit and shivering. One with strong fever the other

one without. After one month the one who had fever developed a quite bad liver issue, I don’t know if

related with the jab.

A boy had a terrible skin reaction, I was desperate, but we got rid of it with a turmeric treatment.

To me looks a huge number of problems! I don’t know so many people!
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Samantha Forrester Writes Discourse is not Dead Mar 17, 2022

My 75-year old father developed colon cancer within a month of his second vaccination, which resolved

with surgery (not sure if it's returned or he has needed chemo). Both my mother and father-in-law have

had nonstop intestinal issues, bleeding, diarrhea etc. since vaccination without any physician being able to

pinpoint what is causing it. Naturally no one suspects the vaccine.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 17, 2022

I have been thinking about this for a few days now....maybe someone can help me figure this out. Maybe its

just human nature, but why are people who got the shot, now not willing to admit they made a horrible

mistake? If they are having health problems that started AFTER their shot, why do they not put 2 & 2

together and even suspect that what ever their new health concern is, could be related to the shot?

For instance, I was at a store a couple of weeks ago and this elderly lady stops to look at the products

similar to what I was looking for which was for 'female dryness". She shared with me that she was in her

70s and its very dry downstairs. We had a little laugh about the subject and I found something I thought

might help her. She then mentioned that she also has breast cancer and it was something new about her

body so she didnt want any soy in the suppository.

After a bit of conversation about the cancer, I asked her if she had gotten the shot. She told me she had

gotten all 3 of them. I asked her if she thought that maybe one of those shots could have triggered her

breast cancer. Her response was no. Her son is a Dr. and he said it was safe for her.

My heart dropped. Her own son. I wonder if he has read any of the 55,000 pages that Pfizer has released?
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

The concept that every institution is intentionally aligned *against* the well-being of the people is too

monumental to bear.
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AmericanVeteran Writes Vaccinated by Proxy Mar 22, 2022

Lidia - here is a substack you might enjoy!

https://vaccinatedbyproxy.substack.com/p/coming-soon?

r=z7yl8&s=w&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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ConsiderThis Mar 15, 2022

I was diagnosed with CLL two years ago, treatment with Imbruvica 280mg tablet once a day. My count is

now 30 from 46. My oncologist advised me to get the shot, as he did. Every one that I encounter on a visit

ask the same question. I has IBS, again the doctor asked with I had the shot, I declined, she told me I was

self-indulgent, and endangering the public, should wear a mask at all time, she had the shot as well. I have

to wonder where I will find replacements. I have studied this for two years with Anthony Patch, creator of

Entangled Magazine, (Amazon Science #1), you do not speak of the ingredients, they are horrific.
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Beautiful Trees Mar 15, 2022

Thank you for a well-written discussion. Question: Of the people who 'recovered' from a serious reaction,

do you think that their life will be shortened? Do you think the problem is resolved, or have the symptoms

just been managed and the underlying effects of the injection will continue to increase and cause further

problems? My entire family is jabbed except for me and two others. Thank you again for being an BRAVE,

honest, caring, independent thinker.
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JungianINTP Mar 14, 2022

“This article contains all the known safe

and effective detox protocols that both

the vaxxed and the unvaxxed can use to

help your body remove these deadly

poisons.” :

— protocols found here — :

https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-the-vaxxed-unvaxxed

-Rick
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Johnno Mar 13, 2022

There must be enough data here to perform a test of statistical significance. i.e. one could say with 95%

confidence or 99% confidence (statistically) that the increase in adverse reactions is not random. Any

statisticians out there?
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Tracy T. Mar 13, 2022

Thank you for speaking LOUDLY for ALL to hear. I am a one shot pfizer victim. 03/04/21. Neurological

chronic, tachycardia, chronic lung, chronic fatigue, and miscellaneous weird symptoms. I can get NO help

from main stream medicine, they seem fearful and some doubt the truth. I have spent (at date) $28,000

trying to find help. Not that money matters if you are to ill to live, but seriously that "free shot" is sooo very

expensive. Front line doctors are the only true assistance I have found. There are times I wish I were dead

and times I want to live. I pray the day comes that this nightmare ends. Please keep speaking for those who

are silenced.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

Your experience is very common. I also know people who have spent a lot more than you have and

haven't gotten more than some type of psychiatric diagnosis. A big part of the problem is that

conventional medicine is often very lacking at solving problems created by pharmaceuticals, and the

legal system is incentivized to put the responsibility in you so the system can be sustained
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Sharon Wood Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

The evil of this is beyond comprehension! Will it ever end? Will those responsible be

reprimanded? Or are we doomed to worse in the future?
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Angery Physicist Mar 13, 2022

While this information has been known since early last year, at least you finally broke free from the CDC

and AMA coverup; the Criminal CDC maintains pushing this evil depopulation agenda, even as Fauci is in

hiding. Due to the Medical Industry's complicity in administering this poison, many of us will not come

close to a doctor again; you have betrayed our trust. Your fate will be determined at Nuremberg II, which is

already in process, as is the International Criminal Court at the Hague.
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NotReallySure Mar 13, 2022

Do you have any thoughts on this, the vaxd shedding and causing the unvaxd to have similar bad/dead

bloodwork/cells? You only have to watch 10 minutes of the second one, knowing that the bad blood

samples are from BOTH the vaxd and unvaxd and supposedly the unvaxd being shed on, mostly kids.

Supposedly graphene oxide is also being shed. As far as I can see, there is no difference between vaxd and

unvaxd blood.

https://lovinglifetv.com/dr-philippe-part-one-the-talk/

https://lovinglifetv.com/dr-philippe-part-two-the-blood-slides-12-february-2022/

This is what I have been taking for a long time (For Covid prevention. I have had zero Covid that I know of.

My in-laws used Dr. Zelenko’s Protocol/FLCCC and came good in around 6 hours) and appears to be a

way to attack the above:

https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-the-vaxxed-unvaxxed
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 13, 2022 Author

I have observed a lot of cases where it seemed as though this was happening (in most cases causing

menstrual issues), but there isn't really a mechanism to explain how mRNA technology to cause it to

happen, so I felt going into it weakened the stronger case I have above and I did not go into it.
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Sharon Wood Mar 13, 2022

A friend went for customary lab work, 3x vaxed, and they said right away when drawing blood,

“you have covid”! He said I don’t have any symptoms, how do you know? “Your blood is black,

we call it covid blood”. (Its really dark purple in reality). Apparently this is normal phenomena!!! Is

it bc the blood becomes deoxygenated?

In hindsight, he thinks he might have have covid after dental work 2-3 weeks beforehand when

he was sick for 2-3 days but related it to the dental work. He is 67 years old with Diabetes 2.

Now, he wonders if a black (possible varicose vein in his scrotum) that was bleeding might be

related to the vaxes? I read the spike proteins concentrate in the ovaries and testes.
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NotReallySure Mar 13, 2022

I appreciate your response!!! Kind of surprised. Thanks.

Apparently Pfizer has admitted shedding through leaked or released documents:

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-03-pfizer-admits-covid-vaccines-shed-infectious-

particles.html

Have you performed any slides/smears on patients and seen these images that are in the video,

in either vaxd or unvaxd? I am mostly interested in unvaxd, because that is my status and will

remain that way. You cannot tell me a medication that normally takes 5-15 years for release, can

be safe at 4 months or so.

Thanks again.
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Luis Mar 12, 2022

Just buried my dad on the 10th of march, died of a stroke. They killed him too!
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Sharon Wood Mar 12, 2022

A friend went to get lab work done and was told he had covid due to his blood being black (really dark

purple). He asked how they knew since he had no symptoms? They said its a common sign of covid and

called “covid blood” in the medical world when its black. I’m wondering if that means covid de-oxygenates

the blood? Is this common for blood with other illnesses? Is this persistent even after covid is gone from

the body?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

This theoretically makes a lot of sense to me, but oddly enough I've never heard of this before and I

feel like I would have if it was happening...so I'm not sure what to say to your story.
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Sharon Wood Mar 13, 2022

Strange. He is a retired dentist so felt he wouldn’t have gotten it wrong what they told him

Time will tell us more!
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Lisa Mar 12, 2022

Your comment about the Gardisil vaccine has piqued my attention! My 25 yo daughter has extensive

unexplained health problems and I have had suspicions that they may be attributed to vaccine injury. You

state that there is well known information regarding the ill effects of Gardisil. Would you be able to share

this with me? We have been to numerous specialists to no avail. Also, we know of many of my daughter’s

peers who have similar issues for example, POTS, chronic fatigue, mast cell disorders. We have adamantly

avoided the Covid vaccine because she had a very bad reaction to the flu vaccine. Thank you so much for

providing this vital information!
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

There's a lot of information out there. The HPV Vaccine on Trial is the only detailed book I read (and

then I loaned it to a patient who had a gardasil injured child). I thought it was good but I'm sure there

are others. One of the things they figured out when it was studied a lot was that the vaccine caused

an autoimmune reaction to the beta adrenic receptors (which basically shunt blood to the head when

you stand up). I've run into people with COVID who had POTS too but I'm not sure if its that

mechanism.

I would suspect from that history she'd probably be at an increased risk for an adverse reaction, but

there's basically no medical contraindications at this point. I even know people who have had

anaphylactic reactions to one and were told that just means they need to get a different brand.
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Laura Wesselmann Writes Laura’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

I’m a 63 year-old ICU nurse. Received the Pfizer vaccines in 12/20 and 1/21. Minimal reaction. Caught

COVID in 9/21 while fly-fishing in Colorado. Am refusing the “booster”. Feel betrayed by our government

and the medical establishment. Will never get another vaccine for the rest of my life.
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Tammy Mar 12, 2022

My mom had the J&J vaccine. Since vaccination she has suffered from Raynaud’s disease and has

problems with her legs. It doesn’t fit restless leg syndrome entirely since she has burning and a feeling like

electric shocks too.

My dad completely lost his hearing after his first shot- not sure if it was Pfizer or Moderna. He was hearing

impaired before his vaccination and used hearing aides. He saw two specialists that advised him to not

take the second shot. They said they were seeing these reactions and most recovered their hearing after

the first shot but if they lost their hearing after the second shot it seemed to be a permanent loss. He

recovered about two months later. He did not take the second dose.
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Katy Mar 12, 2022

I am a unvaxxed nurse (forced unpaid leave since Sept 2021). My neighbor 30s almost died from

anaphylactic shock. My coworkers brother 20s hospitalized for myocarditis. My aunt 40s fainted and had

"thick blood" after her booster. My friend has many clients who suffer from neuro problems now. My friend

40s has a blood clot in her lung and caught Covid right after her booster. Covid messed up my asthma but

the shots are far from safe and effective.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

I am starting to wonder (from what I've run into) if some of these asthma exacerbations are actually

coming from micro blood clots in the lungs.
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Katy Mar 13, 2022 · edited Mar 13, 2022

It was the worst asthma exacerbation of my life - no wheezing just SOB. Lots of IV and oral

steroids and albuterol every 2 hrs for 2 weeks. I had terrible blood gases but my oxygen sat was

never below 94% on room air. My spiral CT was clean and they said my lungs were hyperinflated.

It was different from any other attack I have had and my asthma has been worse for 6 months

now. Microclots and hyperinflammation would make sense.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

Dr. Chetty from South Africa has treated many covid patients & has an interesting article on

his observations.

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/22/covid-illness-is-due-to-an-allergic-reaction/
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Katy Mar 15, 2022

Thank you for sharing. All my doctors diagnosed me as "asthma attack secondary to

covid". I was clearly having an allergic reaction. Crazy. They gave me steroids and

monoclonal antibodies to help me clear the virus then I finally asked for a sleep aid,
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monoclonal antibodies to help me clear the virus then I finally asked for a sleep aid,

(which happened to be an antihistamine) and my breathing improved!
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Old School Counselor Writes Old School Counselor Mar 12, 2022

Oh my God, this is breathtaking. We must pull these from the market immediately.
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Dr. GU Mar 12, 2022

Since covid and vaccine complications are similar - for example 4 deaths from heart attacks in the Pfizer

study vs 1 in the control, etc. The safety study was ended after 6 months.The future story will always be

confounded by persons with covid who are vaxxed. Only a very long term study comparing vaxed and

unvaxxed will give us a clearer picture. - like the Framingham study. This may be an ongoing tragedy for

humanity. We need to clearly see if it's true and its extent. The recent demonstration by the Lund Swedish

study - debunked by science - of the Pfizer vax incorporating its gene sequence immediately in human

liver tissue cells is highly alarming. Everyones' DNA enabled to produce potential spike proteins causing

hyperimmune responses - Is this happening or not? Certainly should have been studied in lab

animals.Pfizer surely should have done these types of studies. It took a FOIA lawsuit to even start to get to

their data. Please comment
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

That's basically why a controlled study will never be done.
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leanne hirsh Writes leanne’s Newsletter Mar 10, 2022

thank you for your diligence.
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Alan N Mar 10, 2022

Wow. But not wow. The high prevalence of damaging & debilitating reactions to these vaxes is no longer

the shock; rather the cold-blooded continued pushing of the shots is. This is criminal.
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Be This Person! Mar 10, 2022

Dear Midwest Doctor, I believe everything you have written is, to the best of your ability, TRUE! So my next

question becomes, “why is the vax deathly to some people, but only moderate to others, and still a

complete non-issue to others? And why such a broad range of AE’s??

Then my fear becomes “How long will these AE’s be an issue? Will we still have AE’s cropping up 5 years

or 10 years, or longer?” I know that is impossible to tell, but still….

Why do some people experience adverse reactions and other’s don’t (yet)?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

That's the 50 million dollar question. On one hand, everyones systems have different sensitivities

(you see this all the time with the range of complications people experience from traditional

pharmaceutical drugs). On another hand, there's a very clear variation between the lots being

provided, which likely accounts for much of the wide range of diseases. I suspect some vaccines are

placebos and there is a wide range in the mRNA dose (as there has been a challenge in determining

the safe threshold for administration) but it's entirely possible other things are being tested. As a

highlighted in my previous post, I think it's very possible there will be people with immediate acute

reactions and many others who are unable to mount the acute response and instead will gradually

develop significant chronic problems. Lastly, the exact means of administration seems to determine

outcomes (ie. accidental IV administrations appear more likely to cause heart damage).

Truthfully, I have no idea, those are just my best guesses and it would be extremely arrogant for me to

claim I know why this is happening.
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Be This Person! Mar 10, 2022

Thank you for your response and more importantly your time dedicated to pulling all this info

together.

As a matter of note: My husband is also a midwestern Physician (ophthalmology). He has been

vaxed (Moderna). I elected not to get it, as I have Hashimoto’s disease (controlled with

Levothyroxin). In January, he caught Omicron. Despite keeping him in the basement, I became

sick 4 days later. He chose not to take anything but ibuprofen/acetaminophen for the illness

(fever, aches, bad head ache, etc.) He had his fever for 3+ days, plus additional 10 days to

recover. I chose to take IVM, zinc, C, D3. I started first dose at 9:00am by 3:00pm I was outside

playing with my dogs, cleaning up the yard, and doing light maintenance. I was still recovering for

the next 4 days, but I could easily function around the house.

I know this is anecdotal, but I’m not vaxed and my illness was nothing compare to his.

Now he wants to get the booster and I’m worried that he will have an AE since he has already

had the virus itself. Hopefully, I can dissuade him.

Thank you for your work. Be well and be blessed.
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JC Oct 1, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

Look to lack of needle aspiration for many immediate reactions - without aspiration, the chances

of hitting the bloodstream are increased. Practitioners, when asked for aspiration, do not. I've (at

the very least) told my friends who want to take the thamn dings to ask for aspiration! Well

documented by John Campbell.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

Here's a possible reason..

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/11/mike-yeadon-the-variability-in-serious-adverse-events/
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Be This Person! Mar 15, 2022

Thank you! This is quite compelling and, if true, answers a lot of questions! This would also

explain why the info sheets included with the vaccines is blank…they have different ingredients

in them. I will certainly do some additional research into this.
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TMartini67 Mar 15, 2022

I sincerely hope you can dissuade your husband to reject anymore jabs/boosters. It's like

playing Russian roulette. He may not be noticeably injured now, but with each jab his

chances get higher in my opinion. The more info that comes to light, the more sickening it is.
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Be This Person! Mar 15, 2022

I agree! Thank you very much.
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EO 9066 Mar 9, 2022

Thank you so much for writing this. It is terrifying but necessary to read and understand.
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Karen Wadler Mar 8, 2022

Wow! What a lot of information you gathered. Thank you. We must document it so it isn't rationalized away.
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Don Midwest Mar 8, 2022

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the platform for mRNA, experienced a life threatening response from his

second dose of vaccine. His upper heart pressure was 230 or 240 and without a cardiologist friend, he

thinks he would have died. I have heard him say this at least two times on interviews.

Does anyone have a printed reference to this?

I did a search to find a printed reference. Once again I came across local papers like Desert Review which

is distributed in gas stations and other free racks. And an online paper in Vancouver WA which had an

excellent article on early treatment of covid about a year ago.

But what I did find was articles in many main stream publications about BAD Dr. Malone. And fact checkers

were on his case!

My twitter feed is less useful because voices like Robert Malone have been deleted. For sure I don't trust

CDC, FDA, WHO, but I also don't trust Google search
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Get on GETTR! He has an account there. Also he has a substack.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Didn't he take the 2nd jab because he thought it would help him with his long haul covid symptoms?

I am not sure I have seen it in print, just in his interviews.
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Diana Keith Mar 6, 2022

I applaud and thank you for the extraordinary effort on your part to document these incidents. I wonder if

you would comment on something which has been bothering me, which is how these "death jabs" are

affecting the blood supply? My local blood bank, and all others, as far as I know, still accepts blood from

those vaccinated. In seeking information, I've found that blood recipients are not allowed to request

unvaccinated blood, nor is there any effort being made to "track," or label, which donations are from

vaccinated versus unvaccinated. So many accidents/procedures require transfusions, and I fear the

unvaccinated becoming victims of spike protein-tainted blood. Your thoughts?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 Author

Honestly it's too soon to know. I had numerous patients who were Jehovah's witnesses and they

made a pretty good case for why you want to minimize blood transfusions, so that's always been my

goal. That said, I know within the stem cell industry, a lot of producers are screening for COVID

infection and COVID vaccination and not taking placental donations from either, although I don't

know if they've quantified there is any risk.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Please try to get documentation of this and hold on to it.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

This is what I've found from all the reps I've spoken to. One of the more interesting

therapies for COVID (that often works extraordinary well both during and after) are

exosomes (which got an EUA for treating COVID), yet very very few people are aware they

exist.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

I'm included in that group! What are exosomes and how does one come by them? Are

they challenging to get like IVM and HCQ?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 Author

That is a long story I will try to cover in another post. There are a lot of things that

seem to help for long haul COVID, but overall exosomes have had one of the

highest success rates.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Please do!

covidlonghaulers.com uses statins and an HIV drug I do not recall now to

treat (with success as far as I know).

Also curious to know your thoughts on the use of C60 for neurological

(memory) issues for long haul non-vx post C19.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 10, 2022 · edited Mar 10, 2022

Author

(The drug is Maraviroc). A lot of people in the medical field tend to favor

heavily utilizing pharmaceuticals, but in my own experience I've found I

tend to get better outcomes when I minimize them, so I haven't

pursued the specific approach you are describing, however some of my

colleagues with experience treating complex patients told me they

found it works. A lot of people keep on trying to get me to use C60 but I

have not gotten around to observing its effects in practice, but over the

years I've found supplements that multilevel marketed as a panacea

rarely do much so I never prioritized doing a deep dive on c60.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

Thank you!

I am going to try it next week, I will try to remember (!) to share my

experience if it is interesting.
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EO 9066 Mar 10, 2022

I have been concerned about the quality of the blood supply since the vx rollout as well.
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I am not your Other Mar 5, 2022

As a part-time editor, I started making notes. But stopped after a while. Here are a few to get you started. :)

Thank you for taking the time to record all this. Very sad but not surprising.

issues were much probable > issues were very probable

booster producing the worse reaction > booster producing the worst reaction

if they had of had COVID > if they had COVID

witness to was occurring > witness to what was occurring

avoid have more than 1 degree > avoid having more than 1 degree

doctor someone known > doctor or someone known

so at absolutely best > so at the absolute most

my friends are medicine > my friends are in medicine

While have many friends > While I have many friends

listed in her was caused > listed in here was caused

I only know one of case here > I only know of one case here

I have seen observed some > I have observed some

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 · edited Mar 5, 2022 Author

Thank you. I work 2 jobs and I do this substack on the side to try and do something positive for the

world, so little things like this really help.
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Jonm Mar 8, 2022

And I know what you mean in every one of those phrases and don't care if they're perfect.
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James Cahoon Writes James’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022

Just to make your writing easier and clearer and avoid the necessity of post-correcting typos may I make a

recommendation that I have found extremely useful. Use "Grammerly". It's free unless you wish to use the

upgraded version. It will lighten your load and make reading your text easier. You can google it to connect.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

I've avoided grammerly because they mine your data.
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James Cahoon Writes James’s Newsletter Mar 5, 2022

I would certainly not seek to change your mind as I have no dog in this discussion. I would point

out, however, that almost all data is mined at some point by someone. I simply don't make any

data about which I have any concern available on the net. For me the time saving is well worth

the tiny value I might lose. All things said, your work is of great value and I deeply appreciate it.

Thank you.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 Author

Sure thing. I'm in a slightly different boat with data etc
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Grasshopper Kaplan Writes Grasshoppper’s KGRaS Grasshopp… Mar 5, 2022

Tragic
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Nomadi Mar 5, 2022

Oh wow, so sad for these people who are now suffering from vaxx injuries. Has anyone documented v.

damages to people with MS? This v program is so incomprehensible.
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Rosemary B Writes Rosemary’s Substack Mar 5

I am just reading this entry from last year.

I was coerced to get the vaxx in order to care for my father.

Of course I regret it.

I have rheumatoid arthritis, or polymyalgia? I have been on Prednisone 5 mg for a long time. I still can feel

the joints but I can sleep at night and I am not in severe crippling pain any more.

I am not sure what to do after they take me off of the pred. Not looking forward to that.
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Apapach-Arte Writes Allannah’s Substack Feb 4

Have you read the Full Prescribing Information for Maraviroc? Why on Earth would they repurpose this

drug for the vaccine-injured? I doesn't make sense.
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Awkward Git Writes Awkward Git’s Newsletter Jan 14

Here's a link to a Pfizer document that lists what SAEs they saw in just 2 months:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/358266490_FOIA_Release_-

_536_Cumulative_Analysis_of_Post-

authorization_Adverse_Event_Reports_EXPLOSIVE_List_of_100s_of_known_adverse_events_for_the_P

fizer_CoV-2_Injections
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Rebecca Marsh Nov 27, 2022

My father, 78, had the energy of a fifty year old. Sharp as a tack. He took the Pfizer vaccine. About 5-6

months later, he began having constant seizures. He was seizing night and day. Seizures meds were not

working, and the doctors didn’t have a clue. He slowly lost his memories and all his energy. He decided to

get the booster in late December 2021. His decline accelerated, and he wasn’t remembering day to day. All

past memories disappeared. By February, he was in the hospital. We weren’t sure if he was going to make

it. Finally, some test results from Mayo came in. He has a very, very rare form of autoimmune encephalitis.

With lots of steroids, he was able to leave the hospital. Over this past year, his memories have mostly

returned, but not his youthful energy. He continues to be on steroids and various anti-seizure meds, and

they are decreasing the steroids over time. Whenever I hug him, I notice he is burning up with fever, though.

Since the condition is autoimmune, it can return. Doctors hope all of this will burn itself out, whatever that

means, but they have no evidence to suggest that theory. One doctor quietly told my mother, yes, it could

have been the vaccine. Neurologists are seeing more and more strange cases like this.
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Greg Green Nov 24, 2022

Late reader. The few Hollywood biological terror movies involved an unknown or unworldly virus causing

chaos. Maybe the next Hollywood bio terror movie could be about a new vaccine causing chaos on the

planet. It seems it would be based on real events.
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Emily Nov 8, 2022

Hi. Have you heard of any adverse effects related to the ovaries besides dysfunction? ~10 days post does

2 of the Pfizer abomination I was coerced into receiving in February 2021, I had to have emergency surgery

to remove one ovary due to torsion. No history of ovarian cysts (which is what they blamed the torsion on).

I know these vaccines are highly inflammatory and the LNP's collect in the ovaries. I'd also imagine it's

possible some sort of clotting could have caused this.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

A Midwestern Doctor Nov 9, 2022 Author

I have read of, but I do not know anyone directly that happened to.
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Emily Nov 26, 2022

Thank you for your reply and sorry about the "life story" :)

I was really hoping it was unrelated because I don't want anyone else to have to go through this,

but every new bit of info points right in that direction.
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Awkward Git Writes Awkward Git’s Newsletter Jan 14

In here:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/358266490_FOIA_Release_-

_536_Cumulative_Analysis_of_Post-

authorization_Adverse_Event_Reports_EXPLOSIVE_List_of_100s_of_known_adverse_events_for_t

he_Pfizer_CoV-2_Injections
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Ovarian Vein Thrombosis
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Quel Oct 11, 2022

Just found this. Wow, worth the read. Thank you, Midwest doctor...from a Midwest reader.
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A Midwestern Doctor Oct 17, 2022 Author

Thank you!
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Concerned in Midwest Writes Cognitive dissonance in wealthy… Sep 29, 2022

Is anyone else coming to the horrible realization that nearly everyone who took these shots will die long

before their expiration date??? The next 5/10/20 years is going to be very sad and dark... There is no other

way to explain what has happened other than a planned depopulation event that most will deny is

happening for personal fear or fear of being labeled "one of those people"... I am forever grateful that

myself and my kids remain pure but worried for my own wife whose olive skin has never been the same

since the two shots of moderna...she refused boosters so maybe there is some hope.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 29, 2022 Author

I just follow plan for the worst hope for the best. That said, I did recently finish an article on why I

expect there to be delayed toxicity and additional deaths in the future.
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Rochelle Sep 28, 2022 · edited Sep 28, 2022

I’m trying to think about how many people I personally know (and how many people I know by one degree

of separation) are vaccine injured or killed…

•First, there’s my mom (developed PMR and multiple tendon ruptures after the vaccine, is still in severe

daily pain, requires prednisone, and not able to do normal activities)

•my grandma (stopped being able to speak and then died shortly afterwards)

• a few of my moms’ friends who suddenly passed away (she attended several funerals in one year (I think

there were 2-3 of them, and to her knowledge everyone who died had the vaccine)

• a few of my mom’s friends developed autoimmune-like health problems,

•my partner’s friend AND his wife (healthy early 30’s) both developed grave’s disease within a short time

span after their shots

•a younger friend of mine developed heart palpitations and arrhythmias (mid 20’s)

• my friend’s father went into heart failure after his and then passed away (he previously had health issues,

but the vaccine seemed to tip him over the edge to the point of no return).

•friend’s grandma developed rapidly declining cognitive issues/early stages of dementia after her shots

•my friend got the shots and also got covid, and now has issues with blood pressure, fatigue, and

worsening pain all over her body. She was diagnosed with long-covid, but from my observations, “long-

covid” seems to generally be more severe among the vaccinated. I'm not sure if she's aware of or believes

that it is connected to the vaccines (despite me gently sharing my opinion) so it is very unlikely that any of

her doctors or VAERS will ever be notified of the potiential connection between her health issues and the

vaccines.

•my friend who lives in South America says that native people are randomly dropping dead there (the

white expat community is more suspicious/distrustful of the vaccines, whereas the native Inca communityExpand full comment
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A Midwestern Doctor Oct 17, 2022 Author

Sadly what you are describing matches what I have heard from a lot of other people. This article has

received a bit over 150k views, so I appreciate others sharing their experiences here as well because

a lot of people will see them if they read the comments. Thank you for sharing
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JC Sep 28, 2022

So many of these ill effects sound like nobody is aspirating the needle, and the injection is going directly

into the bloodstream. John Campbell made a great case for needle aspiration. I've told my loved ones who

insist on taking the thamn dings to ASK for aspiration, and they get looked at sideways and injector does

not heed the request. Ever. Almost like they WANT someone to get sick from the shot.

Any effects which take place within a few hours of the shot sound likely to be resulting from hitting the

bloodstream - needle was NOT aspirated.
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Linda Hassen Sep 16, 2022

Is recurring strep throat a side effect of the vaccine and/or covid19 ? My son, age 35 received the first two

moderna shots 2021, no additional boosters. He tested positive for covid January 2022. He also tested

positive for strep at the same time. Since January he has had strep 4 more times. His tonsils were removed

more than 6 years ago. Any thoughts or advice would be appreciated.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 16, 2022 Author

I have never heard of this, but I could see why it would be an issue. My best guess is that he may need

to see someone who uses SANUKEHL Strep. Ultraviolet blood irradiation might be helpful too.

However, this is really difficult to know without seeing him and getting a sense of the broader picture.
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Linda Hassen Sep 16, 2022

I appreciate the reply. He is going to see an ear, nose, throat specialist soon. I am convinced that

his immunity has been compromised by the jab. I just wanted to see if others may have the same

issue. Our son lives with us and we have not caught strep even after all the exposure. Neither of

us have taken any covid vaccines. Thank you for caring.
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JO Sep 10, 2022

I know this is an old article, but I thought I'd add my severe adverse reaction to the list. I got the J&J

vaccine at the end of March 2021. I developed severe tinnitus in both ears about five hours after the shot.

My left ear bothered me the worst, which is interesting since the vaccine was administered in my left

shoulder. Sometimes it would get loud enough that I would have trouble hearing things. That ear would

also get hot and would feel full sometimes (not the eardrum, but my ear itself, it's hard to explain). It still

feels strange around me ear and in my ear. My left should also locked up after the shot. My vision has also

deteriorated since the covid vaccine.

The tinnitus had a terrible impact on my quality of life for more than a year after I got the vaccine. I scored

an 88 on the THI (catastrophic disability) in the weeks following vaccination. That was a self-assessment

because the doctors were useless and refused to admit that it was due to the vaccine despite the fact that

my head was perfectly quiet my entire life until five hours after I got the covid vaccine. It has been 17

months since I got the vaccine. I would say the tinnitus has subsided so that it is now a moderate disability.

It still impacts my life because the sounds are always there. I'm not sure if the tinnitus has gotten quieter or

if my brain has gotten better at ignoring the tinnitus.

I read one of your other articles about vaccine injuries. I am really curious if it has anything to do with

problems in the cranial nerves at the top of my neck. I'd love to find a doctor who knows about this

because maybe it would be possible to get rid of this tinnitus yet.
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A Midwestern Doctor Sep 11, 2022 Author

I have seen a lot of cases of tinnitus after vaccination (including some that are more severe than

yours). I've treated tinnitus for years and the vaccine caused ones are definitely harder to treat.
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S D Jul 26, 2022

Simply incredible. How is it that those products are still on the market?
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KW NORTON Writes KW Norton Borders Jul 2, 2022

Tragic circumstances beyond a doubt. Have at least one adult child and family heavily vaxxed but currently

healthy, although very concerned about them all. Three granddaughters possibly affected in this family

maybe unable to have children as a result.

We’re all going to need to deal with our own well-being and security going forward. There will be survivors

of free wild humans. It is our duty to support them going forward.
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Dr. GU Jul 2, 2022

Mrna vax was proven to persist in humans for at least 4 months. Lipoencapsulation. We are still told it

disappears quickly. Doctors, scientists who are not alarmed and not studying both DNA transcription

significance and Mrna persistence, effect of constant rampimg up of spike protein antibodies to confirm

this are complicit in any adverse outcomes for humanity. Where is your voice?
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Gary Trieste Jun 18, 2022 · edited Jun 18, 2022

I will write about my good friend John (I who I believe is still alive at this time.)

He was a tenant in my rooming house for 8.5 years, by the time he left this year he was 72 years old.

For virtually all the time he lived here, he was fairly active, would walk a mile a day, would come with me to

Planet Fitness and lift weights and do cardio. Over the years he helped me build a 365 sq.ft. duck

enclosure with concrete blocks and netting, he helped me build a raised platform/dock next to the house,

and an 30' electrical line trench, among other house infrastructure projects.

I mention these things because it showed he had a basic constitution that maintained well and was stable.

I was aware during that time he had mild high BP that he treated with meds, but otherwise healthy.

In 2020, he went to visit relatives, and I believe he may have caught covid, but he got over it and all was ok

w/no lasting symptoms.

About July 2021, he decided to get the covid vaccine; I had told him he didn't need to because he already

likely had covid and I was reading much about adverse effects of the vaccine. But he dismissed that

concern as a fringe theory and that all the pundit doctors and media told everyone to get the shot. I went

with him to CVS and got the shot, and he seemed ok thereafter; I vaguely remember him complaining

about some minor aches/pains, and that his gout was acting up, and that he had bad bouts of acid reflux.

But that seemed to get better and there weren't any more issues he mentioned. Again I vaguely remember

though his physical demeanor and spryness were lessened over the next few months, he stopped doing

his walks, and didn't want to go to the exercise. But he seemed ok otherwise.

Then he got a booster shot in October 2021, and later again complained about minor ailments. A month

later I noticed he wasn't watching the financial TV shows he liked to watch in the morning. And he

complained about dizziness, and I noticed he wasn't thinking as lucidly as he usually did. December I took

his BP and was shocked to see it at around 220/120. He later made an appt with his doctor, but forgot that

he had made it, and had to reschedule. The doctor observed the BP and upped his meds for that, andExpand full comment
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A Midwestern Doctor Jun 18, 2022 Author

That's so sad :(

I have seen similar things myself. The worst part about it is that all of this always gets lumped under

correlation is not correlation and used as proof to sustain the world view there are not medical injuries.

If you get a chance, you should read this series I wrote (part 1 is here):

https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/why-can-doctors-not-diagnose-medical
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Gary Trieste Jun 22, 2022 Liked by A Midwestern Doctor

So true.

They could say, well he had high BP for years and now it just came to a head.

Or they could say he was just getting old, and finally age caught up with him.

Yes, these things are possible. But sometimes eventually enough correlation strongly suggests

causation.

They hide behind all the wiggle facts that could be the causation, but that is the nature of

medicine, often a detective work even when it is not trying to be obfuscated.

When efforts are there to obfuscate, it is all too easy.
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Alexander Petrenko Writes Musical Endurance Jun 18, 2022

And even when you DO speak up, any ailments/adverse effects experienced by the sufferer is chalked

up to climate change and other such things. I wonder how often your story has been repeated since

the introduction of the injectable products. Yet another story of why I stay away from these things.
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T Miller Jun 14, 2022

My father also just died from a rapid development of glioblastoma after the VA convinced him to get both

shots and a booster despite having already survived getting covid.
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A Midwestern Doctor Jun 14, 2022 Author

:'(
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T Miller Jun 14, 2022

My father also just died from a rapid development of glioblastoma after the VA convinced him to get both

shots and a booster despite having already survived getting covid.
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Con Sider May 19, 2022

COVID Vaccine Blood Clot Issue ‘May Be in the Hundreds,’ but ‘Heart Issue Is in the Thousands’:

Cardiologist https://link.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/covid-vaccine-blood-clot-issue-may-be-in-the-

hundreds-but-heart-issue-is-in-the-thousands-cardiologist_4474375.html?utm_source=andshare
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Con Sider May 18, 2022

Thank you.
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Scott Maclellan May 12, 2022

I am a SW developer in Vancouver BC and have recently written a portable survey for vax injuries. I wrote it

for the help of doctors such as yourself to collect information in 3 parts - personal data (encrypted),

reactions and doctor's assessments. The database is largely configurable and the idea is doctors can

upload their databases to a central place for consolidation and reporting. I am not charging for this as I feel

we are all going to be fighting for our lives. Send an email to vaxreactionsurvey@gmail.com. -Scott
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Maybury Greg May 9, 2022

Article: Whistling Past the Graveyard Part Two: The High Priests of Public Health & Modern Medicine, by

Greg Maybury.

#DrFauci #Covid #BillGates #BigPharma #VaccineSideEffects #WEF #WHO #GreatReset

#AdverseEvents

https://tinyurl.com/nhjp2s4b
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Gary Trieste Jun 18, 2022

As these high profile people who are all for the vaccine, start getting adverse effects they can't

explain away, it will reach a head where the public won't be fooled anymore.

Tiffany Dover, Newsom, Justin Bieber, who knows Fauci and his friends may be next.
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A Midwestern Doctor Jun 18, 2022 Author

That is my hope. I would be surprised if Fauci took it though.
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Maybury Greg May 9, 2022

Another tragic report on what’s unfolding, with so many still both inside and outside the medical

establishment, whistling past the graveyard!

Article: Whistling Past the Graveyard Part One: The Crimes & Betrayals of the Medical Establishment, by

Greg Maybury. (Perth)

#DrFauci #Covid #BillGates #BigPharma #WEF #WHO #KlausSchwab #GreatReset #AdverseEvents

https://tinyurl.com/3t47e99y
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Kay McKay Writes BigRedDot May 9, 2022

Thank you for sharing this. Wish more doctors would be more forthright about what they must be seeing.
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Steph May 9, 2022

This is exactly what I’ve been wanting to do and am tracking mentally what I have encountered so far.

People need to wake up. This is beyond tragic and we are far from over in seeing these deaths and injuries

from these toxic shots.

1. My uncle had a blood clot in his leg two weeks after shot that he had surgically removed.

2. My father has had cognitive decline.

3. My friends mother’s cancer progressed and she died 4 months after her shots.

4. My partners grandmothers cancer was in remission and it came back, she is undergoing radiation now.

5. My brother bled from his ear a couple of weeks after his J/J shot and airplane ride. He’s had chest pains

on and off.

This list goes on. It’s so incredibly sad. Looking to people that are healing their symptoms and spreading

the word that way. Thanks for the article and the research. I think it would be good for us to continue to

inquire and listen to each other’s stories. We cannot rely on the CDC or NIH or the government to do their

jobs at this point.
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A Midwestern Doctor May 9, 2022 Author

Thank you. This thing really bothered me and I made this list because it was something more than

doing nothing.
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Frances Lynch May 8, 2022

Thank you for this, please get your information and supporting data to Senator Johnson, he has been

working to get action on vax injuries and deaths. You may have seen his hearing; A Second Opinion. This is

a link to his website along with the Hearing video. https://www.ronjohnson.senate.gov/2022/1/video-

release-sen-ron-johnson-covid-19-a-second-opinion-panel-garners-over-800-000-views-in-24-hours
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Michael Kramer May 8, 2022

If you are familiar with Dr Ryan Cole, youn will know he is seeing cancer rates increasingy 20 fold in

patients, and the corellations are spot on.
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ShoahKahn May 7, 2022

|| There are no participation trophies in the Darwinian marathon.

~ Charles DarWINian
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L.J. Henderson Writes Things Worth Thinking About May 4, 2022

Thank you for sharing your experience and insight. What we've seen is nothing short of criminal. The

mRNA drug therapy "fast-track" per the pandemic -- antitrust? conspiracy? disregard for human life? It's

unbelievable there is no one in government willing to tackle this cartel, to call it what is it -- a deadly fraud

on the public. Thank you again for sharing this with the world!
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JMM Apr 6, 2022

Just had a friend, 60 years old, be hospitalized for 3 days with pancreatitis (without gallstones). His doctor

told his family that the hospital has been seeing a lot of this recently!
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Jennifer Apr 5, 2022

I'm not sure if there is a place to write you directly, but would you be able to speak to the possibility of

intimate partners having reacations even if they aren't vaccinated but their partner is? I've read horror

stories of women's menstrual cycles being horribly off or passing very large clots, but validating

information on this is difficult given all the censorship in mainstream circles. Do you think there is a danger

in intimate contact with a vaccinated individual if one is not vaccinated him or herself?
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A Midwestern Doctor Apr 5, 2022 · edited Apr 5, 2022 Author

I have seen a lot of cases of the shedding phenomena occur, with menstrual changes being by far the

most common effect (including severe ones), but I have not personally heard of very many cases

intimate partners getting sick from a vaccinated partner. There may be a bias in my sample size since

a lot of the women I know have refused to be intimate with vaccinated individuals or it may be

because the risk of it happening is fairly small. I really don't have a good answer at this point in time.

The whole thing is a very weird phenomena so it's difficult to say what's actually happening. The

general view medicine has is "if there is no mechanism to explain something then it cannot be

happening" whereas my view is "if I observe something but I have no mechanism to explain it, I

accept there are things in this world beyond my understanding." Since there's no mechanism for

shedding it gets lumped into this.

That all said, the best case precedent I know of for this is that a lot of spouses of people who got the

anthrax vaccine got very sick from them (and I discussed this in my recent article).
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Jennifer Apr 5, 2022

Is shedding limited to a certain time frame after vaccine administration?

On a side note, I had a TDaP booster in 2017 that reversed all the progress I had made with

Hashimoto's treatment including cessation of my menstrual cycle for 3 months. I knew of a guy

who temporarily developed ED after a TD booster, too. There were other factors at play, too, but I

think that was the straw tipped him over the toxicity edge (psychoneuroimmunoendocrinology).

Do you suppose if people knew these shots could potentially ruin their sex lives, they'd still take

them? Perhaps they don't care about heart attacks and strokes... but sex? Hold your horses!

Anyway, my thought before all of the covid mania is that any toxin has the potential to create

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/358266490_FOIA_Release_-_536_Cumulative_Analysis_of_Post-authorization_Adverse_Event_Reports_EXPLOSIVE_List_of_100s_of_known_adverse_events_for_the_Pfizer_CoV-2_Injections
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Anyway, my thought before all of the covid mania is that any toxin has the potential to create

hormone imbalances that impact everything. This one just seems to be far more pronounced

than traditional vaccines.

Thank you for your reply. I appreciate the work you are doing here.
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A Midwestern Doctor Apr 6, 2022 Author

1) Since I don't know how the shedding works, I can't really say what the time frame is. I

think it's more likely to occur after recent vaccination thought.

2) Exacerbation of pre-existing autoimmune conditions happens with lots vaccines, it's just

a lot worse with the COVID-19 one.

3) One of the most common (like extremely common) side effects of SSRI antidepressants

is impairment of or losing the ability to have sex. Despite this being the case, most people

don't know about it (unless it happened to them) and it has had no real impact on how

often the drugs are prescribed.
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Jennifer Apr 6, 2022

Good point on the SSRIs
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A Midwestern Doctor Apr 6, 2022 Author

Which is ironic since most people would become depressed if they lost the ability

to have sex, and depression is the primary things SSRIs are supposed to help

(which they don't).
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John Smith Writes The Pandemic Info Game Jul 22, 2022

@Jennifer - perhaps you've made some ground on this issue, but this study may provide some ideas.

"Circulating Exosomes with COVID Spike Protein Are Induced by BNT162b2 (Pfizer–BioNTech)

Vaccination prior to Development of Antibodies: A Novel Mechanism for Immune Activation by mRNA

Vaccines"

This is the link to the study: https://www.jimmunol.org/content/207/10/2405

Exosomes are a membrane bound fluid filled sac containing different cargoes which are our cells

produce, and then excrete outside the cell. In the case of the study, exosomes containing the spike

protein from the Pfizer vaccine were produced by vaccinated adults. Maybe this can explain the

shedding phenomenon.

You can see this chart from the study where the concentration is highest after 14 days, and goes

down after 4 months (but it's still not pre-vaccination levels - see Chart E):

https://www.jimmunol.org/content/jimmunol/207/10/2405/F2.large.jpg
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TmacD Apr 5, 2022

My friends mother has not been able to eat or swallow food ever since vaccination. Has anyone else heard

if this issue? She is quite literally dying from this and no doctor can figure out what is happening.
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A Midwestern Doctor Apr 5, 2022 Author

What's the issue? Ie. is her throat too dry or can she not coordinate a swallow, or does she just get

uncontrollably nauseous (or is it something else).
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Clover Apr 2, 2022

Can you write an article getting more into “ access to options for mitigating these injuries?”
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Tom Hogan Mar 26, 2022

If spike proteins are provoking immune-based clotting, would antihistamines help prevent that? Maybe

Zyrtec?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 26, 2022 Author

Some people have found this, especially for natural covid infections, but sometimes you need

something a bit stronger than a typical antihistamine
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Mary Mar 18, 2022

I am not a doctor, not even in the medical field, nor do I have any college education, so what I think may be

way off base. In March 2021, my sister-in-law got her first Covid shot, 6 weeks later she got her second.

The first of May they rushed her to the emergency room with skyrocketing blood pressure (she is on meds

for it) and they determined that she had gallstones and needed her gallbladder removed. She had no

symptoms of gallbladder issues before or at any time after diagnosis. But, because of the elevated BP, they

wanted her to see a cardiologist first. He put her on some meds to control the BP better but saw no reason

to remove a gallbladder that was not causing an issues. Fast forward to mid June and she had another flare

of skyrocketing BP and was rushed to the ER again. This time, they sent her directly to a big hospital in the

city where they determined that it was her gallbladder causing the BP issue. On Thursday, they went

through her throat to retrieve the stones and on Friday they performed a 3 hour surgery to remove her

gallbladder. When she came out of anesthesia, they informed her that she had a spot on her liver and once

she healed they would go in and remove that spot. The middle of July she was back in the hospital to

remove the liver spot but all they did was go in and back out. Told her it was advanced and all they could

do was give her 6 months without treatment or 9 months with treatment. She chose quality of life and died

on Dec. 19, 2021. In my mind, I will always think this is vaccine related but I am the only one that thinks that

way. In fact, even after she had turned yellow from the liver issue, her husband was concerned that she

should get the booster.
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Nur Maz Mar 18, 2022

Dear Dr Mike Yeadon

I really like doctor's papers analysis, and can I ask from you doc?

How do we should know if DNA reverse transcribed from BNT162b2 is integrated into the cell genome?

As we in Malaysia here, there are no cases of death due to vaccination or we have been deceived by the

government of our own ministry of health and medicine? Pls give me some of analysis for my further

research paper studies if possible...
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alan remick Mar 16, 2022

Second hand anecdotes from an anonymous source.

Not what I would consider a credible source.
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 16, 2022 · edited Mar 16, 2022 Author

If it interests you, I wrote an article on "credible sources".

https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/who-remembers-freedom-fries/comment/5519799?s=w
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Betsy Mar 16, 2022

Interesting response when there are countless sites and thousands of people sharing their injury and

worse stories...plus the numerous soccer players in the news,plus the sudden deaths in the

news...you have a choice to believe or not. You have a choice to comply with the shot or not. I

personally have a video from my sister at a school function, where she is a principal, having a seizure

and the school shared it with her so she could show her neurologist. She shared it with me. She

seized also while driving, but was in traffic and therefore crashed at a low speed.

I know the truth from personal experience and it’s terrifying
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Lidia Mar 21, 2022

Why not consult with the "Vaccine Director" in Louisville?

Oops! Sorry!

She's dead "suddenly" at the age of 36.

https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/local/2022/03/18/dr-sarahbeth-hartlage-who-led-

louisvilles-covid-vaccine-effort-dies/7090533001/
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alan remick Mar 22, 2022

And your point?
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Betsy Mar 16, 2022

Just Wow....My personal experiences...I come from a large family...in all between siblings and adult nieces

and nephews (my side and my husband's side) there are 54 living. Of the 54 only 9 are mRNA free...here

are the experiences (all that have been shot with either Moderna or Pfizer):

2 recurring cancers (BIL and FIL...BIL previously had Pancreatic which is aggressive and often returns so

may not be related but new cancer is in blood. FIL had colon cancer, totally free for two years and now has

lung cancer (never smoked).

1 (sister) no PMH developed Temporal Lobe Epilepsy with persistent seizures

1 (BIL) history of heart issues and on blood thinner has had 2 surgeries at Cleveland Clinic for removal of

crystals and clots in heart and brain.

1 (sister) increased auto immune disorders and chronic pain that is unresponsive to treatment

1 (elderly mother with previous stroke) increase vertigo and fatigue

1 (niece) spontaneous abortion at 22 weeks

I mean...that is A LOT in a group of 54. The challenge with anyone having a pre-x condition is that no

medical provider would even consider a correlation with the shot.

I have invested in Kleenex and plan to spend much of my future in a funeral home burying all of my loved

ones.
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Dr. GU Mar 15, 2022

Good luck for your grant request for funding any study of the risk/benefit ratio vax vs. unvax
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JungianINTP Mar 13, 2022

Steps to EFFECTING a Hoax :

Secretly plan to weaponize normal

year-to-year cold and flu-bug epi-

demics—in order to cover-up a plan

for effecting massive Vote-Fraud;

for STOPPING logic-driven Trump

and his massive voter-base.

How would Biden & Team expect

to win while Biden could not get 60

people on a parking lot ! (( hidden

by MSM using cropping of pictures

and videos )) when Trump was able

to attract 16,000 into a stadium ?

I began explaining the “Covid-19

Hoax” in June of 2020. Why a

H O A X ? :

—because gain-of-function efforts

ALWAYS Fail, because of this one

rule driving THIS universe of things :Expand full comment
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Ketanji Mar 12, 2022

Yawn
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Greystoke Writes Greystoke’s Newsletter Mar 12, 2022

One case appears to have been included twice: "...Critical-(Health care provider I’ve known since medical

school)-My close friend’s brother I somewhat knew died of a stroke after the COVID Vaccine. He was in his

50s,...."
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

Thanks. I forgot to delete that one when I did an addendum to it.
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hoop Mar 12, 2022

that is what 15,000 words over 28 pages looks like on 'one page'
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Sheila Secrist Writes Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 11, 2022

What is this?? What exactly are the directives?

"as per federal directives, autopsies are almost never performed on possible vaccine deaths"
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 11, 2022 Author

Someone else asked this too.

Ryan cole explains it here: https://rumble.com/vvvuya-medical-freedom-a-second-opinion-with-dr.-

robert-malone-and-dr.-ryan-cole.html

Almost no autopsies have been done and the people who do it run into a lot of hot water.
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Sheila Secrist Writes Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 11, 2022

I knew they ended up in hot water but didn't know there was any kind of federal directive. Thank

you, will listen now.
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MYERS Mar 10, 2022

Do you think it could cause hyponatremia (low sodium)?
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arthur brogard Mar 8, 2022

you've been told
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Phyllis B Mar 6, 2022

Doctor, do you think vaccine-related neurological problems are behind the rise in disruptive behavior on

airlines and also NYC subway?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 6, 2022 Author

Honestly there's no way to know or prove that. I'm familiar with the argument why, it's possible, but I

don't like to take positions on things that can't be proven and are based on assumptions. In general

our society is becoming a more psychologically unstable but there are a lot of potential causes I know

of for it.
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Phyllis B Mar 6, 2022

thank you.
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I am not your Other Mar 5, 2022

Can you please say more about this: "as per federal directives, autopsies are almost never performed on

possible vaccine deaths" ... which federal directives?
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A Midwestern Doctor Mar 5, 2022 Author

Ryan cole explains it here: https://rumble.com/vvvuya-medical-freedom-a-second-opinion-with-dr.-

robert-malone-and-dr.-ryan-cole.html

Almost no autopsies have been done and the people who do it run into a lot of hot water.
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deleted Mar 12, 2022

Comment deleted

A Midwestern Doctor Mar 12, 2022 Author

A major problem with our current system many people have pointed out is that the corporation

structure shields members of the corporation for criminal penalties for their actions, and as a result,

it's almost impossible for a serious consequence to occur that deters bad behavior in the same way

this can be done for individual crimes. Amongst other things, this is why Pharma companies

repeatedly do bad things and they calculate the fines they may have to pay as "punishment" are an

acceptable cost of doing business. One of the major reforms that's needed is for executives to be

possible to prosecute for corporate malfeasance.
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